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The history of agriculture in Great Britain during the last 50 years
aroys the argument that the tariff is responsible for rural depopulation. In a
BBS, Mr. David Lloyd George, the British Prime Minister, said that since
the number of people engaged in the cultivation of tlio soil had gone down by
-i, which Ecant that Great Britain had a population of about three
.033 than the number directly associated with agriculture at that data,
lhat in itself was a less to the state.
The striking contrast between agricultural conditions in Germany and
rea: Britain was emphasised by Mr. Lloyd George when he said that Britain feeds
0 persons out of 100 acres, Germany feeds 70 to 75; that Britain grows 15
a of cc:n, Germany grows 33 tons; that Britain grows 11 tons of potatoes,
i tons; that Britain produces four tons of meat to Germany's four
ia quarter tons; that Britain produces the equivalent of 17% tons of milk to
nany's 28 tons, and that Britain produces no sugar while Germany produces
ft t
It is of importance to Canadian farmers in reading these figures to
jwneffiber that the pre-war fiscal policy of Germany was protectionist. They
aid also not fall into the error of underestimating the strength of the
Icultural industry in Great Britain. It is no weakling industry to be
royed by the first touch of free trade. ."From every point of view,"
r. Lloyd George said, "it is the greatest of our industries."
It is this greatest of British industries which the British Cabinet is
I to save from disaster and their policy is an admitted one of direct
tion. The first thing that is to be provided is security for the
The Government has decided to guarantee the farmers a minimum price
~rn for a terra of years.
no further foreign credits for purchases in Canada have been made
•11 an Government, it is interesting to note that the French Government
• credit of 50,000,000 francs in favor of Poland. On account of this
t a Polish delegation has been making considerable purchases in France. In
Itlon n £-rvn of French industrialists has made arrangements for an intorof French and Polish goods. A Dutch credit of 15,000,000 florins is being
-••'
he Polish Government for the purchase of clothing. Advices from the
state that the bill providing for the extension of a §200,000,000 Govit credit to Great Britain, France and Italy has been passed by the Argentine
of deputies end is almost certain to become law. In the United States,
York Herald says that following the passage of the Edge Bill a foreign
ation w5.11 be formed with a capital of $100,000,000. Some of the
porting interests of the country are said to be concerned.
Discussing price fixation and its consequences, Mr. W. P. Hamilton, Editor
he Wall Street Journal, says in a special article on "Europe's Ailments":"Europe, and especially Britain, is, as the English express it, 'fed
rice fiz5ri£. This :".a because of a consequence which every competent

t and student of history could have foretold. HThen a government fixes a
•aprice for food, fuel, transportation, or anything else, that maximum inevibecomea a uiuiiiica to the consumer. Where there is not a large profit on the
B price the article goes out of production, and the small supplies remainHand the figure the seller chooses to ask. Prosecution for profiteering
(land has had results which are almost farcically ineffective."
The United States Geological Survey has announced that increased
elation of scientific investigation in planning wise utilization of natural
ces has lud csvc-rc,! of the west Indian republics to seek assistance of the
•ny, and to make co-operative agreements with it. Under such agreements
(pographical and geological surveys of the Islands are to "be made at the expense
Feat Indian Governments, while the technical supervision of the work will
assumed by the United States Geological Survey.
Under the stinulus cf war conditions, which provided high protection, the
•nufacturing of cement "by scientific methods is now being done on a considerable
in India, and the combined output of the three principal manufacturers
ady amounts to nearly half of the total requirements of the country. The
port of tho Indian Munitions Board states that in the possession of three
lid factories cf modern concerns located in convenient and advantageous
BS, efficiently staffed and under expert European management, India is now
fcoroughly equipped for the manufacture of high grade cement.
Toy manufacturers of the United States are agitating for an increase of
I present protective customs duty from 35 to 50 per cent.
On October 14, 1919, the regular Spanish customs tariff for iron and
1 products TOS re-established. These items have boon free of duty since 1916.
The Can&dic.n Railroader Weekly continues to receive warm support from
idustrlal workers in its vigorous campaign for the appointment of a tariff
i with a representative of labor on the commission. In recent issues it has
liehed the names of.no less than 721 labor councils and unions which have
ated the question of e, tariff board and pronounced in its favor";, and in its
isue of December 27 it gives tho n?«533 of 73 additional associations to whom the
riff board "is highly desirable." This latest list includes the names of trade
ros In the follo-?.r<* placos in the Province of Quebec: Quebec City, Sherke, Lauzon, St. David do Isvig, Hull, St. Ar.r_e do Bsllsvue, St. Hyacinthe,
og, Thrso Rivors, Jonriiuyr*, Ohamy, Sh'wii.nigpn Falls, Jolietts, Cap de la
ladeleine, Valleyfield, Bromsburg, Thetford Mines. Other associations are
jsented from Kelson, Silverton, Golden, Trail and Revolstoke, in British
and from Brandon, Trans cona, and Winnipeg in Manitoba
It is officially estimated that t'^ "•";?. ent exhibition of British
anfacturers, in Athens, Greoce, was responsible for orders for British goods
e affiount of from £200,000,000 to £-300,000,000.
"> •••'-• .t, \nn >^r. no en i^^ned n- the Australian Minister for Trade and
ce, prohibiting importation into ^ ITS '::o:r !•".?. of a long list of commodities,
jpt under license. The prlr^.T-y ob.l^ct of such restriction has been announced
~ : .nlster for Trnde s,nd CM^tomg to be "protection of a number of industries
»ere bora or largely developed during the war, until it is possible to
uate protection by r»e?ng of the new tariff which it is understood
be one of the first measures de^.lt with when Parliament meets early in the
year." It in further cited that the list is only tentative and pro;_ and that it may bo fovw.d necesn?*? to rrake alterations from time to
Issuance of licenaoa w5.ll be b^ocl on Australian requirements and the
of local production.
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F.occnt industrial developments in India provide remarkable examples of
ie market e-ransion dus to war demands, to the failure of external sources of
supply, and to v?ar restrictions on imports which amounted in effect to a high
riff and encou:.r.;;ccl domestic manufacturers. In Calcutta, for instance,
impetus has tcoii given to the tanning industry end to the manufacture of leather
goods, and it has been discovered that Bengal has an inexhaustible supply of both
stable and chemical tannins materials. A very larga amount of capital,
nly British, has now been invested in the tanning and leather industries, and
the Government of Eengal has approved a scheme for a research tannery in Calcutta.
The dependence of the tea industry upon imported tea chests and other
materials has been largely corrected. A British company has recently obtained a
concession in the forests of northern Bengal, with the object of supplying the
nand for three-ply tea chests; while another British company has established a
three-ply factory in Assam. A lead rolling mill is also being erected and
>ther cills, both for the manufacture of chests and for tea lead, are projected,
.oh should make India entirely naif-supporting in regard to these products,
tools and implements required by the tea industry are also being manufactured in
domestic plants. Ehe attention of the Government was first directed to the manufacture of pruning knives, very large quantities of which were rocuired. Good
knivos aro now being produced within the Bengal Provinces. Some difficulty
was experienced in securing an adequate supply of suitable steel, but it has now
sen found that the Tata Iron and Steel Works, itself a war-developed organiza:roduce steel of the quality required. Firms in India are also taking
p the canufacture of hose, digging forks and other tools required by the tea
Industry.
Galvanising on a very large scale is now being done by two local plants,
both of which existed before the war, but have greatly developed. ?wo other
firms are installing plants for the manufacture in India of enameled ironware.
A workshop for the production of vacuum brake material required by Indian
railways, is also no~ in operation. Electrical and medical porcelain is being
aade for tho first time by the Calcutta Pottery Works at Tangra. Plants for the
sanufacture of bolts, nuts and rivets are being imported.
In the ,jir!;o infcstry b?-fore the v/cvc- practically ell the concuir.able
stores and all the machinery ware imported from the United Kingdom. Examination
.owed that bobbins, plane tree rollers, pickers, roller skins, belting, porce-.d guides r,:.ic! T^^IJ other commodities, formerly imported, could be
..lly produced in India and they are now being manufactured on a commercial
scale. Cr.e of the largo31 manufacturers of textile machinery in the United
Kingdom is considering a scheme for the establishment of a branch works in India
r the Esaufactnve of textile end especially Jute machinery. At the Britannia
fegineerirg v/orhc spindles and fliers are being manufactured by the latest and
>st app-07c;! methods, and also spare parts for juto and cotton mill m?-chiner.5".
ad brass castings, such as before the war \vero imported from England,
d malleable castings of many kinds aro being made in local plants. The
t-ure of agricultural implements in India from Indian steel is being ccn. The Bengal Brass Company are now manufactures s.ll classes cf brass
r.fcal rrorl:, rnd propose to import a complete wire-drawing plant.
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The Teta Iron end Steel Company of India has undertaken very large
•xtensions. The Bengal Iron and Steel Company has taken up the manufacture of
steel at Kulti, and the Indian Iron and Steel Company will make pig iron and
steel at Asansol.
As a result of war demands and difficulties of importation, the manufacture of chemicals in India has been greatly developed. Large works have "been
^^•bliehcd at Budgs-Eudge to manufacture caustic soda frorc sodium carbonate
inported from East Africa. Coal tar is bains distilled on a small scale.
Ihyicol, refined saltpeter, potassium carbonate, surgical dressings, fire extinguishers, many drugs and medicines, concentrated commercial glycerin, are all
being produced in India for the first time on a commercial scale. A large plant
has been established for the extraction of calt, and fire bricka and silica
bricks are now being male in large quantities by three concerns.
Summarising this development, Mr. J. C. K. Peterson, Controller of
Munitions and Director of Industries in Bengal, India, says: "The present
Industrial development has already effected a great deal. The air is full of
new scheies and the country of new enterprises which are being rapidly developed
to supply its wants. Public opinion is veering around from its former indifference and satisfaction to a discontent which moans to see that India is in future
self-supporting and that its commerce, trade, and industries shall no longer be
dependent en external supplies. The material effects of these great causes can
be traced in every industry in Bengal."
Inconplete reports received from the Czecho-Slovak Commercial Commission
In New York and from the American Consul at Prague indicate that an independent
tariff has been adopted by Csecho-Slovakia. The rates are understood to average
about 200 per cent, higher than those of the former Austro-Hungarian tariff of
1914. !?Ms latter tariff is still applied, however, to imports from Jugo-Slavia
on account of a commercial treaty. Duties specified in crowns arc at present
collected with a surtax of 200 -per cent.
The Government of Portugal has issued a decree doubling the duties on all
imported goods not regarded as absolute necessaries, end placing imports under
the control of the Government. It is stated that the banks are not permitted to
sell foreign exciruge unless authorised to thnt effect by a special comnissicn.
Stops were taken by the Portuguese Government in 1918 to increase the
duties by requirirg the payment of a certain proportion in gold or its equivalent, and special surtaxes were imposed on imports of goods of the class of
luxuries. These luxury surtaxes were in some instances higher than the original
import duties. The report received from the American Consul-General in Lisbon
does not indicate whether these luxury taxes will continue to be collected in
addition to the increased rates of duty.
The Italian Government is planning electrification of nearly 4,000
uilea of state railways rmd rc«.ny of the 15.nes privately OTraed. The project will
involve an expense of 800,000,000 lire ($154,400,000 at normal exchange) and
till require at least ten years for its execution.
Since M<?rch, 1919, the Japanese Government has actively encouraged the
r •"./•.>••.••• '!••. J-^-n --.- Jftp?n«3<3 pvoo.f.eeJ's, of r-otor trucK^ suitrols for military
purposes. A lormty has been granted for every c?,r manufactured in Japan meeting
military specificationr,. To qualify for the bounty such trucks must be sold for
use in the Japanese Empire only and must have a capacity of one ton or more. The
bounty paid runs up to $1,000 per truck, and an additional allowance of §250 is
granted for a truck operated by the manufacturer or let out by him for hire.
fie ownor of the truck - that is, in most c?.se3, the first purchaser - receives
a bounty of $;~CO, and he or any subsequent ovmer receives $150 per year for five
years to aid in its upkeep. The upkeep bounty is maintained for ten years in
case of trucks owned and operated by manufacturers. Owners of imported trucks
also receive $500 and an annual allowance of $150 for upkeep. Bounties are only
paid to Jatmeee subjects.
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Hot a few Canadian corporations and other employers have recently
the lives of their workers under tlia group insurance syctem. The plan
.sea to result in improved industrial relations and the amount of such
irance seess likely to increase. Heretofore, practically all such business
has leea placed rcith insurance organisations in the United States. Several of
Argest Canadian insurance companies have, however, recently made arrangeats to issue group insurance on the lives of employees and an apparent
nical difficulty in the Insurance Act has been overcome. These companies
ie filed their group rates with the Department of Insurance at Ottawa,, have
lly ccEjliod with the requirements of the Insurance Act, and now have authority
such policies.
As "Canadian money, Canadian made, should stay in Canada for Canadian
de," EJ employers in the Dominion who contemplate providing insurance for
H|r enployees should give the preference to Canadian insurance companies. The
liter eaplcy Canadian workers, make their investments for the most part in
securities, end pay ta::es in Canada. Moreover, the policy-holders are
"y protected under the rigorous Canadian insure-nce laws as they would "be if
this business were placed in any other country in the world.
The British Government has decided to invest £250,000 in a £1,000,000
(Bpany knorai aa the Home Grown Sugar Compp.ny, Limited, and it will guarantee
returns for ten years. Additional proof the/; the United Kingdom is fully alive
0 the advantages of further industrial development is furnished in the flotation
of a n37 slate company to work property in llorth Wales. It is stated that the
OoTenment Eepartment of Building Materials Supply "is prepared to take the
Die of the company's slate output at current market prices for the nezt five
years."
Acting in acsordr.nco wit3i the recommendations of the special commission
appointed to revise the customs tariff, the President of Paraguay has issued a
dated September 27, 1919, increasing substantially the fixed official
llnationa on which od rolo-—••; i^-nort r'nto.os are assessed. The increases amount
-nt. on jT-'-'lr-'-. olo^rn, watches rnd silverware; 30 per cent, on
leathft>t ?r.i tanned skins; 40 733:? n~nt. 0:1 rv.nic?.! instruments !?.nd cotton good?.;
• . on furniture nnd coT-on "boot", r?r>.d c-hoos; 50 per cent, on other
textile--, cloth, drugn, ch'jn'.c-lr;. chir",'-~-'o, gl^^n^are, hardware, cutlery,
•xnd a large rr.ng? of o'':hor non^o^.itioa. In the c?.S9 of fino toilet
"^etics and porfuT.-3.3, the inr?ro",t:3 is 80 per cent.; end in the case of
•i liTOoro, 100 por cnnt. T}:e eff3?t of tha increases in official
' • to advance the duty by tho t-"Tro p?rc(?ntrge in each cr,se, although
I ad valorem rates th^mriolv??. re-^in unr:":":---"TO']. The new decree became
' - on October 1, 1919.
The Unit"/! B'-'.^OT Tariff Ooroinsior!., in its annual report for the fiscal
1918-19, refers to o report, HOT in corpse of preparation, upon the proposed
ity o?;r"o--nt of 1911 between •':>o United States and Canada. The Cornsays that at the tiire tho r^o^.^roolt-y rgrepmont was framed it would have
,ted in considerably hrrvrier rgonct'.cn by tho United States of the comparamf high rates of tho American t a r i f f of 1909 than of the lower rates of the
Kadi'
?. B:'iv?-o 1911, howovoi*, the situation has been in a large measure
u"G of ;:no ?'"o;ir';; en by th.e United States of extensive reduction in

- 2ufactured articles of an additional war tax of 1% per cent." The Commission
o say: "The report will show that....the volume of imports into the
States that would to-day "be affected by the inauguration of the agreement
Jeoreased loth absolutely and relatively; although the total imports from
into the United States during the same period have greatly increased. In
ct, duties upon flax-seed and hay are now the only rates of importance that
be reduced in the United States tariff by the adoption of the reciprocity
•ant of 1911. On the other hand, the imports into Canada that would feel
e effect of the agreement have greatly increased in value."
A iranufacturers' syndicate known as the Confederation Federale de la
tion Franchise, including representatives of all the great French indus93, has bson formed and organized into twenty-one groups. The syndicate aims
o stimulate increased production and increased exports.
Seven large German chemical and dye combines, united under the unoffiiiline Concern", are about to increase their capital to 1,000,000,000
is concern will be the greatest industrial organization in Germany and
possibly in all Europe.
Fifty joint industrial councils have been organized in Great Britain to
date under the Whitley plan, and t\venty-four interim industrial committees.
ftese represent 3,500,000 persons.
With a few exceptions all goods specified as free in the customs tariff
Argentina are now dutiable at the rate of 5 per cent, ad valorem, while all
i valorem rates of 20 per cent, or more have been increased by surtaxes amounting to 7 per cent, ad valorem. For goods dutiable at not less than 10 per cent.
loss than 20 per cent, the surtax is 2 per cent, ad valorem.
The tariff of Uruguay has also been increased by a surtax. When the
f duty is more than 12 per cent, ad valorem the surtax is 14 per cent, ad
hen the rate is 9 to 12 per cent, the surtax is 9 per cent, ad valorem.
In all other cases, including the "free list", the surtax is 4 per cent.
The November issue of The Nation's Business, published by the Chamber
~ce of the United States, contains a significant article dealing with
'forts to defend the unstable key industries of the United Kingdom:"In the category of unstable key industries," it says in part, "England
ins to include all derivatives of coal tar, synthetic drugs and chemicals,
leal glass, scientific glassware, illuminating glass-rare, laboratory porcelain,
lentiflc
and optical
instruments,
compounds,
\n foodstuffs and raw
materials
and the
imposition potassium
by Canada upon
many tungsten powder and
-tungsten zinc oxide, lithopone, thorium nitrate gas mantles, magnetos,
siery, needles, and gauges.
"Legislation is to b9 sought in England to prohibit importation of the
1 of unstable key industries, except under license. At the same time the
Lsh Governaent plans to enact anti-dumping laws, somewhat like the Canadian,
o create authority to chock any flood of imports from a country, such as
many, in which exchanges iro.y go to such a low figure as to enable sales of
Its goods in England at prices below the British cost of production."
In view of tho similarity between the roconstruction problems of
tralia and Canada, it ia interesting to note that the Sydney correspondent of
London Times Trade Supplement cables that "the two great capitals, Melbourne
I Sydney, have had all their shop windows decked out with 'Made in Australia'
for a wee1-." The corrnnpondant explains that one of the diffic\ilties in
. movement is the disposition of warehouses to favor imported
ither thr>n the homo article, but contends that "the steady expansion of
tralien industry is, however unmistakable."
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By a majority of one, the Royal Commission on Agriculture, which was
in July to inquire into the economic prospects of the industry in
reat Brit-l::. has presented an interim report in favor of guaranteed prices for
wheat and oats. /.n interesting feature of the majority report is its revelation
:IQ of agriculture under free trade. The report reads:"To enable the present agricultural position to "be clearly understood it
ii necessary to refer shortly to certain important circumstances in the history
of agriculture sinco 1870,
"In the years immediately preceding the vra:.-, the agricultural industry
was cii.i'ging from the period of intense depression which oet in with the inclement
and disastrous season of 1079, and which was intensified by the period of low
prices due to increasing foreign competition which followed. This may be said
to have culminated in 1094, when the average Gazette price of wheat for the year
was only 22s. lOd. per Imperial quarter. The period of depression continued well
Into the present century, tut about 1906, owing in the main to gradually improving prices and to the new generation of farmers having adapted themselves to
the changed conditions, a more favorable prospect seemed to be opening out.
"By 1914 the arable area in the United Kingdom had declined by 4&
Billion acres as compared with the arable area in 1870; the number of persons
gaged in agriculture had fallen from. 2,762,012 in the Census year of 1871 to
2,077,766 in 1911} and the total wheat produced had dropped from 13,419,496
gnartors in 1G70 to 7,804,041 quarters in 1914. Farmers had been compelled to
lake these changes owing to the growth of foreign competition and to the accompanying reduction in world prices. A system of grass farming had thus been
developed which required the employment of a minimum of capital and labor."
The Christian Science Monitor, commenting editorially on the tariff
situation in Canada, points out the futility of, attempting tariff revision at the
present tims. The Monitor sayst"It is difficult to see that much progress can be made in preparing for
an Inquiry of this kind in advance of tho time when conditions shall become more
lettled. In the revision of the tariff many needs are to be considered -which
Late directly to tho country's industries, the price of raw materials, manugoods, and wages. It is well known that just now these factors vary
,ely anong the countries of the world. Moreover, the amount of goods which
1 be ablo to ship into Canada cannot now be ascertained. The
•Id's shelves are comparatively bare of merchandise, and the need at home must
plied before an exportable surplus is created. Canada is busy and prosrous. The outloolc for business is hopeful. The question of revenue is the
wst serious one at the present tires. Probably the best advice that could be
I is that, lihs other nations, Canada needs to cultivate greater thrift
nooy."
Among the recommendations of tho West Indian Shipping Committee,
appointed by the British Secretary of State for the Colonies in Saptomber, 1918,
are the following:-

- 2t a direct mail and passenger service, with a fixed time-table,
, b e established as soon as possible between the United Zingdom and the
Antilles and British Guiana.
"That tenders should ba called for within a year's time for both a
[nightly service and one operating every three weeks, and that the Governments
led should then decide what service can bo initiated
'That every effort should be male to open up and develop the colony of
^^H Guiana
"That, ii
Ic, a joint policy should be adopted by the British
dian GoYcnv.^n'ks, zo G.S to c.llov/ cf a continuous service by way of the
bit Indies between Canada and the United Kingdom.
t if direct co^imication between Jamaica and the United Kingdom
cooured by the diversion of some service proceeding through the Panama
al, a c^-11 subsidy would bo worth paying for the purpose of securing such
pnicatii
-::at every support should .be accorded to such efforts as the Canadian
-.t cay cake to open up or maintain steamship communication between the
ion and Bermuda, the Bahama Islands, Jamaica end British Honduras."
Discussing the imposition of a Federal tax on gross sales as a substifor the present excess profits tax which, he declared, threatened the in•tries of the country with irreparable injury, Mr. M. F. Frey, Assistant
leurer and Tax Concultant of the Guaranty Trust Company, speaking before the
. Association for the Advancement of Science at a recent meeting in
•is, eaid:"Undoubtedly one of the strongest arguments in favor of a sales tax
^ire and neod of relieving the country of one of the most unjust,
^erous
as over "bo'--1
1 upon our industries,
ely, tvo r'?939 profits tax. The excess profits tart, though probably justi•9 of raising revenue for the prosecution of the war, is both
•ific in
-\le and economically iin.-ornd. Although this ta*: is in the
•ti of a di:
\, it is, la effect, a most unsatisfactory commodity tax.
"A aanufacturcr, merchant, or other business concern subject to the tax,
fcmost instances, estimates in advance, the amount which he is compelled to add
9 the selling price of the commodity in order to pass the same on to the
Inate consumer, so as to protect himself against the heavy imposition.
189 of tha -"i^rtainty and complexities of the law, a business concern is apt
vts, rather than underestimate, its'liability. In doing this, it
•3 an unintentional profiteer in safeguarding itself from an unrlnQ
orpeticn cf its earnings, Thus, prices are incrsassd to the consumer "by
9 than sufficient to covor the tax. If 773 abolinh the otcam profits
'.ioubtedly will have eliminated a potent factor in the existing high
cost of living,"
Italy has established a tax on thg eale of articles-, whether of
riea or sornron use. In tho case of luxurion tho tax is to bo 10 per cont.
the soiling pri33, whilst for articles of common use the tax is 2 per cont.
n ell prices of ono lira and upward. This new levy does not apply to foodffs, f.vil, end such articles a^ already are subject to gpocial taxes. Th?
levied by the shopkeepers on their patrons and subsequently paid
the Government offices annually. In checking such payments the registered
jroial in-;C-;-3 of the cliopkeaper is to be taken into account.
By developing the local pe^t industry, Earmark was able in 1918 to
r foreign coal account by th3 -'-^int of about $31,600,000. Besides,
industry g-?.va employment to about 50,^00 psoplo in Denmark ond transn of peat provided a large rev^vo f^
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Mr. Hionuu II. Air.:; cough, British Trade Comiiucaiouor in Calcutta, in a
the conditions and prospects of British trade in India, says that there
»in articles in which Canadian shippers could secure a considerable
iition wi-Hi American rivals if they adopted the same energetic^c-ad
^Hods. "Should C;.ii:.di;.n manufacturers and exporters be really anxious
I a bid for the Indian market," he says, "I would recommend that a small com•esontativo of the loading interests, such as lumber, food products, enrlagcan-j
ra, etc., should bo cent to India either by tlio Canadian BOT, tie C
- !trudo Coraieuion, or else a representative body cuch as the
mManufast.i-ers Association
Such a commicsioii of investigation v/ould noo
jcure invaluable information for Canadian exporters, but would be of great
k to Canada in many.ways. The Indian importer would be brought into
touch with Canadian business men, would learn from them what the
a can supply, and the great facilities and natural resources which she
I ccrpaign of propaganda would thereby be inaugurated which should bo
eat benefit to Canada and should strengthen tiie inter-Imperial bond. Other
being equal, importers in India would naturally prefer to purchase from an
•ial source of supply, such as Canada, rather than from a foreign competitor
as the United States."

\R RELEASE

3 Royal Er.nlr of Canada haa issued a pamphlet on "Trade Opportunities
n," rhie'i is a valuable contribution to the movement for foreign
development. If our heavy obligations are to bo net it is essential that
ign trado of the Dominion should be increased, end the Bank emphasises
^Hkt "among the fields available for commercial enterprise there are
•ore accessible r.nd few more promising than the tropical islands and
of the Caribbean Soa. Lying remote from the seat of the vrar,
aornel
1 for their products, at high prices, has greatly increase-.!
walth and purchasing power. Ehey constitute for us a chain of ideal
lities which we have to sell end supplying what we wich
upon receipt Moreover, under the Canada West India Agreement of 1913, a tariff
•'•Teaty per cent, on most goods of Canadian origin is granted by
Barbados, British Guiana, Dominica, Granada, Montserrat, St. Kitto-Novic,
Vincent, and Trinidad, affording Canadians a decided trado
A ro-^vly subsidy of 0340,000 is also paid by the Dominion Governmont
-.a Packet Conroany to ensure a fortnightly steamship service
dian ports to the West Indies, and with the creation of our new merchant
resent ctc^ship facilities will bo improved and increased."
Canadian traders, however, rro to benefit from the opportunities
y these markets, the Bank points out wisely that energy and enterprise
itally necessary and that old usages of trade must be given up where necesravellins can or permanent agents of proved ability only should bo
^K r.r.
-.r.llest orders accepted in the hope of a future expansion of
>d bo cade as promptly as possible and orders filled
lag to sample. It is important, above all, to make the purchaser
:.'iority of the goods offered, whether in price 01Lan trader is conservative, and will not change hie

nless to do DO is obviously to his advantage. If Canadian traders
Ind and uoke energetic efforts to take advantage of the
Lea offered, a great increase in our trade with these markets should
;;ig

the excess profits tax in an address before the lu/uiorial
oociation in New York, l!r. William B. Colvci1, a MOber of
federal Trade Commission, said:e ezceso profits tax is passed on and multiplied until auout four or
la taken out of your pocket, my pocket and the pocliet of the r^n on
for every dollar that finally gets to the public treasury. The taz
Icult and cumbersome to collect, and bears inequitably upon different
:;ame size and profitableness. As a matter of fact, it io a
inflated capitalisation and a penalty on conservative capitalization.
9 repealed at tho earliest possible moEont, and its repeal, I
111 result in an almost i;^ca.i..;..to Icv/oring of the whole unhealthy price
- is a burden alike upon c/ory citisin, whether he be consumer,
laer, producer, or taxpayer."
• I.., I

.
.
.
!
, •«l--»^^

Conservation," published by the C omission of Conservation, at Ottawa,
an article by llr. Clyde Leaviti;, forestry expert, \vlio finds in the
^Htt of the pulp and paper industry in Canada a striking example of the
ulting fron .conducting processes of manufacture in thio country
of exporting raw materials. Mr. Leavitt says in part:Canala'B wiso policy of benefitting by the home manufacture of her
resources ia exemplified notably in the pulp and paper industry. In
accoriir.3 to Government statistics, only 36 per cent, of Canada's pulp?/ood
.ufactured in the Dominion, 7,'horos.g 64 per cent, was exported raw. In
70 per cent, was manufactured in Canada, less than 30 per cent, being
in a raw state.
•->, the number of employees in the pulp and paper industry
•da was about 9,000. The number of employees at present is estimated at
, and the annual wage bill at §20,500,000. The exports alone for the past
year frca this industry are around $100,000,000. About 90 per cent, of
rmufacturcd in Canada is exported. More than one-third of the
v.sed in tho United States is of Canadian manufacture.
"Prospostive increases in the capacity of Canadian plants will bring the
Loa of newsprint during the coming year, on a conservative estimate, to a
1 tons.
". of all this in the maintenance and development of the
ida c~n scarcely bo ovor-emphasised. Obviously, it would
-if public policy for tho respective provincial governments
existing embargoes upon the export of raw pulpwood cut fron Crown
would inevitably raoan reducing the supplies of raw material
s for Canadian mills, an woll as the more rapid deplotion of our pulpwood
-aultirs in their comparative exhaustion within a measurable period of
.!; 1,000,COO cordo of pulpwood is now exported in a raw state, all cut
nds :'
'.;3 ownership. Practically all of this goes to the United States."

e

^ranty Trust Company of New Tork eays» "Indian tanners are
^Bthat tha export duty recently imposed upon raw hides and skins will be
^B«3t benefit to their domer,tic industry. Indian tanneries are deconcern's are constantly being founded. Many of
| ire '
it concerns with strong financial backing. The largest tannery
»wi"
;loted in March, have a daily capacity of 600 hides by
process. 600 hides by chrome and 400 skins. Several of the tanneries
^ boot cnrl shoe factories equipped with the most modern plant
available. Tho output of the new tanneries, v?I:.en completed, and
at full capacity, will give an annual addition to India's pre-war
y of approximate^v 2,250,000 hides and 2,500,000 skins.
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is an indication of the svovriug strength of the Uacle in Canada campaign,
•estrng to note that the movement is being strongly supported by the
1 el
. Toronto. Soac ti^o c.go the T. Eaton Company, Limited, in
B catalogues, decided upon the happy plan of indicating all Canadian
by a naplo loaf. 'i'La Company has also prepared a month's Made in
ipaign, during which its advertising, etc., will be devoted to increas.lities produced in. the Dominion. 1'ho Robert Simpson Company,
!. an interesting end instructivo v.'iiidcr; display of Canaarniture, textiles, eto. !Tho C:
:'.u :.:../ c.:-Laid I:: 2; 'i-1.0 rlc.ii and
in nearly ell departments enjoin the- public to "Buy Made in Canada
a addition, the words, "Made in Canada," in red lettering appear on
-i;a of a v/ide range of co^cditios produced in Canadian factories
labor.
'.riotiem and a desire to promote industrial development in tlio
ion no doubt have influenced the two big departmental stores in Toronto iu
::ig their support to tie Made in Canada movement.
It should be
^^•ed, however, that they have "been prompted by sound business considera• as well. Purchase of Made in Canada products means that, for the most
i et least, the money expended stays in the Dominion; that part of it goes to
^Hlan labor; and part for the development of Canadian manufacturing
ries. Eia dealer who pushes the sale of Llade in Canada goods in preference
ed prod;ictions is protecting hin;colf by helping to maintain the purpower of his patrons. The desirability of co-operating in the Hade in
movement is commended to the consLd^vaxJ on of nil'who sell as well as all
'.uy,
' ' - of tho United States Senate Finance Committee, appointed
-. on th3 dye-stuffs situation, has agreed on a substitute for the
naing feature of the bill which was designed to protect the war-developed dye
try in the United States. Strong opposition developed to the licensing
. --I it is erpected that tha substitute plan will be endorsed by tho
lie Finance
bo3 as a whola. It prohibits entry into the United States,
f its possessions, of any commodity of a long list of dyes and chemicals,
} Tariff Coraaission shall determine that such article or a satisfactory
^•Qto thorefor is not obtnin^'blG in tha United States or in any of its
ions on reasonable terms as to quality, price and delivery."
Thin amendment carries out tho plan advocated by the dye manufacturers
'."•'o burden of proof on the textile ttsmifacturors and other dye conh state their requirements end show that they cannot get in the
Jtateg tho dyes they want. The amendment is the result of an agreement
D representatives of the Tariff Commission and tho War Trade Board of t-ne

In a spocch before the Association of Credit Hen in Newark, in which lie
.he imposition of a tax of one per cent, on every purchase exceeding
•rs in VJ.IUG, Mr. Otto H. Kahn, a prominent Hew York banker, declare!
•bile ho had always favored a progressive income tax and would not advocate
toe of taxation \vliicli v;ould spare wealth, the upper scale of cur taxes in
d States wan, however, co extreme that it had defeated its own purpose
jital into tax-exempt securities. Fourteen billion dollars of cuch
es, ho said, v;ere outstanding, and more were being issued each day. "tho
'.9 declared, "is that our investment market has largely ceased to funcon, which fact is in considerable part responsible for our present strained
ind credit position and is a menace, both to our domestic and foreign
..We havo had a two years' test now of a scheme of taxation based
lly upon taxing capital and business at rates without a parallel anyre. The result ia writ large in the high cost of living, industrial and
0 dislocation, end soeir.1 discontent - for all of v/hich our taxation
is a contributory, though, of course, not the sole cause."
Mr. William B. Colver, United States Federal Trade Commissioner,
national Consumers Loc.guo in ITev;a,rk, said that the excess profits t?.;:
cornerstone of the structure on v;hich the high coat of living had "beon
He said that the excess profits tax legislation v/r,s enacted only c,s a
tive to government price-fixing and that the necessity for cueh corrective
passed. Frcm cne to fifty excess profits taxes are in everything sold
i declared.
The following resolution was passed at the 35th annual meeting of the
Protective Ear iff League :"Whereas, under the Underwood law of 1913 importations of foreign
urchandise are the largest in our history c.nd growing; and
"Whereas, product ion, cost, standards of living, hourn find conditions
jrvice that vitally affect prices when tlio finished merchandise is on tho
at, must be kept steadily in view} and
•Whereas, when normal conditions return and industrial energy is csain
1 to production, we cannot hope to survive on American wage scales c-rA
:ds unless there is adequate protection; end
"Whereas, the American system of protection 7,-as never DO imperatively
as now and in the immediate future; and'
"Whereas, industrial danger will increase in proportion to foreign
jjdcstriol recovery; therefore be it
solved, that the Underwood Tariff law of 1913 be repealed; and
"Resolve;!, th-.t an adequate protective tariff law be enacted at the
t possible date that shall apply to all competing imports from all
ies aliAe; with no reciprocity treaties, no favored nations clauses, or
'forms of favoritiem or discrimination."
The Chinese Industrial Development Company, with a capital of $1,000,000,
een organized in China to develop native industries in support of the
ott of Japanese goods.
By a Royal Decree, dated last September, the specific duties in the
tariff of £:-n Salvador have been increased by 25 per cent.
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•o hao been an immediate and gratifying response from Canadian
oipelities to the appeal of the Canadian Reconstruction Association that
o supplies should be purchased in Canada whenever they can be secured from
factories at reasonable prices. In this appeal the Reconstruction
'Ciation pointed out that the heavy discount on Canadian exchange waa a
itom of an unhealthy national condition, that during the first seven months
the current fiscal year 79.2 per cent, of all imports into Canada for conB^ption came frou the United States, and that exchange was now costing the
iaa people more than $50,000,000 a year. The Association urged that the
tuation deaandod national co-operation, and contended that apparently the only
intanoatly effective remedies were an increase in production in the Dominion,
.•it of export trado, curtailment of unnecessary imports, and subatitulon to tho largest possible extent of Canadian products for imported commotles. "In tho national interest," it argued, "Canada must attain a larger
Mure of economic independence. It can do so by developing the home market.
1 pronounced dcnand for Made in Canada goods would constitute a guarantee of
lea which would encourage factory expansion. By such expansion, new v/ealth
would le created through increased production, and steady end profitable employment
ould bo provided for 11377 industrial populations. Any substantial increase in
lustrial voi^oi^ would create bigger and better markets for all kinds of farm
oduco. New factories, expansion of old factories, greater production, more
jrkere, and better agricultural markets mean national progress."
Replying to this appeal for support of the home market, the Woodstock
vncil has urged its citizens "to purchase only Hade in Canada goods in view
ermany endeavoring to import goods at lower prices into our markets."
tlfylng the Association of the adoption of its resolution, the town clerk of
says: "The Council are very much in sympathy with the movement and tho;/
^Httcd the reporters of the local press who were present, to circulate the
tents of yo\u* letter to the utmost." He hopes that tho adoption of the
resold :m. ray strengthen the Association in the good work which it is doing.
or letters of a similar nature have been received by the Associaa, and purchase of Made in Canada goods has already been endorsed by the
wing municipalities: Waterloo, Broekville, Peterborough, Stratford, Port
thur, Horth Bay, Niagara Falls, Campbellford, Strathroy, Eundas, Picton, Bala,
helturne, Stirling, Brighton, ITewbury, Boaverton, Simcoo, Mitchell, Ce/nreol,
liagara, Havelock, Wheatley, and Cache Bay. Ontario; Truro and Lunenburg, Nova
•nd St. John, Hew Brunswick.
;; C-O:;IG of the convincing arguments for public support of the home
t advanced by one of tho large departmental stores in Toronto which is conting an extensive Made in Canada campaign are:"Buy Canadian Products and Build a Greater Canada."
"Buy in Home Markets and Got 100 Per Cent. Value.
"Encourage the Canadian Craftsman: Buy the Goods He Makes."
"Buy Canadian Goods and Watch Canada Grow."
"Canada's Industries 17111 Grow According to Your Encouragement."
It is interesting to iaote that the Toronto Board of Control, discussing

- 2ITS for water tteters, instructed the Civic Works Commissioner to "buy in
Ctntda or do without."
The United States Trade Commissioner, at Rome, reports that the shortage
in Italy during the war has taught that country a lesson which will not
forgotten, and ev^ry effort is "being made to encourage the use of elecelty on the largest possible scale. The Italian Government has outlined a
Ian to subsidize all nor/ electric power development undertakings for a period of
;een years, tut not extending beyond the year 1940. Plants entitled to the^
re also exezpt from taxation on buildings for the S^EO period. In
Ion to the subsidies for tho construction of pov/er plants, provision is
9 for distribution lines, subsidies for construction and operation of
1 also being granted for a period of fifteen years, the amount of such subdies varying according to tho v/eiglit of copper employed in tho lines. Provihas been cado, too, for encouraging the use of electric power in connection
Italian agriculture and irrigation. A premium of 0.03 lire per kilowatt
lill be paid for a period of not more than ten years to firms or individuals
current utilized exclusively in the cultivation and harvesting of crops. The
e premium will also bo paid where irrigation works are supplied with wator
Ically pucpad. Those operating electric plants enjoying subsidies from
BoTernment are required to reserve a portion of the current produced, up to
0 per cent., which must be furnished at the price made to the most favored user
:gricultural and reclamation projects.
T E N
C O M M A N D M E N T S
FOR
C A N A D I A N
T R A D E

1. BOY CANADIAN PRODUCTS. In doing so, you develop the home market,
.courage factory expansion, provide employment for new populations, and create
•Igger and better markets for all kinds of farm produce. New factories, expanof old factories, greater production, more workers, and better agricultural
•rkets ceaa national progress.
2. IMPORT ONLY NECESSITIES, and then only if similar Canadian articles
Bubstitues are not available. With Canadian money at a discount of from 10
5 per cent., exchange with the United States is coating Canadian consumers
totwen $75,000,OCO and $100,000,000 a year.
3. PRODUCE TO THE LIMIT IN FIELD AND FACTORY. Increased production
ins new wealth and is essential to the success of any effort to reduce imports
anl promote export trade.
4. CO-OPERATE, CONSERVE, SPECIALIZE, STANDARDIZE. These are the means
10 maximum production of high quality goods at minimum cost.
5. IE7ELOP EXPORT MARKETS. Foreign business gives stability to trade,
educes unit costs, benefits domestic consumers, affords employment to
ies end workors in times of depression, and corrects adverse exchange by
lipming the trade balance.
6. UTILIZE CANADIAN SERVICES. Ship by Canadian carriers through CanaUB ports. Patronise Canadian railways, Canadian steamships, and Canadian banks.
Place insurance in Canadian companies. Employ Canadian architects, engineers,
Mlentists, end other experts. Spend vacations in Canada.
7. MANUFACTURE RAW MATERIALS TO FINAL STAGES in Canada. Hundreds of
ions of dollars are lost annually to the Dominion, and especially to Canadian
i tamers, by tha exportation of raw materials and Demi-manufactured products.
8. USE SCIENCE FOR THE DETERMINATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF NATURAL
ICES. Industrial research will reveal new wealth, improve industrial
Maes, and help to relieve our economic dependence upon outside resources
ir fuel, iron, and other essentials.
9. HAKE GOOD Y70REMANSEIP AND MAXIMUM PRODUCTION LABOR'S STANDARDS.
Ity should be the hall-mark of Canadian products.
10. BE FAIR TO CAPITAL. Canadian money should be encouraged to invest
ne and foreign capital attracted to promote Canadian industrial czpansion.
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scussing the industrial history of Ireland in the February number of
ionist, Dr. E. E. Eiompson says: "Under the tariff enacted by the
liament in 1702 Irish manufactures grew and flourished. That
rejected the firot approaches of the scheme for the Union because it
.ce those manufactures. So the Act of Union, in 1801, provided for a
gn
reduction of the duties in that Irish tariff, and multitudes of
,-ed the native industries wore strong enough to stand alone after
je. By 1620 the duties were gone, and by 1826 the manufactures had
iafter thorn. Ireland settled down to farming and famine."
The Adams Furniture Company of Toronto, in advertising its February
of Hade in Canada furniture, says: "Wo would like everyone to know that
factories are making furniture fully as good as it is made anywhere
ie of Canada, and making it for less money than the outside product. And
you add to this knowledge the fact that nearly 50 per cent, has to bo
on to the soiling price of imported furniture for import duty - not to
the present low purchasing power of our own Canadian dollar, due to
orable exchange rates - you can quickly realise the great importance of
Hade in Canada furniture,"
Australia has decided to conserve more of its own products according to
Eastern Division of the United States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Be which s&ys; "During the past five years the value of the canned foocl1 into Australia from the United States has increased from $700,000
. Recently a sontimont has been growing to conserve more of their
'd to establish new canneries, which will be equipped with modern
In the five years ending with 1916 the value of the machinery
1 in such plants increased from approximately $40,000,000 to $85,000,000.
16 there were 241 meat and fish preserving plants and 139 fruit and jam
ring plants in the Commonwealth."
Haaufacturero of commodities ranging from clothes-pins to locomotives
'represented by export groups org-ninod in the United States under the Y.'ebbI law peraittiss combinations for the development of export trade. All
of the United States r.nd ne?.vly ell the important industries aro reprein associations elrer.oy forr.sd. while new groups are constantly being
"In sor.e cases," soya Eho T7?,ll Stroot Journal, "the organizations
associations nnd do not have capital stock. The ground work has thus
laid for Amei lean ^ > "o.cturers to combine in an effective way in not only
iting export tro.o.o, but in mooting competition in foreign fields which
iS9 in intensity in fut-.iv 3 yor.rs P.T tho work of rehabilitation proi In European countries."

- 2.leral Reserve Board of the United States has issued a statement in
:;393 its belief "that a peak in high prices and inflation has "been
. not reached." A heavy reduction in foreign trade is predicted if
-inues at its present unfavorable figure.
'.ire to the leather and shoo industry, the Board makes the follownent, based upon reports from its correspondents: "The demand for
ist gods apparently is slowing down rapidly with a corresponding
!:o call for lower grades."
The fact that during the war the people of the United States obtained
v ;'.u lo.;cr prices than those of any other great nation in the world, is
rtly ct^ilnurble to tho protective tariff which developed the domestic beet
:.y in that country, according to a statement by Truman G. Palmer,
•I Secretary of the United States Sugar Manufacturers Association. Tho
{ley Tariff Act of 1C97 increased the import duty on sugar from an ad valorem
0 a specific rate of 1.G05 cents per pound on 96 degree raw sugar, which
the grade most largely imported into the United States.
In 1096, cix sugar beet factories, operating in the United States,
^B 32,726 tons of sugar. Immediately after the passage of the Dingley
•3 leet sugar factories began to spring up in many of the northern and
iern St:.t:s. This development was checked to some extent in 1903 by the
cf a reciprocity treaty under which raw sugar from Cuba was imported
t to a c.ir:y of 1.343 cents per pound. Nevertheless, the industry has
the domestic production in 1914 exceeded that of 109S by 700,000 tons,
19 the increase in tho production of sugar in the insular possessions of tho
^^B States anonnted to 982,000 tons, making a total increase in domestic and
lar sugars of 1,632,000 tons. In 1914, sugar production in tho United
Us and in tho insular possessions of that country represented about half of
)tal domestic requirements. In addition, the 20 per cent, preferential duty
ted to Cuba in 1903 resulted in increasing that Island's sugar production by
r 1,750,000 tons by 1914.
513 tuc^tit of Finland for 1920 shows indirect taxation as the main
3r
, with tho import tariff as by far the largest revenue source.
'iies total 571,r'00,000 mrvrks, while direct taxes are estimated to
225, 653, COO crr?rs.
1 Government of Portugal has passed a decree doubling the import duty
11 articles not regarded as indispensable. The same' decree regulates the
of foreign exchange by banks, and limits all ordinary transactions to 300
per person per month.
v-sase of 10 per cent, is made to the invoice valuation for customs
les ly 11:0 Australian Cuatons Act. Australian tariff duties in tho case of
•<.uced in Australia are high, despite the fact that that country is
• tariff advocates in Canada as relying largely upon direct income
In the hardware items, for example, duties of 38% per cent, are levied
•", scoops, hinges, door hangers, pulleys, locks, toilet fix'lolod ware, and food choppers. Another long list of items
to r. net clnty of 33 por cent.
The Wall Street Journal quotes an unnamed Canadian authority, "the
of r
-it :.n Cr>mda to embargo the shipment of pulpwood to the United
I," as stating that the United States must have products made from Canadian
i, and that if tho wood bo manufactured into paper in Canada and then
over tho boundary it would bring Canada perhaps 080,000,000 profit
of tho present $15,000,000 profit on the unmanufactured pulpwood.
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Analysing the relation of wages to the tariff. Dr. F. W. Taussig, of
• Department of Economics in Columbia University, and until recently Chairman
e United States Tariff Commission, in a special article in the Atlantic
lily, considers the effect upon the United States of free trade. Dr. Tausaig,
aocrat, who was appointed Chairman of the Tariff Commission by President
o, before the war, might properly have been classed as an out-andfree trader, has modified his views considerably end now states that there
..ditions undsr vLlc:.
.;;tioii is desirable. Ihile he repudiates the
of universal ruin to African industries from free trade, he says:"Hone tlio less, the change would be absolutely large. There would be
3, atteuY/ia to rnsct tlie situation by lowering v/ages, strikes, slow
fer of laborers to other regions and other industries, business failures,
mills and villeges, a trying readjustment of prices, and probably of the
scale of money wages, hard times, and uncertain employment."
Again he says: "So great are the difficulties of an abrupt shift from
ki Industrial policy to another - the real cnea, not the imaginary ones of
irersal collapse and perpetual ruin - that no countryt it can safely bo pre*ted, will ever adopt such a ruthless procedure. If a change takes place it
1 be by slow and gradual steps; and the first steps will be for a short start
a new direction, not at the moment of much consequence. Meanwhile, the bulk
' the established industries will be safeguarded. And within the range of the
•tries thus protected it 7/111 remain true that wages can be kept high only
to long as the protection is maintained."
As a result, largely, of tariff protection supplemented by the addi1 protection provided by war conditions, the Australian confectionery
Btry has shown remarkable development, and there is keen domestic competiIch ia an assurance of reasonable prices. At a recent hearing of the
Comnission in Melbourne, inquiring into the,sugar industry, Mr. II. Robert•anufacturing confectioner, testified-that he had spent £100,000 in buildi plant in the last three y^ars. Similar action on a smaller scale, he
i basa tsken by manufacturers- in other States. The Association of
?rs estimates th?,t within twelve months the local industry
plying the local
As the result of the growth of local manuraports of confectionery to Australia have fallen off sharply.
Fo
:ing ^•"••rl">?,tion of the interdependence of agriculture and
•try h
: : red recently in C?.£.2,da th?h that contained in a special article
?able," contributed to the Industrial Number of The Grain
Tide by Mr. Thomas W. Fragsr. "Ottr biggest single industry in Canada,
-73 Mr. ^r-^T", "is the msriufacture of food products; and no less than
the 27 proT-p.? of food prochict-3 enr.Tn^rstsd in the list of which the Dominion
'• of Str/blr'-ic-^ takes
"??,?•?, r'.r?.!? their raw material in whole or
'"n'."vh food p:;.-'
? 77ho?t, including bread, biscuits and
? f1.:)".-? and gr3.nl; mill •croquet'?; prepared foods; ice cream cones;
ifrlH, rT", FV.P??? "r"T'^-tn t^e following Interesting statistics
•

I, Biccuits and Confectionery - The number of establishments manusueh products in 1917 was 2,026; capital employed, 535,538,738;
loyees, 18,327; -.vages paid, $13,104,365; cost of materials, $44,201,470;
of products, $77,225,581.
Flcur and Grist-mill Products - Number of establishments, 1,093; capital
.1, $72,573,932; employees, 6,914; wages paid, £6,292,797; cost of
iterlals, 6185,565,956; value of products, $224,191,735.
Prepared Foods - Number of establishments, 8; capital employed,
{7,267; employees, 144; wages paid, $30,030; coot of materials, §140,795;
iluo of products, $443,022.
Ico Crcan Cones - Establishments, 7; capital, 5149,138; employees, 56;
wges, |47,073; cost of rnataric.ls, 3112,600; value of products, $269,868.
Macaroni and Vermicelli - Establialiments, 9; capital, 8704,300; employees,
IM| wages, $101,689; cost of materials, $545,263; value of product, 01,006,750.
A recapitulation of the statistics for the wher.t group of industries
ghes the following results: Establishments, 3,161; capital, §109,799,493;
lloyee:, 25,695; -rages, §19,746,900; cost of materials, $229,110,468; value
..cts, 5304,008,890.
For the second group of food industries, "slaughtering and packing,"
asor presents the follo-.ving statistics:1918
1910
66
Establishments
70
$74,909,956
Capital
$13,746,271
9,903,947
Wages
2,406,571
140,331,249
Cost of materials
34,631,818
185,468,146
Value of products
41,208,796
Continuing, Mr. Eraser says: "Butter and cheese stand third on the list
bf farm food products, the velue for 1917 being put at about $85,750,000, as
•jared with £37,250,000 in 1910 and $56,250,000 in 1915
..An article which
: advcnco in product, and particularly in export, in recent years,
IB condensed Bilk end cream. In 1910 our total production of this was valued at
onl/$1,814,371. in 1917 this had increased to over $8,000,000; and since that
IBS there rust have been a very heavy further increase, as the exports alone
'or. the year 1919 were considerably over that amount, and Canada is a large
domestic consumer.
"Another Canadian farm food product, the supplies for which are raised
llecst entirely in the eastern provinces, is canned fruit and vegetables; and
,ong with this we may consider jams and jellies, maple syrup and sugar, and
evaporated fruits and vegetables. The respective statistics for those articles
for tho rorioda v;liich wo have been considering are as follows:Fruit and Vogotable Canning1910
Establishments
82
Capital
$5,512,474
Wages
915,008
2,295,303
Cost of Materials
Value of products
5,971,082
Evaporated Fruits and Vegetables1910
Establishments
«...
65
Capital
f510,065
Wages
116,715
Cost of Materials
171,593
Value of products
448,929
Jans and Jellies1915
Establishments
12
Capital
$776,571
Wages
127,594
Cost of Materials
615,895
Value of products
934,286

1917

118
$ 8,354,097

1,361,707
10,463,221
16,385,964
1917
49
$1,300,779
470,478
1,162,757
2,470,344
1917
31
12,752,600
394,617
1,783,769
2,997,782
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I.-.i'Jni1 tho past month there has been pronounced development of the Hade
mada movement. Scores of cities, tovms, and villages throughout the
talnicn h/.vo endorsed tho principle of purchasing public supplies in Canada,
••;: Belleville, Chatham, Fort Uilliam, Guelph, Hamilton, Kitchener,
idon, I:ic~ara Falls, Peterborough, Port Arthur, Sarnia, Stratford, Toronto,
Istoc^, Bala, Brockvillo, Cache Bay, Campbollford, Capreol, JDeseronto,
Bias, Goderich, Hiugsvillo, Llidland, Llitchell, lliegara, North Bay, Orangelo, Paris, Picton, Simcoe, Strathroy, Thornbury, Trout Creek, Walkerville,
iterloo, Acton, Beaverton, Bolle River, Brighton, Deloro, Havel ock, Lucknow,
00, Haxville, llewbury, Richmond, Shelburne, Stirling, Tiverton, and TTheatley,
Btario; Alberni, Courtenay, Cranbrook, Kami oops, Hanairno, ITew Westminster, Port
oqnitlas, Frinco Rupert, Revolstoke, Trail, Vancouver, Vornon, Victoria,
lorerdalc, llorth Cowichan, llorth Vancouver, Pcachland, Penticton, and South
fcncouver, BritiBh Columbia; Calgary, Lothbridg-3, Medicine Hat, Wetaekiwin,Jassano, Colciian, Tofiold, and Peaco River, Alberta; Uorth Battleford, Regina,
. Alciiiicd?,, Gravolbourg, Humboldt, Eamsack, Moosomin, Radville, and
rkton, Saskatchewan; Boissevain, Brandon, East Kildonan, Eillarney, and St.
laiface, Manitoba; Dartmouth, Lockeport, Lunenburg, Mahone Bay, Sydney Mines,
, Truro, Uova Scotia} Newcastle, Sackville, St. Andrews, St. John, and Sussex,
lew Brunswick; and Summerside, Prince Edward Island.

Urging good workmanship and maximum production as labor's contribution
i the Ilad3 in Canada campaign, the Canadian Labor Press, in its February issue,
"iat "quality should be tho hall-nark of Canadian products. It is the
guarantee needed to ensure the success of the Made in Canada movement." "The
tlce," it says, "seems to be curiously one of new political parties and class
platforna. There is need for a national platform constructed in the interests
if ell the people, and for such a platform the Canadian Labor Press suggests and
i the following planks :1. Public support of the homo market through purchase of Made in
Canada goods.
2. DoYOlopraent of export trade.
3. Scientific determination and utilization of natural resources.
<!•. Maximum production in field and factory.
5. National thrift and rigid reduction of imports from the United
States."

ffhilo organized farmers in Canada are demanding free trade with Great
— within five years and reciprocity with tho United States, farmers of
.alia, far from demanding radical tariff reductions, are pledged to "the
cnconrsgenent of all industries which the war has shown to be essential to
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To figures still afford little comfort that tho paoplo are
r of rurc":arrlng in Ccnad.a end of lessoning national dopendie:1: yet tho H,r.de in Canada campaign, supported by tho
Sea: 3 r; tic rrio.nufactursrs aro responding
' - Lon, 5.3
:"i.-.:n ::;i'"o goods of b.Jgh quality end mro of thoa. Factory
- •_ : •..7.7 i">. :-";-.ny place::. Canadian induotry, oven nov/, is in c.
'•"'...' rc:::e of the corr.ioditics formerly imported in larga quant itiest
•pport for ;.lzd3 in C::n:/Ia coeds, v/j.ll I:D c.'slo to provide a
•or.ortion of tJ.o commodities required oy tho people of this
a 0:13 ]iundrod ramie ipali ties hr.vo passed resolutions c.clopting
le of purchc-.:;!-.!^ public eivoplic's in tlio Eorriinioa. Il^yor Ilartin. of
Pel-ring tho natter to tlie City Council, honrtily nupported the
-:"i vrcis carried. Lkny other orr.;;ni:;ations havo gone on
•d as
iicn buyixij: of Canadian i;:;?,clo goods. &o !2ovo:;:cnt is "being
- -1 clrjo by reoa.ll dcalorrj throngliout tho Dominion.
Dejn
1 stores c.nd othorfi lie-vo done nmcli to i^alia tho effort a
WB3 1)7 fc.vLin'i.o^ I!:do in Canada p:odu3t3 in thoir advcrtisirn and by epocial
! Lsh-class boot o.nd aho9 otoroc;, v/hicb. before the v;r,r utoc?ied four
f Affiev!'-- • ;i. ' lo chocs for c/ory ono pair of Canadian, aro no?/ reversing
i,
: clcr?n, "Cano.diaii Konoy, Cc.iir.dicn rcade, should stay in
fa
i t.vado," is being rcgcatod by r.any school cliildren and, in
SOD, io tolnj tallied of in tho class-rooms. At least ono large Canadian
recently incorporated it in his advertisements,
oxinately 27 per cent, of tho Eritich income tcrx ir; paid by 3 per
Lea, -Jjilo tho ve^iilaiHg 97 per cent, of the population
recently quoted an expert estimate
Urger
:; tho levy. Vio nc-j Yor
in
tho
United
States rho caun within the
,000. GCO \
opt c:
t?;: Irv; \~oro not n:.:];ii:::; rot-vims. In Canada during the four
re 1915-19. tlie csriculturrl half cf the population paid less then ono
. >2 the direct federal t:r:-,tion levy. A tariff, in addition to ctimujlopirent of domestic industry, is tho nest dependable source of
plemented 1:.y incoire tr:;-ticn operates to distributo tho
tost
ly over the entire population, there aro large classes in
nnity i
sntributo liUlo to tho revonucu of the State except by
• d v.-hich could or;3:-po tra-ration in alirost any other form.
) tho United States Government give details of a niraber of
Lficont tariff devcloj/nenta abroad. At tho rational Indusigross, 3i.:0..d recently in Coponh?s:n, it v.-aa resolved to petition tha
t for an increase in tho Danit".:. irjport clutios. Until general revision
iriff oni I;? undcrbahon, tho petition urges that the tariff bo increased
ly in order to restore tho relative degree of protection existing
^Htho v
li rnd• ITorucgie.ii Foreign Ezchonge Council?., supported by the
g v'oroir;n cr?";:a-;-;e cr.copt for absolute njeenr:it:'.o;j, v.'hich has
p.lly of prohibiting lurury iscports. Sweden lias not yet

- 2lishei on Exchange Council, but tho Government is urging tankers to refuse
nip exchange for all luxury purchased abroad.
lie Stockholm Char.bcr of Commerce, following an investigation, made at
tti rtquesi cf tho Swedish. Legislature, of Swedish industries and the effect of
iff protection on them, has submitted a report indicating a demand for ind protection, of come of the important industries of Sweden. The report
that the present tariff provides insufficient and, in certain cases, quite
Uloaory protection for the machine industry end tho Committee favors a return
d taloTcn duties adjusted according to market prices, provision being made
1 rates of exchange. It is further stated that the electrical
•tenant industry is asking that the present ad valorem duties bo doubled.
Ike Swiss Federal Council has prohibited importation of foreign furnisre tntil further notice, in order "to prevent excessive importations which
.'feet tho hona market and result in extensive unemployment in tho Swiss
taiture industry." The Department of Public Economy has, however, been
•I to permit importation cf a quantity equal to the average monthly
•is durirg 1919.
Ey a new ruling of the Australian Ministry of Trade and Customs, when
3 from a country where British currency is at a discount from the par of
Bhange shov? tho fair market value in tho second column in British currency,
Mb values ero now being loaded for duty purposes to the extent of tho differBce between tho commercial exchange rate at the date of the invoice and the mint
j&r cf exchange.
The experience of two representatives of the British Columbia Packers
ban atteapt to dispose in Europe of tho surplus of the 1918 pack of chum salkladicates in a striking way tho rapidly changing situation overseas. In
•kg the declining demand abroad for Canadian food products, it emphasises
b fist that Canadian producers of foodstuffs as well as producers of manufachred goods cust look to the home market to a much larger extent than they did
ring tho war. £ny meacuro which impairs that home market, by increasing uniojHent or otherwise, must affect adversely the producers of food as well as
rery other class in tha community.
After bsirg satisfied that tho sale of chum salmon in tho English home
kit was impossible under tho existing conditions, end after negotiations
for export had broken down, it was decided to proceed to the continent.
uns vrith Franco at first appeared hopeful, but it was eventually ind that it '.7-3 not the policy of the French Government to make any further
(hues of foodstuffs of this nature. The sale in Franca cf largo surplus
tb of Allied eray supplies had left considerable quantities of canned goods
able, rr:l in cpito of the probability of a special credit being granted,
-.change v;:,3 GO low that tho French Government w^s restricting purl in evc.'y possible manner. Sale of any considerable quantities through
neb ccnrcrcicl chcnnols was found - GO bo impossible for the time being. As rell parcha:cc; oy -cho municipality of Paris and other large French towns, it
I ascertained that their policy ws>3 gr.idscl by the same general principle as
f the Govcrnne-n'u, and that only essential foodstuffs were of interest.
A favorable proposition was made to the Roumanian Commission in Paris
ninilar reply that tho Government was new only buying tho smalld poeoiblc oucntitiess. At Brussels proposals wsro placed before tho Belgian
Trent; hut tho denand for tho Congo was not sufficient to merit attention
•weBtigation proved that chums wore not wanted in the Belgian home market.
Iho coral is obvious: The Canadian market is capable of absorbing ba15 tsi 90 por cent, or more, of all that Canadian food producers can sup^Bit a time of declining buying from abroad, is it wise to propose fiscal
•acres which v/ould cursly iupnlr the purchasing power of the homo market, too?
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Urging Canadians to spend their vacations in Canada, Ur. George Pierce,
[tor of the "Canadian Railroader Weekly", recalls the campaign of "See
Iwrica First" which v/ao inaugurated in the United States some years ago, and
ich ie says resulted in a saving of more than $150,000,000 to the American
pople. Ho continues, "If there is one reason more than any other why we
koold travel in Canada this summer, it is the unfavorable rate of exchange as
utieen Canada and the United States. To cart our sound dollars across the
tamdary line at a loss of at least fifteen per cent., and to pay the American
top price for clothing verges on financial lunacy. Americans will flock up hero
ty thousands. Tho favorable rate of exchange, coupled with the proper publicity
tooth of the lino, will probably produce astonishing results." Urging purchase
! Made in Canada goods, Mr. Pierce, in the same article, saysj "I recently saw
ooaparison of forty-nine manufactured articles made in Canada with similar
tides nanufactured in the United States. Most inexperienced buyers would be
•ttiaou3 in agreeing that the Canadian merchandise was more substantial, quite
ll itylish, and very much cheaper. The notion that American goods are superior
I intiroly wrong. Every one of us should make it a principle to demand a comrlson from the rcerchant who glibly advises us to buy goods of foreign manufacbre. Give tho home product a fair chance. You will be surprised to find it
it as good, if not better, and you will be rewarded by the saving effected.
"Tho railroadmen of Canada alone have a buying power of nearly six
lllons a week. Lot every railroad man in the future make it a rule to have
oth articles laid on the counter for comparison. Thia will compel Canadian
•chants to stock up with Canadian goods. This meana busy Canadian factories,
Ich in turn nean busy Canadian workmen. The Canadian dollar is worth a hundred
nts, the Canadian goods are worthy of the support of that hundred per cent,
illar. If tho "Hade in Canada" stamp is not on your goods, it ought to be. If
the Yankees want to sell us, then let them put their factories up here so that
n can know what goes into their goods end have some guarantee that the goods
ire as good as they look."
Discussing typical work of research association in Great Britain, a
correspondent in the London Times declares that already practical results have
» obtained by the British Photographic Research Association, formed in Hay,
118, "one of v/hlch gives British manufacturers the use of a process previously
known only to Germany, and the Association is now said to be well on the way to
other inproTecents of the first importance". Manufacturers in the cocoa, choco1ste, sugar, confectionery end Jem Trades, now display considerable enthusiasm
>opsrativo research, and money required for the first years' operations
a speedily guaranteed. "Most of the big firms have their chemists already,
d cosnon problems will receive the first attention. Cocoa will probably have
I be considered right from its growth. This association represents 85 to 90%
t the canufacturers in the country." Eoot and shoo manufacturers have recently
atkeaselves anxious to become independent of America for the supply of
•ciinery. Leather manufacturers are considering the formation of an association
of Mr own.

Ing instructions from the British Colonial Office, the Colonial
neat of Ceylon has formed a tariff committee to make plans for "giving
totive preference to articles produced within the British Empire." The comIttM will draft a list of articles which should receive such preferential
treateeat in the revision of the Ceylon import duties.
Tho London Daily Kail says that new crops are in course of cultivation
fcgland, and that "out of them new industries are arising." These new crops
ieh are proving a basis for industrial development, include flax, tobacco, and
«plant "TOad", and other sources of vegetable dyes. .The British Government
assisting in the development of the beet sugar industry, while a special subirtnent of the Board of Agriculture is promoting the production of farina or
potato flour.
"It would seem not unreasonable to hope that the revenue of the industry
light, by scientific management, at least be doubled," says Professor Andrew
liter of the University of Toronto, in a bulletin on the fox raising industry,
ici has just baen issued by the Council for scientific and industrial research.
^Hor Eunter states that this industry has already reached a truly surprising
•gnitude. "In Prince Edward Island alone there are about 275 fox farms with, It
s ccacorvatively estimated, at least 4000 pairs of breeding fozes. During the
Mason 1918-1919 there were offered for sale, at prices ranging mostly from $250
flOCO, approximately 5000 skins, and the total revenue of the Island from this
wurce oust therefore have been little short of $1,000,000. "VThen it is con1," he says, "that this province is not the only one in which foxes are
raised for their fur (ranches have been established also in Hew Brunswick, Quebec,
Oatario, Hnnito'oa, etc.). and when it is further realised that the pelts produced
ire practically all enrportcd, it becomes evident that the industry may justly
••not nsraly a local, but a national importance, which is very far indeed
IB being negligible."
The industry has not reached this status without encountering a variety
I difficult problems which are dealt with briefly in the pamphlet. "It can
iardly to doubted," Professor Hunter declares, "that under existing circumstances
ths returns of the industry are on the average lower than they need be. It is,
;o le sure, inpossible to ascertain with exactness either the total number of
:JD torn in a given year, or the total number raised to maturity; but the
itioa available would suggest that the 4000 pairs of adult foxes in Prince
Mwrd Island raised successfully last year not much more than 5000 pups. This
aid le an average yield of only 1.25 per pen. Since the number at a birth is
ildoo loss than Z, and is often from 5 to 7, it is obvious that such a figure
itea either a large percentage of infertile matings, or very considerable
losses among the growing pups." The pamphlet is devoted to discussing some of the
:.ry causes of the present low rate of increase, and a further bulletin is
promised from the research association, dealing with other products of the
Industry chiefly that of reproduction.
In 1913, Japanese imports into British South Africa were valued at only
661,891. By 1918, 'they had increased to $12,978,985, and for 1919 were only
illghtly less. The Japanese have not only captured the German trade in the South
jdfio Islands, but they have almost completely superseded the British, who
-ly did a business there worth over £200,000 per year. A correspondent of
the Scandinavian Shipping Gazette states that every article on sale in the
fcretall Islands is of Japanese manufacture, ranging from needles to anchors,
licuits to sewing machines, jewelry to European wearing apparel, all adapted to
base the native tastes. "The British Chamber of Commerce in the Argentine
Vpnblic, in a report on textile trade competition in that country, says the
Japanese have also done a considerable business in plain dyed cottons. Owing
I their cheap labor it is generally considered that Japan will in the future "be
a serious competitor for the textile trade of that market.
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inD. Africa is rcsultirg in continued factory devell Str.tos Vice-Consul, at Cape Torvn, reports that tha industrial
\."S co:i:.:rn3 in that lorinion are waging rjcvticfactory progress.
:oot and chco factories a:/c fully employed end that most of them
luffl
'.3i\- in hc-.;.id to L:o::,p them activo for tlio next three months.
;.-'i.t cdvcnco in prices, but manufacturers aro not taking full
o of t:i3 t:\viff; in fc.ot, prices are stated to bo one-third less than
t of irvjortcd boots of equal quality. Confectionery factories aro also
5 full tine. It hr.s toon found necessary to enlarge tho match factory at
,} while additions are alao being made to tho soap factory in tho same
Id otcra^o capacity at Congolla ici ho ing enlarged. A company has been
icquii'j an onsrel factory at Durban, tho intention being to manufacture
•il eooc.rj o.? all kinclc. tLo possibility of developing the pig-iron
y at LI;icl;:.sV. r.:icl also in tho Erir:olo district, is stated to bo under con,tion ty fii::ncicrs v/lth ample resources.
Condemning tho excess profits i33-* *&• William Colvor, of tho United
ta Federal Trr.do Oo:nais3lon, says: "Iho tax'is difficult and cumbersome to
-uiably upon different concerns of the same Dise and proafi-3,ttorof fact, it is a "bonus given for inflated capitaliza.Ity on conssrvative capitalisation. It should be repealed at tho
hlc jaorjsnt r-nd its ropoal, I c.m certain, v/ill result in an almost
iato I
of v3:o -u'lolo unhor.ltLy price structure which is a burden alike
,yeiy ,• • •
;i:c- ]-o bo conr.viT.Gr, Eorchandisor, producer or tas-payer.
end I ca not guessing, that between 04 end $5 aro taken from you
lean'1
i on the streab as ultimate consumers in ezcoss prices, for
f dollar that eventually gets into the public'treasury. How I think that is
stiff t:-z?.tion. If you knock the whole thing out, tho price structure
, I think, t-.vo or threo stories at leant, and nobody would be
• D, tho novo:--:a-ront v;culd loco this big rovonne, or.d then you ask
I r.-oulcl rirb in plnoo of it. Plenty of other devices have
tested
Lch to raiso money. For inotanco, a reasonably Email
rerybcdy can KGO, evidenced, porhcps by a stainp on gross sales.
,be a nation of tri- pLyo/.TJ of course, and re would yell about it, but
:.v-srs now rncl u3 c-,ra paying 05 for $1, GO why not put
m aoo"it and t?.l;:o it nnd pay it and kick about it and havo

Fift''--'i'.v::) joi-.it councilo have nor/ besn formed under the Tfhitley scheme
bat I
six of them boing for industries or services in which municipal
its aro concerned.

- 2i cy cncIiDngo end a protective tariff, the principal industries of
"lir^ a rapid recovery after the war. Present production in
is r.oi? 100 per cent, cf production in 1915; in coal mines, 98
glass, 66 per cent; textiles, GO per cent; leather products, 50 per
-Ops:1 cei:i;.; cupcrr±ocphatos, 50 por cent. Shortage of coal
oatost and almost the only obstacle in tho way of increased
M industry as a whole.
iling of the Australian Ministry of (Trade snd Customs, when
country nhere British Currency is at a discount from the par of
ie fair Er.rl-.3t valro in the second column in British currency,
21113 lo-.cled for cmty purposes to the extent of the cliffercnco
Nn th3 con3rcic,l or.chc.rise rate at the date of the invoice end the mint par
_ .
- Ivant2ges of a protective tariff in attracting foreign capital for
1 development in competition with domestic manufacturers, is indicated
•:corpt from a report by the United States Consul, at Kobe,
'::ot for bicycle tires in that country. 5;he Consul says:
'-.ported tires munt pr.y a duty of 114 yen per 100 kin, or about
) -.minis, it is very difficult for foreign manufacturers to compete
ipanese producers in this lino.
One English concern has established a
factory in J:p?.n in order to i:"::z advantage cf the cheap labor available
and to avoid tho payment of in-port duties. This, branch factory supplies a
[erablo pr.rt of tlia loco,", donjand for bicycles, rickisliaw, and automobile
l, and it would appear that the only way in which competition of the Japanese
rs can bo ret is to adopt the saze course as that taken by this

Approximately 40- per cent, of industrial enterprises in Bolshevik
Ukave Ices, nationalised with tho result that productivity in all essential
::tilec is barely SO per cent, of pre-war figures.
"••.••-.:";•::.' cf Co:^:crce of the United States has adopted resolutions
^bgrapeal of tho excess p.-ofits tc.z features of the Revenue Act of 1910;
kl of tho curt^:: on incomes; decrease of the inheritance tn~ imposed by the
lad the cllo7.Tr.ce of a deduction of the amount of inheritance imposed by the
jlHt and i~^oc;ition of a consumption tax at a fixed rato of percentage on
a in e^:c33 of one dollar.
; r'.d of the protective tariff, HST.V Zealand ehoo factories have
wke-J tro^rcss. She United States Consul-General, at Auckland, reports
•ttor shoos f.ro boins made there no\ at cheaper prices than ever before,
Ittstandir^ the fact that T7C.gas havo been increased.
"-.a final report of the nitrogen Products Committee proposals are
^Kihe development of the production of synthetic nitrogen under British Gorltpatrosr.^D as a "key" industry. It is set forth that this can be done at an
"-3to::y cost of less than half the market price of combined nitrogen
n other sources. They urge the immediate establishment in Great
l:s c-rajlo of nanufmaturing 60,000 tons of cyensmide annually.
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The confectionery industry in Australia is asking for increased protecthe last year of tho -rar -oho importation of confectionery was
forbidden, with tho result that great impetus was given to local laanufaoturing,
large inv.:3tiV3?.its \vcre Kado. Such import restrictions have been continued
pending Introduction ef tho new tariff bill at the present session of the
lutraliaa Parliament. I'lio duty under the present tariff is nor/ Sxld. per pound,
ir 40 per cent, ad valorem, whichever returns tho higher duty. Thio is conlldered. adequate on the cheaper candies, but is not thought to bo sufficient
•otectlon to the makers of tho finor grades of chocolates and bonbons. The
mual turnover in the industry is estimated at $14,280,000, and it is claimed
1 Australian manufacturers that they can fully supply the market in all grade3
If grant3i the tariff protection they ask.
Gi3 offect on production of Bolshevik rule is seen in the fact that the
'.national Harvester Company's plant at Moscow, which in 1913 had 2,000
HITS, is now employing only 1,000. Before the war production was five times
I peat as it is to-day. Tho Company's warehouse holds 14,000 new cachinos
uperately needed for the handling of this year's crop, but which cannot be
pped because they lack knives. The effect of Bolshevism is seen in an oven
lore startling light in tho caso of nationalised industries. In a group of eight
Mil factories, each man now turns out 20 pounds of nails monthly aa compared
rtth 21CO pounds before tho war.
The Secretary of the United States Treasury, in a letter to the Chair•n of the EOUGO Ways and Henna Committee, has stated that income and excess
jroflts taxes in the United States cannot be reduced until after 1922. He has
fid, honoYor, imediate simplification of these taxoo and substitution of a
; tax on excess profits instead of the present graduated rates.
The British Overseas Trado Department is planning a number of touring
exhibitions for the purpose of advertising British manufactures abroad. Three
or four such exhibitions are contemplated, one for Australia, Hew Zealand, Car a la
Bd South Africa; another for India"and the Far East.; a third for South America;
ad possibly a fourth for the United States. The erdiibition to tour tho Dominicno
ll expected to leave early in Juno, and to visit the following cities: Durban,
Johannesburg, Capo Tora, Perth, Adelaide, Melbourne, Kobart, Brisbane, Christttrch, Auckland, Vancouver, Winnipeg, Toronto, Montreal end Halifax.
The Canadian Trade Commissioner at Melbourne, in a report to tho DepartWt of Trade &nd Consnarco at Ottawa, says I "Australian merchants froguently
npresfl surprise that quotations from Canada, by cable and by letter, stipulate
•pact la"Hew York Funds'. SOUJQ of tho larger industries in the Dominion
prtlng to Auatralia are the chief offenders in thus creating a distinctly
impression with Australian buyers who are anxious to obtain a greater

- 2tica of their requirements froa sources within tho Empire.
"Ihile admitting that it may at tirass be more advantageous from a
for soao Canadian industries to have funds available in
i3t 1)3 quito obvious tint tho Australian importer is fully
the diffc:.v,uc8 between tho United States and Canadian rates of converD pound sterling, and can calculate his landed costs accordingly.
7 Btipi-'.'t:'.!^; payment in Hew York, it causes an impression to the
• : :,t the particular industry BO quoting is dominated or con1 Gta.to-3 capital, end it is disheartening to tho Trade Coirmis; largo importers to be confronted with auch a contention from
day. Further the explanation given in rarely acceptable even to the most
llgeat buyers, r."ho are at a lc::s to understand v?hy an export 1113 country is
^0 accspt payment in its o;va funds rather than dsrcnd payment in the
Boy of another country."
Isnionor thinks it "eminently desirable that Canadian rnanufac:./ljorn, in eirploiting and building up their oversea trade, should
vcOlicl: the financial centres of the Dominion upon a stronger "basis
--5 for jaymeat in Canadian funds."
1 cablegram from the United States legation at Athena, says: "All
on of foreign exchange by the Hellenic Government has been abandoned.
6oTeraz3nt proposed, however, to discourage or prohibit the purchase of
froa abroad, end it is understood that its bank balances in the United
ites and Canada will be utilised solely for wheat, flour, sugar, and other
HM necessities."
A now customs tariff came into force in Poland on January 10, replacing
Bindeaburg" tariff which has been in provisional operation. The new tariff
olrea considerable protection to Polish industries, but details of rates are
>t yet available. Importation of certain specified "unnecessary" or "luxury"
foods is prohibited.
Eoumania is now collecting a special tax of Z per cent, ad valorem on
rports, in addition to the rates specified in the Roumanian tariff.
The United States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce announces
neelpt of the following message from its commercial attache at Rome: "I am
1 ly the Minister of Commerce that the Italian Government will deal immedUtely end energetically with the foreign exchange situation. Exportable
pital will be placed at once under more severe control. The purchase in the
ted States of condonced milk, butter, cheese, sugar, and canned meats will be
Bpeadci and American imports will thus be reduced by about 20 per cent. It will
.-caely difficult to sell to Italians American manufactured goods that by any
MBible construction admit of classification as luxuries."
In order to protect Australian motor car builders, the Government of
ttt Commonwealth has limited the importation of motor bodies to a certain perM&tege of the number of chassis imported. The new order prohibits the import
batteries intended for use in connection with the ignition, lighting end
lUrtiag of Eotor vehicles, unless they are brought In as part of the complete
Mr, and thero are rumors to the effect that the importation of carburetors will
te ilailarly prohibited in the near future.

I
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coving pioturo in its relation to education la attracting the
lal attention of on expert committee of tho nation Council of Public Morals
treat Britain v/hich proposes to conduct:i psychological investigation of the durability of cinema impressions on
:1 children.
•.t of fatigue caused "by instruction "by means of the cinema.
ia carrying out of comparative tests of education by cinematographies!
•ethods with those by normal methods of Instruction.
> direction in which tho cinema would yield the most fruitful results.
[be possibility of tho cinema in cultivating ein aesthetic appreciation.
::.na of correlating the work of the school with that of the cinema,
j noot economical and effective mot-hod of using the cinema for this
r'irroso.
Hw collection of evidence with regard to experiments which have already
leen carried en effectively by using the' cinema for educational purposes.
the teat methods of producing suitable films for school purposes.
Tho adventegas of a protective tariff in encouraging investment of
ftreign capital for industrial purposes is illustrated in the following extract
orb by tho United States Trade Commissioner in Buenos Ayros, Argentina.
Conaissionor caysj"Althor'gh a high protective tariff on candy stimulates domestic
action, thero is a very low tariff on tho ingredients for candy, including
i, dates, etc. Prepared chocolate is an exception, however. Domestic proion of sugar has increased so that the refined product is now selling at
11 as low as 8 cents per pound. MilZc is plentiful in Argentina, and if
ort could bo provided from the outlying districts tho price would bo
iderably lo'.ver than that paid in the cities of the United States. Moreover,
costs are low end the sale price of candy high. Undoubtedly c-n American
factory -ould be able to make a good profit in Argentina."
The Finance Coiamitteo of the United States Senate has favorably reported
to pronote tho production and manufacture of tungsten in the United
IB. T:-.O bill provides for high duties on the tungsten content of imports
for a rato of 35 per cont. ad valoren en high-speed tungsten stool and all
-.Is containing tungsten.
oorionco of the farmers of Chihuahua, Mexico, illustrates the
the agriculturists of interference with export trade. The United
Consul at Chihuahua has cabled to tho Department of Commerce at Washington
Blnco tie announcement of tho export embargo on hides, effective last May,
f kidoa have dropped in Chihuahua from 32 cents United States currency per
, to 13 cents, greon hides from 14 cents to 7 cents per pound, end goat
10 to 60 centc.

:

- 2&9 effost of tho decline in European requirements of foodstuffs,
Ith the influence of tho exchange situation, is illustrated in tho
•it of 10,000 tons of X'3,nish potatoes to tho British market and tho
the refining exportable surplus of 70,000 tons will likely bo
to this continent if a favorable rato of exchange continues. It 170.3
that most of the Danish surplus would be sold to Germany, but tho low
ttg9 value of tho G8-.-s-.an mark has compelled the Danish exporter to turn to
icr markets. Eia Canadian customs duty on potatoes was removed by Order-in'::g the v/c.r in order to enable Canadian producers to tako advantage
^rocal of for of free entry into tho United States. As a result of
.atioa it is not impossible that Danish potatoes may Boon be competing
ith the Canadian product in this market.
Tic Governor of Jamaica, in his opening speech to the Legislative
11, on March 16, recommended an increace in the specific dtities on goods
from elccv;lisre than countries of the British Empire, leaving a prefer8 to inports of Empire origin. He also recommended for consideration limita:f the Jcurciiccn free list to articles imported from within the Empire.
Swedish producers of cheese have protested to the Ministry of
Iculture that cheese from Denmark and the United States is being sold on tho
dish carket at prices lower than the cost of production in Sweden. They
•ut that under present conditions they must operate at a loss and that
ataally their industry may be ruined by foreign competition. The producers
hare requested that either an embargo bo instituted on imports or a tariff duty
, a rats of six per cent, per pound being suggested.
Tritish Government has declined to renew its contract to take over
b ropplics of frosen meat and wool in Hew Zealand after July 1, 1920. It is
lasted that after that date there will be available a considerable quantity
h neat and some 600,000 bales of rcool for which export markets are
Tho Barlingsko Tidande of Copenhagen states that at the present time,
y reason of exchange and other conditions, Danish producers are being seriously
capped in tho export field, while even in the home market they are met with
tion of goods imported from Germany at very low prices, in many cases at
8 than hr.lf tho cost of production in Denmark. Recently certain classes of
hare and tools from Germany were sold in Denmark at retail prices which were
L-liird of the cost of producing the same goods in Denmark.
British irenufecturers, aided by the Imperial Government, are not
ilaring their offers to extend old export markets and to develop new ones,
announcement is now made that the Government of Peru has granted permission
the British Charge d'Affaires for the use of one of the Government buildings
Lch to install an exhibition of British products. The exhibition will open
'1 continue for ten weeks. A wide range of British manufactured goods
.be > •
•:!, and it is said that this will sircply be preliminary to c.n
ensivo
-lr.1 campaign on tho part of British interests.
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That progressive Canadian manufacturers appreciate the possibilities
of export trado is indicated in a report to the Department of Trade
Jomerce from the chief Canadian Trade Commissioner in tho United Kingdom.
Oonnissioner writes relative to the British Industries Fair and says in part:"While there are still far too few Canadian exhibitors, it is gratifying
;o find that Canada is-represented thero.
"The London branch of the Otto Higel Co., Ltd., of (Toronto, has a very
*borate display of piano actions and player actions. It will be kno«n that
I energetic Canadian enterprise has been supplying such a quantity of goods to
•aufacturers since the mar that it was found advantageous to erect
h factory close to London, which is now in the course of being greatly
ularged. Ihe company is understood to be supplying player actions to almost
1 the principal United Kingdom makers.
"fotela manufactured by tho J. Finlay & Sons Co., of Horwood, Ont., and
the 'Kiddie-Koop', manufactured by tho Lea-Trimble Mfg. Co., of Toronto, are
fcwm by thoir respective agents: Messrs. Winther, Perrin & Co., Ltd.
"The Gillette Safety F.cisor Co., of Canada, Ltd., has its own stand; the
fkkolivo Co., Ltd., of Toronto, which maintains a London office, has a compreLve display of soaps, toilet specialties, etc.; and the Empire Typewriter
1., of Montreal - the London office of which has done considerable
business in thia country for years past - is also well represented.
"A line of dolls mnaufactured by the Dominion Toy Mfg. Co., Ltd., of
foronto,'finds a placo in the general toy exhibit made by their London agent,
Inli Wild.
"Although this report deals solely with the London section, it is
Werstood that there are coveral Canadian exhibits at Birmingham, so it would
, the vr.lv.3 of tho T??ir in bscoming more appreciated."
A new tariff bill h°.s been prepared for submission to the Legislature
of Finland. It provides for increased duties in all cases where specific rates
BOW apply. The inore?,s3 crrounts to 200 per cent, in most cases, with the
Ion of woolen stuffs, on which the increase in duty will only be 100 per
1 a BpeciQl list of foodstuffs end other commodities on which the duty
Is left unchanged.
Hew import restrictions have been imposed by the Government of Poland.
Be pre-rble to th<3 new decree refers to tho fact that the edict of December 2,
'•••ir.ocl imposition of further restrictions on the importation of goods
ill are noj
nsablo for the preservation of life and tho development of
3try; rnd states that in view of the financial and economic situat is a catter of urgency to prohibit absolutely the importation of certain
-nd to control the importation of certain other articles. The new
•prohibits absolutely tha importation of 95 articles, including? Automov trucks), silk textilps, alcoholic drinks, beer and wine,
jkers, pro-.o.'703, watches, firearms, leather gloves, pens, rubber goods,

- 2 —
[furniture, gold and silver goods, shoes, hats, and writing inks. HoreMinister of Finance will fiz monthly the number of motor trucks,
jd pianos v.iiieh will be admitted.
]ouncils of Denmark and ITorway are refusing foreign exchange
:. ;"2 necessities, wnile in Sweden, which as yet has no Exchange
-iraent is urging bankers to refuse exchange for the importation
of luxuries.
Industrial development in tho State of Victoria, Australia, according
Icial fl~:vc:;, lv.:-,s i-cculted in an inoreaco of 60 per cent, in the number of
' eaployed and an increase of 194 por cent, in the amount of wages paid, the
^ Isons in each caso "being with 19Li.
Che Prices Commission appointed "by the Legislature of Victoria,
l, has issued its final report in which it finds two objections to the
the local prica of primary products should be based on the cost of
notion plus a reasonable profit, irrespective of the world's price. She
ttion is that, as cost of production of primary products per marketed
pends upon the quantity of the yield, which in turn depends upon the
MS, cost of production must ba averaged for a period of years. The second
La cade on the ground that Australia is a debtor nation with large annual
>ligations abroad. 5Jhe Commission believes that until Australia can export
Bfacturci articles in large quantities, it must rely upon exportable surpluses
rary products as a means of paying its debts. To do this it is necessary
icourage the producer in every practicable way, and nothing is more certain
^^Bhat any attempt to prevent him from getting the true local parity of world
lees will result in a diminution of production. This is exemplified in the
oeat history of wheat production in Australia, where the area under crop has
--n over 12,000,000 acres in 1916 to a little over 7,000,000 acres
"}19. As to the causes of high prices of commodities, the view of the Commis1s that undue profit-talcing is not the chief factor.

«

F

ir Arthur Capper, in en article in the April issue of the Journal
Bankers' Association, states that the average buying power of
ied States farmer has increased during the last four years from §1,600 to
r year, an advance of over 100 per cent., whereas the average buying
f a city can still remains approximately at $900 per year.

,

Even the people of the United States are expressing surprise that Canalos do not curtail their buying in that country. In this connection, tho
City Bank of Hew York, in an analysis of United States trade for tb.3
months ended February 29, says: "One of the most surprising of the sur1s in the figures of the exports to Canada, which has been reported as
jiing to
-lown her imports from the United States, since the official
res of onr exports to Canada in tho single month of February, 1920, were
1, against §42,621,000 in February, 1919, and 055,854,000 in February,

C

A netf customs tariff was introduced into the Parliament of Australia on
SO, Generally, the duties hove been increased substantially,, especially
:;-, rearing apparel, and paper, except newsprint. In the
367 import itoma a preference of 10 per cent, in favor of British imports
rilished; on 136 other items the British preference ia 15 per cent; and on
C9, 20 per cent. The now tariff bill includes reciprocity provisions.
'"ralian embargoes will remain in force until Kay 13. Thin information
lined in a cablegram received by the Department cf Commerce at Washington
•:ie Commissioner at Melbourne, Australia. Ho other details are yet
'--.ble.

ff
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Par revelations of tho dangers of national economic dependence have
rtkulated hoio market development all over the world. Hardly a day passes withit SOEO report of Government assistance to industry or agriculture. The
Japanese GoTenment is endeavoring to decrease the dependence of that country
a foreign soi-rces for sugar. To this end, it has offered regards to the
•era of Manchuria for large crops of sugar-beets in lieu of tho customary
products. It is also endeavoring to develop a breed of ehoep suitable to the
^Hu of tho country and in this way to encourage not. only tho domestic supply
if tool and mutton, tut to stimulate the development of the leather-tanning
lotas try.
A syndicate of textile manufacturers of Csecho-Slovakia, co-operating
1th its Government, has arranged with a company in the United States for
delivery of 200,000 talcs of cotton for a period of eighteen months. An
expenditure of §50,000,000 is involved.
United Statss Con'Mssionor at Melbourne, Australia, reports that
:on that Jani3 and jollier, can "bo more cheaply manufactured in Australia
tte on this continent is not as erroneously rumoured because of a secret
^|MB, but because tlia Australian. Government is furnishing sugar to the
•nnfacturera tolo\ cost,
Tho Banish Government lias prohibited the importation of sugar and
irtein articles containing sugar, except under license.
The Australian Government has declined to support the agrarian demand
for a continuance of tho compulsory v/lisat pool. At a conference of wheat
roters, held in Melbourne in February under the auspices of the Victorian
^Hps' Union, a resolution was unanimously adopted favoring continuance of the
^polsory pooling arrangement. The Prime Minister of Australia, discussing the
resolution, said that while tho Government was ready to furnish financial aid to
8 voluntary v;Iioat pool, it v.'ould not do anything to assist the compulsion of
^^•fl who did not wish to join the pool, even if their number was small.
Since the mooting a considerable number of farmers who were not represented at
conference have declared themselves against a compulsory pool, and the United
States Trade Commissioner in Melbourne reports that the idea is now likely to be
abandoned.
The Guaranty Trust Company of New York, in a review of the foreign trade
of British India, refers to tho "industrialization" of that country. The writer
points out coTcral instances of "a measurable substitution of workod-up products"
for raw material o in the export trade of India. Ho adds: "It seems clear that
standard of living in India has slowly but surely been rising - even though
3 may sesn: to Is o:': r.lmost infinitesimal character. This will make for
•Mmarkets for foreign goods. At the came time only increased productivity
irlrr; about a permanent rise in the standard of living, and this can come
'through industrial progress."

- 2-

The Danish Exchange Board has recommended to the Government of Denmark that
legislation be enacted at once giving the Board power to control all imports.
[f suci power be granted, the Exchange Board will be in a position not only to
itcp all imports of luxuries but also to restrict the importation of necessities.
j United Strl'os Commissioner at Copenhagen has reported that permission to
llport will likely "DO given only in cases where raw materials are purchased that
ire absolutely necessary to maintain Danish industries. He adds that even
iqorts of raw oterials will be reduced to the smallest possible amount.
The United States Trade Commissioner at Melbourne, Australia, in a
nport to the Dapartment of Commerce at Washington, says: "There is a movement
• foot to boost goods manufactured in Australia, especially canned fruits...."
Issioner further states that in the four months of the new fiscal year,
Importations into Australia of textiles and wearing apparel were less than half
those of the sane months of 1918, while importations of machinery nearly
doubled. 'ill;; development he considers to be "an indication of the rapid growth
of the coveient to make Australia self-sufficient in the matter of clothing."
; at a lunchson in London, England, given by the British Associaf Trade and Tcchnic.il Journals, Sir Auckland Geddes, formerly President of
• British Board of Trade and now Ambassador to the United States, said in part:
'Cheap Plenty' cannot bo enjoyed again until the whol'j world is restocked
lith goods....'Iho Government's interest is to got prices down, and it can be
d on to plr.v its part; but all men and women in this country have a part to
Jlay also - to cut clov.n the consumption of goods to tha lowest possible "level,
o avoid all extravagance, and to v;orlc their hardest at their job, so that the
tpat of our factories and tlio efficiency of our commercial, financial, and
fteral trading organisations ;;:;y '>3 brought to the highest level of efficiency
bich we are capable."
Development of the British drug industry, brought about by the war, has
Wtdered Great Britain largely independent of foreign sources of supply.
Recent despr/oc-hcs from. Great Britain announce that steps have been
iken for the fonration of the most powerful banking organisation in the history
if peace-time finance, to aid in restoring the industrial life of Central Europe.
a of British finance are said to have prepared a practical and scientific
oe, involving a semi-barter principle, by which raw materials will be allowed
0 flow into Central Europe, there to be manufactured for export to the world's
•arkets.
Writing in the Hade in Canada number of "The Hew Democracy," Mr. H. J.
Halford, Vice-President of the Trades and labor Congress of Canada, says: "The
Bent deoline in the valv.9 of the Canadian dollar has brought home to most of
e urgent nead for patronising home industry, of developing our own rerces, and finally of dev^lcnping ov.r om rr.MYif&eturir^ processes to a point
IM Canada will be in fut'.ire to a larger extent, solf-supporting than she has
Mn in the past." Provided that they are not used as a pretext for unduly inIMing the cost of Canadian goods, Mr. Eslford continues: "Ho patriotic citi'•? Dominion can find fault with the varioits campaigns which are being
Beted for the pv.rricsQ cf inducing the rank and file of the Canadian people
•> tho products of Canadian mills. Similar campaigns have been coni in other countries with notable success."
Opposing direct action, Mr. J. C. Watters, who was a fraternal delegate
i British Trades Union Congress from the Quebec Convention in 1918, and
to the Paris Labor Conference, speaking at a Tabor mass meeting in
"ntly, said: "There are two means of settling industrial disputes.
"rs^ of those is by ballot, and the second by direct action. The latter
i peralyr'^g tho nation itself, bu.t at tho last jmalysis it means civil
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ril.o Ckriadien Reconstruction Association has just completed a survey of
toot and shoo manufacturing industry in Canada. Among tho findings of its
ttvestigaticu aro the following:1. Proa r.n iucmotry represented in 1667 "by twenty shoemakers operating
the handicraft principle, without machinery, boot and ehoo manufacturing
developed until to-day there are in'Canada about 160 fectories, repronenten ii.vccl;:.c:ro of close to 035,000,000, giving employment to more than 14,000
:;^.:, paying more than (10,000,000 annually in wages, and buying materials
the value of isoro than $27,000,000 annually, much of which is produced bj
her C:.nc,dian industries employing Canadian -labor.
2. Kio net factory selling value of leather boots and shoes pro[ducoi in Canada annually is now about $50,000,000.
3. Canadian boot and shoo manufacturers cake approximately 95 per
at of all the boots and shoes worn in Canada and in addition havo developed an
port trade which last year exceeded the value of imports.
4. Hie production of the average shoe factory in tho United States
double that of the averogo shoe factory in Canada, and one company in tho
Ited States manufactures as many loath or boots and shoes as all the Canadian
its combined.
5. Boot and slice factories in the United State's could nanivfaeture in
17 d?.y3 no many boots and' shoos r.n all tho Canadian factories mc-.ks in a
[year, nid in 10 or 19 days they could cake all tho leather footgear rcguiroof tho Canadian population.
6. tho advance in tho prices of boots and shoes in Canada has not been
e: C-C-i as the increaco in the general level of prices. -Indeed, it has been
losn on a percentage basis than tho advance in tho cost of materials entering into tho production of such footwear.
7. Three square feet of leather aro needed for the manufacture of a
j sfa^lo pair of v/o~on's boots. Fine glazscl kid now costs the Canadian nj?n!v?o.cturcr between 01.75 and $2.00 per foot, as compared with 2S cents per foot in
1914. The leather alone for tho uppers of a pair of fino women's shoes now
costs bstv/con 0-5.25 and 05.00. Besides, all other materials used, including
sole leather, waiting, linings, etc., now cost the manufacturer from two to si::
tisco what thoy cost in 1914.
S. With one exception, thero havo been no importation combinations in
tho Cano.ciJr.n boot rnd chco industry, and tho keenest kind of competition prevails.
9. Thero is not a single millionaire in tho shoe manufacturing industry
in Canada,»
10. Profits on turnover run from almost zero to a maximum of about 10
per cent. Per; concerns have been making more than 5 per cent on their turnore-, '.Tiiovo larger rrofrts havo boon made c.nrir;-; tho war they havo rcoultc-d
from increased business rather than from a higher percentage of profit on each
Unit of outpnt. With possibly one exception, no Canadian boot and shoe c?nuPfecturer n-.da a not profit of more than 16 cents per pair on army boots, and the
^~3 did not exceed 10 cents per pair. Many of the manufacturers actually lest
taono". In 1914, average net profits in tho industry were not more than 2.65
percent on turnover, or 2.91 por cent on capital invested. The average pro-

- 2turnover for 1918, as chovm by careful analysis of the earnings of a numIf representative firms, was only 5.57 per cent on turnover and less than
1 per cent en capital invested.
So keen has teen the competition in boot and shoe -manufacturing
oda that a carefully prepared list contains tho names of considerably
acre tiaa ICO firms vrhich have closed their doors during the past thirty years
reason of financial difficulties. The records of a single Canadian sole
liather factory show 58 insolvent Canadian boot and shoe manufacturing estab•tnts in which the leather company has been interested as a creditor.
12. V,'ith a fov7 exceptions, a manufacturer's net profit en a pair of
acts selling wholesale at $10 and retailing at perhaps $15, is less than
5 cents. On lower priced footwear, the profit is proportionately less, and
one factory noking staple lines averaged a profit in 1918 of less than 9 cents
pir pair on a turnover of 50,000 pairs.
The splendid service of the C.P.R. in re-establishing soldiers in
oiTil life is the subject of a special article in the April number of The Vetinn, which says:"Tho re-eiployzent of returned soldiers has been carried cut by the
C.P.R. so whole heartedly that according to the official records up to tho ond
February, actually more returned soldiers have been given employment than
t the Conrpany for service overseas. The exact figures are as follows:Total reported as joining the Army
10,955
Dead
1,069
Wounded
2,054
Re-esployed in the service
«
6,687
Other soldiers given employment
9,224
Total soldiers given employment to date
15,911
"In finding employment for returned soldiers, the C.P.R. has found
f experience that in moat cases it is advisable to reinstate them in the samo
Itrtnent as that in which they worked previous to enlistment."
American farmers are becoming restless over the actions of eztreme
ior elencnts in the United States. At its last meeting in Chicago, the American Farm Bureau Federation passed the following resolution:"We desire to point out that a large factor to the high cost of
Hying ia the curtailing of production through shorter hours, lessened
efficiency of labor, and strikes.
T^o Breeders' Gazette of Chicago, also says editorially: "Cue to
dxjr gt.T-r-i-, ^-loiTs^nds of carloads of stock ready for the market are being
d at en "IOTTOUS aggregate expense. Feeders cannot ship them until the C3iltlcr
><->e are removed. Radicals are trying to use organised labor as
wapon with which, first, to wreck established businesses, and then the Govern••self. IT^;",trial workers are .loafing and demanding higher wages while,
H a dirfict result, stock-farmers are losing millions of dollars. Stock fatHced on expensive feeds cannot be marketed because groups of laborers in
:i ie to work.
A comparatively small number of men has achieved tho
pwer, through organization, of paralyzing one of the most vital productive inistries of the onns-hry. Stockmen on whom this misled power is inflicting a
Oge loss are or^ni^irig. in self-defence, to fight the devil with fire. If
I labor follows the despotic leadership of its radicals, now in the
ddle, it will filly 'agninst itself every farmer in America. If labor wel•M that result, it is hopelessly lost. Farmers everywhere are beginning
i My t 1 ^-- r-'i who rr?T>?;o to ~o::li shall not cat. It Trould co r, tragedy if or•id labor permitted its revolutionary masters to continue leading it toIreadlires. Its real friends should solemnly warn their adherents that
•N, with the ttoral support of public opinion, are prepared to stend pat
iile insane radicalism is rationalized by hunger."
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A detailed analysis of the new Australian tariff fully tears out the
kla report from the Canadian Trade Commissioner at Melbourne, that the revised
.3 "strongly protective" with "marked increases" in the duties on a
r of products. rl'h0 Australian rates on imports run up to 65 per cent.,
•reaa the highest rato in the Canadian tariff, even with war tax included, is
^percent. Hor are the maximum rates in the Australian tariff limited to
jles of luxury. On wearing apparel tho general tariff is 55 per cent., and
British preferential tariff 40 per cent. On toots the import duty is about
per cent.; on chinaware, earthenware and glassware, 40 per cent.; and on
oca, 45 per cent. In tho case of many products the Australian rates are in
the form of specific duties which represent a high ad valorem rate and mean
Based protection to domestic industries in time of falling prices.
Urging scientific development and utilization of Federal and provincial
resources, the Canadian Labor Press, which is the official organ of the Allied
les and labor Council at Ottawa, and has tho endorsation of the Hamilton District
les and Labor Council, the Hamilton Building Trades and Labor Council, and
t Kitchener Twin City Trades and Labor Council, says in a special article:"Association between science and iudusty gave Germany a strong positive
i the ccrzarcial world before the wur. Association between science'and industry
'.•D to cake Canada economically independent, create new wealth to meet
igations, end so foster industrial development that new avenues of
^Een't will be provided, and Canadian labor will be assured of steady work
i good wages. In their o\vn and in the national interest, Canadian trade unioi.G
; well memorialize Governments throughout the Dominion to devote special
to the scientific development and utilization of Federal and provincial
. The certainty of new wealth which such investigations would reveal,
•.sultant establishment of primary processes of manufacture in Canada,
attract capital, stimulate industrial progress, and improve the labor
it.

"ihero is no queation that adequate provioioii. of facilities for ccicuflo research should bo ono of the dominant considerations of Gcrcn^cnts, of
•icultural organizations, and of industrial workers in Cr.nccla tc-de,y. There
Id be Joint action to determine and develop tho fish, ferect, end mineral
ces of the country, and generous appropriations for the encourcgonent of
leulture and improvements of farm methods.
"The net Federal debt id now nearly $1,500,000,000. Li five yean t-^Q
capita dobt charge upon every man, woman and child in the Dominion hr,o riser
j 143.49 to nearly $210. Science can be made to pay the bill. There is
1th in the mines of Northern Ontario, in the asbestos areas of Quebec, in &•.'<
ties of the Maritime Provinces and the Pacific Coast. But the value of all
gives only a suggestion of the total natural wealth of Car.c,da if its
i could lo scientifically determined and utilized."

- 2-

iip n^id increase i:i the value of importe CTOB Borope anfliBaisM thin order to maintain industrial stability in this country and to
.ier exchange difficulties, of keeping all imports to the lowest
lie aiount. 2he way in which European imports into Canada are increasing is
ited by the following comparative figures:crts from:
January, 1919. January, IS20.
United Kingdom
$6,709,200
$16,415,503
ico ....

Germany
Horway ....,
,.:n .

287,500
9
262
12,614
102,939
nil

1,485,660
13,114
82,764
87,629
1,636,203
23,575

Switzerland
Turkey
The rising tide of imports into the United States already is causing
eerious concern in that country. For the nine months ended with March, 1920,
•is into the Republic totalled $3,719,000,000, or approximately one and a
alf billion dollars more than for the corresponding period of the previous year,
necessity for work as the only means by which the world economic
Ituation c^n be relieved, is characteristically expressed by Kipling in the
':ig stanza from his latest verse:"In the Carboniferous Epoch wo wore promised abundance
for all,
By robbing selected Peter to pay for collective Paul;
And, though we had plenty of money, there was nothing
our money would buy.
And the Gods of the Copybook Maxims said:- 'If you
don't work you die.'"
Factory councils have been abolished in Soviet Russia and the decree
":ich they .were eliminated gives the following explanation:"The chief cause of this catastrophic state of affairs is the complete
Bflk of discipline and good order. The factory councils and committees, the funcBfln of which was to maintain order, have done only harm. They have destroyed
the last rernant of discipline, and have wasted or stolen the plant and materials
'ing to the mills. As a result of these abuses, we are now compelled to
"nh altogether the factory councils, and to place at the head of every industrial concern of importance a dictator who will have absolute power of life and
death over all manual employees."
in Japan &re far below those in this country. The United States
-oya, in a report to the Department of Commerce at Washington, states
[that wages of clock adjusters in his district run from $1.25 to $1.40 per day.
kcrs, joiners and finishers on rieccwork are paid from $1.58 to $1.65 per
j, while machine-workers. get from $1.33 to 01.50, and glass painters from $1.38
to $1.50 daily. These wages, it should be noted, are paid for skilled workers.
-In an effort to restrict imports and overcome the discount on Italian
-:, the Government of Italy has prohibited the importation of foreign
ter, encase, condensed milk and other foodstuffs for the remainder of the year.
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Four outstanding features commend the proposals of the great British
tpire Steel Corporation to Canadians :1. They £ivo io Canada that combination cf capital, oxpcrlonce, and
tttural roocuvcc.: v.v.ich is imperative if tho Dominion io to experience a maximum
f industrial usvclop-iont in competition with a commercial \vorld characterized
ia never tcfo.o by tho association of Governments end corporate interests in
peat Ir.::ine33 enterprises.
2. ?hey provide for tho scientific and cconoalc development of the
wade.
' i end coal deposits of our Atlantic seaboard, making nev; wealth for
Dominion and giving employment to no-v j.rurastrial populations. They further
Mure the introduction of a ns-,7 epoch in the shipping and shipbuilding history
of the
3. 1':.;- do not sanction any watered stock. Indeed, it is stated that
'•kn is on ?, Dc.sio of practically only 50 par cent, of valuation, thus
•ilidr-tion on more conservative lines than over known "before
industrial r.:.id financial world, t\nd substantially increasing the prestig-3
ttd credit of C
•o.Uoti-ial institutions.
4. They Earl: what may well "be a nev? epoch in industrial history in
tidch tho enormous resources of the British Empire will bo developed within the
iplre by the capital and brains of its sons, adding to the "silken thread of
' r.t," a ccn^areial fabric giving strength to tho whole and ensuring retenoial supremacy egainst the organized competition of other nations.

\. e:.

Hon. Joshua W. Alexander, Secretary of the United States Department of
aceree, in a recent address said: "For the present year an appropriation of
00,000 was. provided for industrial research in co-operation with the
.ries. !!o fund ever appropriated for the Bureau (i.e. the Bureau of
dards at Washington) has resulted in greater benefit to the public
the work of tho Government in developing the agricultural interests of tho
onntry is too well known, for comment, and there is every reason why the same or
iliilar assistanco should bo given to tho development of commerce and industry."
He also made the statement that "we have long since passed the stage in
^•le development in which our exports, if there are to be any, consist of
those raw materials and products of the mine and soil that sell themselves
Moause other nations must have them in order to feed their industrial workers
ill to givo vlKin tho rr/,7 n>atorials for their labor. The time has coma in the
'.o development of the United States when we ourselves must manufacture our
ret caterials and bring raw materials from abroad in order to keep the wheels of
-.-tries turning and the dinner pails of our working people full. There
question about the advisability of tho exportation of raw materials
INS we crm produce a surplus. But tho two or three groat manufacturing
Hi of the world have demonstrated for two generations that the exports of
of huustry bring prosperity to the enterprise end to tho labor
jed in industry, banking and shipping."

- 2-ter war prosperity. The experience of that country should be a lesson
the Canadian people, emphasising as it does the importance of maintaining
Ddnstrial stability and of keeping imports to the minimum of absolutely neces7 ccnodities unobtainable at home.
During 1913, exports from Japan exceeded imports by $147,000,000.
iring 1919, this situation was reversed, and imports exceeded exports by
r.OOO. During the first three months of 1920, imports exceeded exports by
30,000,000, or practically 50 per cent. The Far Eastern Division of the
States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, reviewing the situation
^a, says: "Problems of unemployment are beginning to face the country on
icount of curtailment of industry, many factories already having closed."
Tho Greek Government will prohibit for one year importation of automoes, linen and woolen fabrics, pianos and piano players, chinaware, rifles,
Itontic pistols, and revolvers. She purpose of the prohibition is to
lorato Creel: exchange by effecting a reduction of about 50,000,000 drachmas
la inports.
LIo::ic^n Ministry of Industry, Commerce, and Labor has established
an industrial experimental laboratory in connection with its commercial museum.
Die new laboratory is complete in every detail and is intended to offer opporL'uction in modern processes of manufacture to persons with small
^K who aro desirous of turning Mexican raw materials into manufactured
ts. In connection with the laboratory there aro fully- equipped machine
,ops, carpenter shops and tin shopa, with a corps of instructors for each
ferent department, and regular courses in the various industries likely to be
.tablo in L'czicc are to be offered to students and other interested persons.
Mr. R. C. Lef£ing77ell, Assistant Secretary of the United States
«8?ury, in an address before the Academy of Political Science in New York,
"Experience has shown, what the Treasury always asserted, that the excess
Its tax discourages initiative and enterprise, rewards overcapitalisation
discourages conservatism in capitalisation, confirms great corporations in
r monopolies, encourages extravagance and wasteful management, and adds to
cost of living......Capital taxes, including retroactive war profits taxes,
1flic?"0'--1"•" !-?x93, excess profits taxes and sales taxes - all these must be
fted p^™r or liter - after much economic disorder in some cases - if
\, apparently, is
first
important
country
suffer
carious
)lethe
to the
consn^'jr.
Because
the to
whole
income
of the poor man is spent on
^H he pine-vim'-?, prvj the greater part of the income of the man of modest msana
a n°r ! ' " 1.9 T°rt of the income of the rich, taxes of this sort are unjust
Mr. W. H. Wood, President of the American Woolen Company, has just
the .following .flt^tem^nt: "The high price of clothing is due in no
'''sgres to ppy profit which we, as manufacturers, have made on our
mt '
-"it of this nw£*r*j on the cloth that goes into an average suit of
•13 nt rot°,5.1 from $60 to $55 does not exceed $1.50 a suit."

The following resolution 7733 edopted at the recent convention of the
Ited States Chamber of Conferee: "It is essential that our Government should
-ly refrain from entering any of the fields of transportation, comnunilon, industry m/i. commerce, or any phase of business enterprise. Any tendency
^Hpnent to enter such field should be carefully weighed in light of its
e effect upon the very genius of our institutions."
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Mr. Arthur V. White, consulting engineer of the Commission of ConservaCanada, arguing that "there is no menace to Canada's economic and
. welfare at all comparable to the fact that she is so largely dependent
I a foreign count*y for her fuel needs," urges Canadian development of its
coal resources. In respect of quantity, quality, and accessibility for mining
poaes, tie Dominion, h3 declares, "possesses coal deposits which compare
orebly with thoaa of the greatest coal mining countries of the world. She
I newly 1,000,000,000 tons of semi-anthracite coal, 315,000,000 tons of hi turns coal, and 10,000,000,000,000 tons of sub-bituminous coal and lignite....
Mda's only sane policy is to develop as rapidly as possible, both her own
bel and power resources, and to provide for the distribution and storage of
1 in all communities of the Dominion."
Mr. White's statements admit of no argument. The Prairie Provinces
lions are paying nearly $19,000,000 annually to United States interests for
•ported coal, as follows:Payment to
Presetat average
Amount imported
U.S.Interests
cost at mine U.S. Freight
annually
$ 4,541,160
|6.17
12.35
633,000
tons
Inthraoito
12.592.800
3.45
1.85
2,376,000 "
Jituainoua
$17,133,960
. 1.713.396. ^
Add exchange at, say, 10J6
$18,847,356
In addition to the difficulty of obtaining the quantities required, the
transportation situation is exceedingly difficult. All Upper Lake ports (United
States ports as well as Fort William and Port Arthur) are absolutely without
V hold-over, and their requirements for the coming year are placed at 33,000,000
tons. It is said to be quite impossible to transport more than 20,000,000 tons
to supply such a demand.
The above figures take no account of the transportation cost from Fort
L to Winnipeg (about |2.40 per ton), or other destinations, or of a duty
if 53 cents per ton on imported bituminous coal.
As there is imperative need for the development of Canada's natural
so the investment of British and foreign capital should be enforaged. Granted the proper financial methods and given adequate public
Hourity against corporate interests, Canada has nothing to fear and everything to
gain from activities of powerful corporations possessing adequate financial
resources to develop the country's raw materials and conduct processes of manufacture in Canada.
The five hundred million dollar British Empire Steel Corporation, with its
trenendous financial resources, will not only expedite development of the great
Iron ore and coal deposits on the Atlantic seaboard, but will give a now impetus
!
to the shipping and shipbuilding industry in the Dominion. As Hon. Frederic
Ilcholls stated recently in the Senate, there has been a great deal of criticism

I

:: oration "because the figures seem large, "tut I have not heard any
r!:i.vr. of tho United States Steel Corporation, which is investing almost as
t OJibway, en the Detroit River. That is an American corporation. They
. welcosad with open arms and have been given a great many advantages
sessicna, and every dollar that they make in the employment of a capital
1100,000,000 to $200,000,000 will go across in dividends to the United
It can at least "be said that that the money earned by the British
will remain within the Empire."

Many experiments to increase output are being conducted in British
•tries. One of tho most successful, at a Lancashire factory identified with
•aufacture of large motor lorries, has resulted in an increased production
fcon 10 vehicles in a 57-hour week to 100 vehicles in a week of 45 hours,
london Times' Trade Supplement of April 24, which devotes two columns to the
at", seys that the most conspicuous feature of the establishment is the
zation of labor. Despite difficulties owing to diversity of trades and
Multiplicity of unions involved, a full council of forty stewards and foremen
ty the men has been created,- and in its turn has elected an active
: committee of seven. This committee is the link between the management
lalor. But even this committee was found to be somewhat too cumbersome, and
•dingly "a daring innovation was introduced at the suggestion of the managemt," rilds was the appointment of one of the shop stewards, upon a full time
Mis, acting as the primary intermediary between the management and labor. The
•negeaent further undertook to relieve the men of tho financial burden inci,1 to his appointment. The correspondent of the Trade Supplement says:
the proposal was first mooted, tho workers demurred against the salary of
whole tins shop steward being defrayed by the company. It was argued that
shop steward, being a servant of the company, would tend to lean towards the
Iwgeient's side in the settlement of disputes, but saner councils prevailed
.3 decided to submit the scheme to a six-months' tj.iul. <...i-^ij L,cL~_
proved successful so far as it has been conducted."
The United States Consul General at Melbourne, Australia, has reported
o the Department of Commerce, at Washington, as follows: "Manufacturing has
one ahead rapidly, and numerous new industries are being started. The importation of a long list of articles has been prohibited without special license, in
order that these new industries may be protected pending the formation of the
MI tariff rate. Everything possible is being done to encourage manufacturing.
..t action has been taken by the Federal Government to prevent trade with
•many, notwithstanding the ratification of the peace treaty. The provisions
the Trading with the Enemy Act have automatically ceased to operate, but the
••cmwealth authorities have taken advantage of the Customs Act to erect an
nective barrier against German goods, a proclamation to this effect is to be
•ned declaring German goods prohibited exports."
A cable from Tokio to the United States Department of Coa^aorce, at
tahington, shows the unhappy industrial situation which has developed in that
^^p? as a result of extravagant buying of imported commodities, curtailment
;ort trade, and speculation. The cable saysj"Employees of the match factories have accepted a wage cut rather than
fcuent to being laid off, and there are 6,000 textile workers idle. Other
(dnetries will probably bo affected in the same way, and a general wago reduclocked forward to. As a result, domestic consumption will be curtailed,
id with the steady decrease in exports indicating the falling demand from
•oad for Japanese products, very much lower prices are to be expected. Wholo^acellations of high-priced orders are feared by Tokio merchants."
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Urging the appointment of a Tariff Board, Mr, George Pierce, writing in
Die Canadian Railroader Weekly, of May 15, warmly endorses the Government's
decision to establish a Bureau of Scientific Research and continues »"To begin the development of the wonderful natural resources of the
ichest dominion on earth, is worthy of the mettle of real men. It is, however,
perfectly logical that similar methods should be applied to handle the products
ihsa they have been discovered, developed or reclaimed. In the intricate
processes which are necessary before the raw products can be delivered to the
final consumer, the question of properly protecting the new-born industries is
of paramount importance. If a free trade policy were adopted, how would these
Infant industries be made to prosper, and does it not appear to be logical that
if so much research and science is needed to discover and develop our natural
resources, that the same scientific methods should be applied in formulating tha
tariffs that will determine the future destiny of embryonic industries. The
establishment of a permanent scientific Tariff Board to fix the tariff regulations along scientifically economic lines is the logical twin-brother of the
research department. One is the natural outgrowth of the other. One cannot
succeed without the other. It is undeniable that if reasons ezist to institute
the one, then the same reasons demand the establishment of the other. The
aorieans have already carried this idea into execution. If we hope to compete
tith them, then we must keep pace with them when we find their experimental
experiences have met with success
"We respectfully request from this Government, and the request is
earnestly backed by many hundreds of resolutions from the trade unions, by the
coabined sentiments of hundreds of thousands of workmen and some eight thousand
nanufacturerg in Canada, that a permanent advisory Tariff Board be established,
not for the purpose of taking the tariff out of politics, but for the distinct
object of insuring stability by taking politics out of the tariff. We
respectfully await the action of the Government in regard to this matter. If a
Tariff Board is denied to us, we shall certainly demand an explanation. Hundreds
of thousands will demand it from the four corners of this Dominion."

I

By a royal order of February 14, 1920, the duties on coal-tar dyes
rted into Spain have been fixed for a period of 10 years at greatly increased
rates. These rates are levied in accord with the law of March 2, 1917, which
relates to the protection of new and undeveloped industries. The regulations
eo. 20, 1917) under this law provide for the protection of the following groups
industries: New industries, started since January 1, 1914; industries in
i whoso production cannot satisfy the normal demand of national consumption;
industries which, by gaining a superproduction, make it necessary to export the
part of their products which the home market cannot consume; and industries

- 2reducing elements that cannot "be used directly in the national defence. Among
^Hnries included in the above groups are: Exploitation of mineral oils
their products, asphalt, coal tar, etc., and chemical industries, especially
Mproduction, of drugs, medicaments, and dyestuffs.
There are several distinct forms of the protection provided and various
lode of obtaining this protection. Article 14 of the order of December 20,
IT, aaiea the provision for increases in customs duties as follows: Minimum
iriable customs duty during 10 years, within the limits of the law in force at
tira for the manufactured product; "but this can "be protected by a higher
f it was not produced in Spain before January 1, 1914. The advantages
needed by foreigners to their products, such as dumping, bounties on exportatc., will be taken into account when these duties are imposed.

The United States Commercial Attache at Tokio reports that the new
'fcrernment tariff reform bill recently introduced into the Japanese Diet proposes
is changes in the customs tariff, largely to provide against the possibility
f "dumping" on the part of foreign nations and especially to protect the
ipanese industries which were developed during the war, including dyestuffs
Mnfacture.
Writing in The Canadian Railroader Weekly of Hay 15, under the heading,
•blag Direct Actionists," Mr. Kennedy Crone, its Associate Editor, says:
,ce has its hands full with the direct actionists there, who have been
ling a series of strikes for purely political purposes, and the Government
•I at last oeen harassed into the state where the challenge of the extremists
•
.. • ii .'•._ auntry ] not > 3 BOM OMT to aihttft* It hM toon
umced that the Government will discolve the Confederation Generale du
, which night be described as the French Federation of Labor, arguing
,t it is a menace to the state and is not representative of the real demands
of the workers, the latter claim being borne out by the weakness of the numerous
'ikes called, although these strikes are serious enough in their effect on the
,ty at large.
lie leading strings of the French Federation of Labor have evidently
completely under the control of the extremists, who talk quite frankly of
C.XL and Soviets, but, after all, leading strings are not of great value
•fee masses to be led are not enamored of the ideas of those who pull the
"•fan if the most unlikely circumstances of Revolutionaries gaining
control of the American Federation of Labor were to come to pass, and
e doing their best to bring it to pass, they would not have swung the five
workers of the A. F. of L. behind them. Extremists might embroil the
'. of L., cause a good deal of trouble, and put shackles on legitimate trade
, but they would have to answer to the five millions. Precisely the same
ould happen here as has happened in France. Direct action - forcing by
o pressure on the majority what only a minority wants, and which the
y believes would spell anarchy - is not only an illegitimate weapon, but,
ad, a useless weapon. When national reforms are needed, the only way to
s ic by an orderly process of education. The overnight millenium is a
and a dangerous one."
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Hon. T. A. Crerar, Mr. P. P. Pardee, and others who would deny to
factory workers and Canadian manufacturers reasonable tariff protection
lower wages paid in other countries and compensate for handicaps on manuwhich are inevitable in a new and inadequately developed country, are
invoking the Census of Industry in support of their arguments. On the
• of auch Census of Industry, compiled and issued by the Dominion Bureau of
tics, these men endeavor to prove that the profits in Canadian industries
toen grossly excessive. Their procedure is to take the gross value of the
otured product, deduct the cost of materials, wages and salaries, and
tin other items of expense, and proclaim the balance as the manufacturer's
profit. That such argument is quite fallacious, is shown by the following
enient by Mr. R. H. Coats, Dominion Statistician, under whose direction the
»8us of Industry is prepared:"The question as to how to obtain a statement of net manufacturing profits is one that cannot finally be answered from our Census
of Industry any more than a statement of farming profits can be
answered from our Census of Agriculture. We could, of course, insert
a question asking every firm what its net profits were during the year
overed. We avoid this, however, because our inquiry is made with broad
aooic purposes in mind, and not for regulative action, which, as
above stated, can be based only on intensive investigation into the
whole range of business management."
The Census of Industry does not specifically include, and has never
fically included, the items of depreciation, loss on account of bad debts,
torest and discount, or travellers' commission. There is a space for "Other
Expenses," but there has been no uniformity on the part of manufacturers
king returns under this heading, and the chief statistical officer of the
nion Bureau of Statistics, who, under Kr. Coats, has had charge of the census
for many years, is authority for the statement that the Bureau has not
icted manufacturers to include such items under the "All Other Sundry
nses" heading, or, indeed, to report them in any form under the heading
lleneoug Expenses." Some manufacturers have reported these items of
lenso, but many have not, and the lack of uniformity makes it utterly imposto give any reliable estimate of net profits on the-*basis of the Census of
stry figures aljone. A recent survey of the boot and shoe industry by the
dlan Reconstruction Association, showed that items of expenses, other than
* of laterials and salaries and wages, represented 15.12 per cent, of net
i in 1918, whereas the partial list of expense items shown by the Census*of
tostry accounted for only between 6 and 7 per cent. Surely it is time that
.ticisa of legitimate Canadian industries by Canadian public men should be in
2ace with all the facts.
Daring the budget debate, Mr. P. P. Pardee, M.P., contended that the
lied "luxury tax" of 10 per cent, should be paid by the Canadian manufacturer
1 not passed on to the Canadian consumer. Mr. Pardee asked the question: "Why
d not'the conrnon man be saved that additional tax?" The answer is this:
-i tax would not only take all the profits of the average Canadian manu-

»

- 2, tut would also involve him in a heavy deficit and force him to close his
Careful investigation will show that average net profits to Canadian
facturers do not average anything like 10 per cent, on turnover. It is a
t, for which there is an abundance of official and other evidence, that
ian manufacturers have been operating at a small margin of net profit even
the war.
A oareful survey of the Ontario furniture manufacturing industry by
nsrs Clarksoii, Gordon and Dilworth, showed that in 1917 profits averaged only
I per cent, on the capital employed, and only 3 1/110 per cent, on total
ilea. Again, an analysis of the boot and shoe industry for all Canada showed an
nrage profit for 1918, for a large number of representative firms, of only
^H cent, on turnover, and 7.37 per cent, on capital. In 1915 the same
MBpanies averaged leas than 1 per cent, on turnover. In view of such figures
these, how could Canadian manufacturers absorb a 10 per cent, levy on their
hlu?
Since February 7, 1918, close to 22,000 farm tractors, valued for
MOBS purposes at approximately $22,000,000, have been imported into Canada
fron the United States without payment of duty. If the normal customs duty and
the war tax has been collected and if importations had been on the same scale,
federal (Treasury would have collected more than $6,000,000. As it was, the
toners escaped any contribution to the Federal revenues on these purchases,
^fcipite the fact that the wheat crop was guaranteed by the Government and Governt machinery employed for its sale, while the farmers received war-time prices
all their products. By remission of duties on farm tractors, additional
^^Bn burdens were placed upon people in the cities and even upon those farmers
10 tere not sufficiently well-to-do to buy tractors. If, instead of being
taported, the tractors had been made in Canada, employment would have been proded for 10,000 men, and at least $10,000,000 would have been distributed in
•lea. Instead, more than $22,000,000, plus exchange, went to the United States,
to build up United States industries and to provide employment for foreign
rs. Moreover, the purchase abroad of tractors and other goods which could
i nde in Canada creates exchange against this country and increases the cost to
wry citizen of such essential imported commodities as ooal, cotton, sugar, and oil.
Ho less than nine reputable Canadian manufacturing companies either were
producing tractors or were preparing to do so when the Order-in-Council
passed putting this equipment on the free list without giving Canadian manurers an opportunity to supply such machines. Development of the tractor
jtry in Canada would have stimulated the development of other allied
^•hries and provided additional employment, besides broadening the basis of
taxation. Under a constructive policy of encouragement to Canadian industry,
rices of Canadian farm tractors would have been little, if any, higher than
tti prices of cocparable tractors when sold for home consumption in the United
totes. In cases where prices of Canadian-made goods are higher in Cajiada than
tt prices of corresponding products in the United States, the higher Canadian
rices are due, in very large measure, to revenue-producing duties which must be
W o n fuel, materials, machinery, equipment, and plant of a kind not obtainable
^BM Dominion.
It should be noted that more than 90 per cent, of the Canadian demand
ii being supplied with tractors made in the United States by foreign labor. Last
r less than 1,000 tractors were made in Canada, owing to the removal of the
rtles, while numerous plants in the United States were making tractors by the
thousands.
There is no good reason why equally efficient equipment cannot be made
la Canada if reasonable protection be provided, and the fact that nine or core
Canadian companies are ready to start the manufacture, under a moderate tariff,
il aaple proof of domestic competition that would protect the Canadian purchaser
Ifainst excessive prof it-taking.
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5v9r sinc-3 its organization, ths Canadian Reconstruction Association has
tow the revenue now obtained from the customs dutlss would bs secured
lei »ere abandoned. It has shown that the adoption by Canada of income
ame seal- as How Zealand would not relievo Canada from the necesratior., but would involve the imposition of a direct land taz at
Mi
times as -neat as that now collected by the Federal Government on
ved from the use or produce of land and very substantial increases by the
;nt in ths present scale of direct taxation. It has argued that inIta cannot bo taxed higher in Canada bhan in the United States. Now,
-'•--; •-•'- Press, one of the most influential newspapers in Canada which
idvccatin.; the fiscal platform of the United Farmers rather than that of
Kj, criticizing the critics of the Drayton budjot, also ashs "chore's
''-'-''••'"" It points out that even with rigid economy, Canada needs
.hood of £400,OOC:, CCO to meet its commitments i
torialiy in its issue of June £:' '"

of '•-- Drayton plan are under an.obligation to shew how, by
I raise this vast sum of money. There has been no general
the part of speakers to ths left of the Speaher 'to accept and dis• The7 have assailed and criticised tha Draytor proposals which,
;ion, contain anomalies and Inconsistencies; but there have
suggest constructive alternatives, Suggestions of this cha~been largely limited to rather -enu-al observations that come of t]
might be replaced by a steeper income tax; and contrasts are
on upon English and upon Canadian incomes. The application
British rate , taxation to Canadian incomes would probably not be conby any (anadian finance minister, no matte- from what partv he
ra. rarallels between Canada and Great Eritian aro always liable to be
Of divergencies of conditions; and there are several reasons -hy
ax could not bo successfully adapted to Canada. One is"th7.t'we
1 ^Mda a rate of income tax much higher than that which prevails in
Bason, for this is obvious. In that case the tendency, alsturbing degree, for Canadians with fined incomes to And
line would ^-•3-.se at a cal:>mitcus ratio. Then Canadian incomes,
is the case with British incomes, are earned; they are
';:"!-"' energy, constructive nor!:. If the state tabes everything
lareer incomes will no-, be earned, ana this would
; on employment and upon the country's development.
;::' for th93e ?;:i °*her reasons, is not capable of being much increased!
There is, of course, scope for the strictih»t the present iv.x shall yield its full toll.
on v'I-'on •'• liu-3 -cale in the past, but the rising revenues from
d8ers :-u'5 gradually being lassoed and brought into
lommissioner of Taxation, a million Canadians will pay
tr.
i rsceipta from the excess profits tax (which is the
! ; ' ; t] Dse fron J]n ]-'-"'
'
• '• G
d- s-n-'-[ from

3S > !;

-2v '; ( : ivaiius --.st year of scnis sixty-foi:r million dollars, a far from
A to":al ravenue, frc'.i1. iiiocnic- tax, v.'hs'i the machinery for collection
; , of 'jiio hundred million dollars, is perhaps nn outside estimate of
on from this source.
vas P.bout three hundred million dollars to b-3 collected from other
ur rational revenues aro to be iept to th; point •.'•here we csr.n carry our
• :. •
ur v;ay. The country vrcv.ld, v?3 think, be willing to consider
tailed plaviE--alt3rnativ3 to ths Drayton schc-.ins of taxation—for raising
:•. But vhers has bs?n throughout the budget debits little constructive
this character."

'h3 in Tha Canadian Railroader of June 5, Ur. George C. Pierce, its
ing tha appointment of a scientific tariff board, says: "If this Gcvarnr-inner movement are of the opinion that the working people of this
^K& are going to be crucified at each election by depressions in business,
ploymant, accumulating debts, and heavy taxation, merely to stage a tariff shama for tha special benefit of ambitious politicians who are solely intent upon
selves to office, then we say to you, your guns v/ill not only be spiked,
.we fill utterly destroy them.
,

: problems facing all Canadians are insistently serious. This is not
^ncl this country is not ths place, to play old games of politics on the
i backs of the working population. This is a day of scientific
:y. Its opponents are men of the old school who don't realize that a new
has da-rnjd. The business and the working interests of this country demand a
Board
Our agriculturists may be astonished to find that a lot of good
hi this Dominion have decided that this country shall not be the scrap-heap
!. To bs the dumping ground under a fiscal policy of free trade is not
. of ths empire builders of our day who see visions of a Canada of fifty
llion population."
poriod of less than a month that the ns\ Canadian taxation measures
beer, in effect, almost every person in Canada has experienced inconvenience
see from their operation. Tha new levies are intended to raise about
10,"',ODD of rsvenu::-, and if the increase in the income tax ba left out of
HTtho estimated, yield will be even less. The Government has advanced the
Canadian Income Tax until they are higher than those in force in the *
Itod States. The Canadian Business Profits War Tax for the current year is higher
i that in ;:.ny country in tha world, with the possible exception of Great Britian,
•ratss recently have been increased. The Government had no practical alter;;t oxcise taxation on goods used by the Canadian people.
In comparison with the vexatious internal taxation provided in the naw Budget,
i-jti;>s this year, after removal of the 1\r cent war tax, are estimated to
i at least $187,000,000. It has been proposed more or less seriously that other
substituted for the customs tariff. The Canadian people should frankly
Li hhiit such a course would only be possible by increasing excise taxation
,
"sing, and other commodities required by the people of this country.
. ; tariff, in addition to promoting Canadian national development and helpdltiing up of new taxpaying national wealth, is collected with a minimum
Lenca. Llorsver, there is abundant reason to believe that the cost of
.; of ths customs tariff is evsu less than the cost of enforcing the
: duties, and that the total burdon or1 the Canadian people as a result of
; imports will be less than that resulting from the complicated and difand
:..! -u so-called "luxury taxe
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Canada's trade situation continues to b3 highly unsatisfactory, with
ing ahead of exports to such an extent as to constitute a serious menace
••ad prosperity in the Dominion. Ona year ago exports of Canadian produce
nented a value considerably higher than tha value of the imports of merchandise
•;apticn in this country. The following table shows the situation:
Exports of
Canadian
Produce.

kj

•:r' •

Imports of
Merchandise
for Consumption.

$ 64,489,159.
92,258,687.
87,348,952.
113,737,099.
116,474,792.
10^,994,406.
109,446,314.
119,413,661.
133,541,805.

$ 54,255,229.
71,344,816.
75,015,479.
84,281,499.
81,357,385.
85, 506, 012.
91,910,477.
92,718,270.
94,553,432.

117,943,674.
86,655,190.
93,132,859.
53,356,386.
77,342,578.

103,579,249.
87,496,856.
142,497,373.
98,290,635.
113,447,899.

Favorable
Balance of
Trade.

Unfavorable
Balance of
Trade .

$10,233,930.
20,913,871.
12,333,473.
29,505,300.
35,117,407.
19,488,394.
17,536,337.
26,695,391.
38,988,373.
•

$14,369,325.
841,666.
49,364,514.
44,934,249.
36,105,321.

Canada's not obligations abroad, aside from the purchase of imported goods,
.-i::r;ethin?' like $25,000,000 per ;;:onth, so that th-j figures shown above do
-.isent the t-'uo state of cur international account. In reality, the nominal
balances cf trade in the tablo oujht each to be reduced by about
':•;:• ':.al bala'U'os a jalnst this country during January, February,
vrhil '-•
, April and Ur.y ir- c-ach casa wyra about $25 ,000,000 greater than, the nominal
bau.ncn3 indicated by the trade statistics alone.
flhile exports have shown a considerable decroass in value, despite ths
»r prices now prevailing, the alarmui- feature cf the situation is ths very rapIscrease in the value of goods imported. In May, 1920, merchandise imported
[this country for consumption was valued at $113,447,899, as compared with
, ", ''1C for Lay, 1919. Canada at tho pressnt time is buying [joods from other
on a much more extensive scale than during tha period when we had larger
.•LVn '.vhlch to pay for our purchases abroad. Absolutely, our imports from
;. States have been increasing in valu;3 but they hava shown a decline relCanada's tctaD import buying. '.Vhil^ it is necessary that, to the greatest
extent, .Csnadian purchases in the United States should ba curtailed, the
;oods iron overseas, and particularly from the United Kingdom and the
i' K'-.rops, should not bo i^iicrad. Th; principal countries of Europe have
'•••• -:.iii:/~y }-apid reccve^v anl "iow that their production is incre.; l, :'ni 3 in ;;i;ablir^ thsm to sond jrsator quantities of ;;oo:is to this Dominion,
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i9 when the Canadian people are still engaged in tho extravagance proittd by tar-time prosperity.. It is a sound principle for Canadians to buy within
I hpirs when necessary goods which they require are not obtainable in this
•. Nevertheless, Canada'3 financial situation is such that there is real
•i in the national i n t e r e s t , that imports should be curtailed tc a very large
, This can only be accomplished by the development of Canada's industries
tc supply domestic needs, and by a f i r m resolve on the part of tho Canadian people
I keep Canadian money at ho.ne, e x c e p t in paymert for those comparatively few vitlllj necessary commodities which cannot economically b-3 produced in the Dominion.
The argument that a moderate t a r i f f encourages rural depopulation still
Urilsts. Its exponents are- curiously ignorant of British experience in free
tnde. Speaking in the B r i t i s h House of Commons on the second reading of the
•icaltural Bill, Sir A. Griffith-Boscawen, Parliamentary Secretary of the Board
if Agriculture, recalling the a c u t e depression which began in 1872 and tracing the
'ects on food production, sho^sd that in 1870 there wars in the country 3,761,000
icres under wheat, and in 1910 only 1,856,000 acres, with the result that whsre 60
ir cent of the wheat consumed in the Islands was grovm there in 1079, the parcentl(e in 1910 had fallen -j.s loiv r.s 20 per cent. Continuing, he pointed out that the
nutber of agricultural l a b o r e r s during the same period had fallen f r o m 1,905,000
tfl 1,130,COO. "In 1910 \V3 v:3rs producing j u s t enough f o o d to k e r j p the country
• from Friday ni^ht to Monday morning, and from Monday morning to Friday night
n fere living on f o r e i g n imports. In fact we had become agricultural vvsok-snders.
h had become dangerously d e p e n d e n t upon foreign countries for our f o o d supplies
d is had depopulated the c o u n t r y d i s t r i c t s and massed the people EOT:; and more
lithe big towns."
Additional evidence of the value of Canada's natural r e s o u r c e s is furnished
In an initial report on the mineral resources of the Province which has j u s t been
lliued by the Alberta G o v e r n m e n t . The Province possesses d e p o s i t s of the f i n e s t
elijs for potteries, tiles, cl-'.sn, and similar purposes. Thsir vt-lue has o f t e n been
uphasized by scientists. Two companies are already manufacturing clay products in
I large way, and the establishment of ceramic industries on an extensive scale is
•Digested in the report.
Large deposits of salt are also reported in the Northern part of the ProvTh3 extent of the d e p o s i t s has not been estimated but it is known that they are
large enough to constitute an important f a c t o r in Canada's f u t u r e industrial l i f e ,
.':: ihile the demand for salt for industrial purposes has b e a n increasing jreatly of
tesnt years, tha country produces IE;:.;;; than 50 pc-r cent of its present requirements.
The vast fields of bituminous sands in the Athabaska region are discussed
^Hfo opinion is e x p r e s s e d that they contain many constit 1 on ' • -.:• bh.v:, c;in be utiHl in industrial p r o c e s s e s . ITailo the sands contain vast q u a n t i t i e s of oil,
^•Hnnot yst be utilized coirnercially. The bituminous sands can ba u;;ed for
^B|and it is notsd that a p-.vemant in Edmonton that was laid f o u r years a^o has
Una vary s a t i s f a c t o r y . Tho KJ.nds can also be used in tho jlass Lndustr7 f importec.
(l HOT bein™ the only ones available.
A correspondent of Th.j L i v e r p o o l Journal of Conmerco saya that Ur. Bonar
Lai's timely reminder, in tha B:'iti3h House of Commons, of Germany's o b l i g a t i o n s ,
ll fell as his h i n t th:-,t cur f o r m e r oru;mies are not sc exhausted i'i:av,vi-:;:!.ally as
.ir: interested p a r t i 3 2 or m i s - j u i d e d sentimentalists v:ould hav::- us b e l i e v e ,
' chsck a comforting f e e l i n g that Germany is no longer a factor to ba reckoned
In tha industrial world. Such is a British viev; of thn situation.
As yot, Canadian i n d u s t r y has not e x p e r i e n c e d s a r i c u s competition since
le tar with products of German manufacture, although trs::
'
re been
;:.! imports may be- expected to increase. Perhaps the ; •"•atsst menace to
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Canadian workmen will need in the early future, perhaps to a greater
•. than ever before, the benefit of an adequate tariff to protect their
loyoent against competition of lower.-paid foreign labor. Several recent
relopments are of great significance. The great American Woollen Company
has suspended operations for an indefinite period and its employees are out
if work. The Pennsylvania Railway has announced that it will lay off 12,000
MM. In the silk industry in the United States wages are already being reduce!, ur.d the United Textile Workers and the Amalgamated Silk Workers of Paterion, Hew Jersey, have voted for a strike in the broad silk industry in opposi;;o such reduction. Tha declining demand for silks of United States manufacture, due to increasing competition of lower-priced goods from Japan and
iljswhere, is the explanation of this situation. V7orld conditions are such as
to csnace employment in Canadian factories, and the maintenance of an adequate
•riff is a vital necessity.
Ths necessity of large industrial units for the efficient development of
il resources is being recognized throughout the world to a greater extent
KD ever before. The British Empire Steel Corporation in Canada, with a large
ni unified control over v.'hat was formerly a number of separate companies, is p-xrallolsd by an important development in the Far East where two largf
•h companies have consolidated their projects for further development of
the timber resources of British North Borneo. The Far Eastern Division of the
i Sta'jos Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce says that this development
il exp3st3d to affect the entire timber and lumber trade of the Far East and
,-?/::..<.; quite appreciably that of the United States along the Asiatic Coast.
During 1919 more than 200 American manufacturers erected or leased
^^kcturing buildings in Canada according to Mr. A. G. Sclater, Manager of
Bt Statistical Department, Union Bank of Canada, New York, who has contributed
Besting article to the Union Bank of Canada L'onthly in which he discusses
kreasons for the entry of United States factories into Canada. He considers
•t the tariff is mainly responsible for attracting these new industries which
Hide employment for Canadian labor, pay taxes in Canada, and bring foreign
DM; to help in the development of Canadian resources. These new industries
pemented a large number of American plants already established in this
•try. In this connection Mr. Sclater says: "These manufacturers had estabi/nemselv-33 in Canada, first, to escape the Canadian tariff and, secondly,
to take advantage of the preferential tariff treatment given by other parts of
•itish Empire on goods originating within the boundaries of the British
CoBnon73,'-.lth
Today the American manufacturer who has any largo volume of
.13 in Canada, must establish himself in Canada to hold that business.
:.;tinct of financial self-preservation is forcing Canada to do her utmost
;o curtail purchases in the United States and to make within her own borders
things -v-hich her people need. In this way only cr-.ii she hopo to rshabi• credit in the United States and to reduce the volume of her war debt.
-:;,; 333 the logic of the situation. Tha "I.'-.ido in Canada" movement is
gathering strength in the Dominion.

-2his t:.s!: of male ing herself self-sustaining, Canada is being helped
of o v - snts. Canada is an exporting nation of importance and this
ilopner.
.ins it increasingly possible for Canadian manufacturers to
.'ditiss in quantity and bring do'.vn initial costs. The development
waia'i- c-xport trada has stimulated the imagination of the Canadian manui more clsarly his opportunities in the world's markets and he
•dth an ambition to make the most of these opportunities. The inevii.'3 will, of course, be greater ability on ths part of the Canadian
3 hold his ovm domestic marks ts against outside competition, even
It competition which he has most to fear - American competition.' This will
Man less buying in the United States as time goes on."
llr. F. 17. Field, H. M. Trade Commissioner in Toronto, in his report for
? on
o of Canada also refers to the large number of United States
JCh factories operating in the Dominion. He mentions tha following reasons
for this development:
(a) To handle the Canadian market, at close range.
To grow, as a Canadian industry, with ths expanding market and increasing
purchasing power.
(c) To snjoy, as a Canadian industry, the benefits of any special trade arrangements made for tha units of the British Empire.
To handle the export orders, received by the parent company in the United
Stato3, for shipment to tha United Kingdom and other points in the Empire.
• Among the United States companies which established branches in Ontario
1913 .vo 1-3 i/xinufact-.u-ers of tha following lines: "Small motors, generators,
• fans and electrical supplies; suction sweepers, varnish, chemicals,
: ;•, h-.t linings, motor car locks, dome fasteners, abrasives, '.rater meters,
otcr car parts (gray iron castings), asbestos protected sheet metal, asphaH
,:.!, valves, overalls, copper clad \vire, '.voiding compounds, toilet
^•vaticnr, , carbon papar, typewriter ribbons, spark plugs, farm tractors, motor
rs;, proprietory medicines, machinery packing, motor trucks, motor car
idles, motor car wheels t chemical ;oo" remover, motor car inner tube gas water
Inters, reigning devices, suspenders, garters, metal and woodworking tools,
fire extinguishers, plumbing devices, milk cans, binding gimps, cap screws,
,sts, gas engines, motor car clutches, wire goods and meat products."
Mr. Field adds: "A revision in April, 1919, of data gathered in January,
1914, shows that there are now 333 manufacturing works in Canada which are conHtted with similar concerns in tha United States. The total investment is estim'.rl at $264,939,592. In the case of 76 of the companies the actual paid-up
•piial has been obtained, being $51,395,350, an average of $682,834. The 76
ir ihijh the capitalization has been obtained are fairly representative of the
itele list, and this average has been used in estimating .the total investment
U&I1 the works."
Allowing for the large number of plants established since April, 1919,
itB7 safely be- said that there are now more than 500 United States branch
Hp operating in the Dominion. Taking the average capitalization indicated
kjllr. Field, it -."ill bfi found that the total capital investment is in excess
If $340,000,000. The benefits which this investment have brought in the way of
• employment for Canadian labor, broadening the basis of taxation by
•ai:ipalities and the provincial and Federal Governments, and increasing the
wket for cthar Canadian industries, are very largely due to the fact of tariff
protection without which such investment certainly would not have been made.
In his report Mr. Field also states that inquiries of United Kingdom
mnufactur'ers as to the establishment of branch works in Ontario were more
numerous in 1919 than ever before. Works were established here by British manufir--rars for the production of elastic hosiery and abdominal belts, felts for
paper Baking machines, and silk labels.
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Analysis of the most recent trade figures in Canada and the United States
ihoi net only that there has been a remarkable and steadily accelarating increase
value of imports during the last year, but also that there has been a ten; for imports of dutiable goods to increase in greater ratio than imports
cf free goods. The conclusion is obvious that the increase has not been so
•uch in imports of raw materials for Canadian industry as in manufacture and
Other competitive goods, and that Canadian producers are feeling steadily
Btensified competition from manufacturers abroad, particularly in the United
Jtates and Europe.
/
For the three months ended June, 1920, imports into Canada of free goods
'•.ied at $117,298,718, as compared with $68,995,105 for the corresponding
led a year ago, an increase of approximately 70 per cent. For the same
periods imports of dutiable goods were valued at $229,004,966 and $131,620,409
respectively, an advance of approximately 74 per cent. In the case of the United
Jtates the tendency of imports of dutiable goods to increase at a more rapid
rate than free imports is still more marked. Not only were imports into the
ited States in June of this year higher than those of June of last year by
early 89 per cent, but the proportion of dutiable imports was the highest
iir:e July, 1911, one-half of the total imports during the month being dutiable.
This is explained in part by the fact that there were unusually large imports
of sugar Thich is dutiable under the United States tariff, but it is also true
that imports of manufactures have been rapidly increasing. For a considerable
pert of the war period the tariffs of the United States and Canada were very
rgely ineffective, inasmuch as the manufacturing industries of other countries
»re engaged on war orders and in meeting home market requirements. In most
instances prices on this continent of manufactured goods were much lower than
ose in Europe and foreign imports were a factor of almost insignificant imortanca in the case of the United States, and of subnormal importance in the
ease of Canada. So far as goods made in Canada were concerned prices invariwere lower than prices abroad with duty added, and in many instances
nch below prices abroad even without taking the duty into account.
At a time when imports of manufactured goods are increasing rapidly the
tariff is again becoming a factor of considerable importance. The trade balance
is once more against this country. For the first three months of the current
focal year exports of Canadian produce were valued at only $237,236,799, while
for consumption wera valued at $345,303,678, the balance being largely
•favorable, without taking account of our heavy obligations abroad amounting
ko sccethinj like $75,000,000 for the three months. As imports of manufactured
•l increase, the maintenance of adequate tariff protection will again be a
:3C5ssary to the successful continuance of Canadian industry and employBit of Canadian labor. It cannot too strongly be emphasized that in the case
established Canadian industries prices in Canada are determined without
:e to the tariff. Comparison of war-time prices in Canada and abroad
s no possibility of question on this point. Nevertheless, wages in Europe
are much lower than on this continent and, with European production again
ding a large surplus of manufactured goods in excess of home market reQtireinants, continued tariff protection is vital to Canadian industry and to
the best interests of Canadian labor.
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During August of last year the premium on New York funds when purchased with Canadian currency was around four per cent, and during the latter
part of the month went somewhat below that amount. This year, despite increased
ijricultural production and the prospect of a considerably larger exportable
lurplus of grain from the current crop, both of which factors might reasonably
it expected to help to improve exchange, the premium has been ranging from 12
« 13 per cent. It is time that the Canadian people realized that the exchange
iltuation, apart from seasonal fluctuations, is becoming decidedly less favorable
.0 this country. The explanation is found largely in an analysis of Canadian
trade. The latest report issued by the Department of Customs shows that for
the months of April, May, and June, 1919, exports of Canadian products exceeded
Imports into this country for consumption by $43,481,284. For the corresponding
period this year imports for consumption have exceeded exports of domestic proby $109,066,879. There may be some temporary improvement in exchange as
lresult of the sale of Canadian grain abroad but no permanent betterment can
.ad for until imports are drastically curtailed and exports increased to
I largest possible amount. Otherwise, the discount on Canadian money is cerHn to attain a considerably highar level than at present and the premium on
In York funds nay even make new records.
In view of the trade situation, which is highly unsatisfactory from a nail point of view, it cannot be emphasized too strongly tha Canadians oujht:1. To buy Canadian-made products in preference to goods of non-Canadian
jrigin, patronize Canadian railways, Canadian insurance companies, Canadian
(hipping, and, generally, to keep Canadian money in Canada;
2. To limit imports to absolutely necessary commodities;
3. To develop Canadian natural resources so as to make this country
iically self-sufficient to the greatest possible extent;
4. To stimulate investment of Canadian and imported capital in industries
ihich will help to relieve Canada of the necessity of importing on so large
l scale as at present and to provide a surplus of Canadian products for
export; and
5. To encourage the final processes of manufacture in this country so
uto cave payment to foreign labor and foreign capital for manufacturing goods
^K could advantageously be made in Canada from Canadian raw materials by
Canadian workers.
Industrial development in Western Canada is proceeding at a rate little
•iated by people in ether parts of the Dominion. The povincial governments
•he Prairie Provinces are realizing as never before the potentialities of
their natural resources. Today there are more than 700 members of the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association located west of the Great Lakes, whereas twenty years
age there was not on = . The July issue of Industrial Canada points out that
certain lines of industry are gradually transferring a considerable part, and
in many cases the chief part, of their activities to Western Canada.
The Government of the Province of Alberta, in its official publication,
The Public Service Monthly, is now devoting an entire section to industrial
ne»s of that Province. In the last issue it was stated that there were now 208
factories in actual operation in the Province, giving employment to 3,171 people.
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flx principal factories are listed as follows:h and door
7 Brickmaking
.' Garment workers
6 Bakeries
1 Carriage works
45 Auto repair shops
4 Meat packers
2 Sheet metal works
[0 Creameries
15 Aerated water works
1 Brewery
7 Laundries
32 Printing and publishing
6 Tire and vulcanizing
.. Flour Bills
5 Stone cutting
Jl Machine repair shops
1 Oil works
The figures of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics are considerably larjer, ir:«:iuch as the Ottawa statisticians list as manufacturing establishments
plants of smaller size than those counted as factories by the Saskatchewan Bureau
if Labor and Industries. The Federal Bureau in its report for 1918, stated
that there were in Saskatchewan in that year 1422 manufacturing establishments
.a capital of $39,476,260, employing 8,188 persons, and distributing in .
nges and salaries in that year $8,496,050. The current issue of The Public
Service Monthly of Saskatchewan also notes the following industrial developmentsJOrganization under provincial incorporation of the Ceylon Sodium Sulphate
Cwpany, Limited, to develop the sodium sulphate deposit south of Ceylon, SasUtchewan. It is claimed that the sodium sulphate secured in this district can
kused without any refining process; tests 98 per cent pure and is considered the
luabls deposit in the world. ' Nine million tons are said to be available
,-.:ut much expense. The known mineral resources of Saskatchewan include nat1 gas, sodium sulphate, sodium chloride, salts and potash, coal, clay, gold,
ctroleum. In connection with development of the natural resources of
Siihtchewan, the development of which is being encouraged by the Provincial
of Labor and Industries, two samples of clay, one taken from the East
Wand one from Wood Mountain, have been forwarded to England for exhibition
purposes. Samples of pottery manufactured from this clay have also been inlladad in the shipment. The Saskatchewan Co-operative Creameries, Limited, is
- to its big plant in Regina. Hhen completed this will be one of the
largest and most modern butter-making plants in the Dominion. A very fine shale
has been discovered at Lumsden, Sask., which can be pressed and manufactured
fancy bricks. Experiments indicate that this is a first-class material
for manufacturing pressed face brick, tile, and sewer pipes.
The fisheries resources of the Prairie Provinces represent a potential
asset of great value and are awaiting development. The Inspector of Fisheries
.':r the Province of Saskatchewan estimates that a railway to Meadow Lake would
• cut at least 300 carloads of fish from the Northern lakes of the Province
each season. A crew of four fisherman last year caught 309,000 pounds of whitefish in Buffalo Lake alone. Buffalo Lake is only one of many smaller lakes in
the northern part of Saskatchewan.
Ths true attitude of certain of the leaders of the farmers'organizations
:*n Canada towards Canadian workers and Canadian industries is indicated
in the following statement from a letter from Mr. Lambert, Secretary of the
Canadian Council of Agriculture, to The Canadian Railroader: "For ten years, the
Farmers' Organizations, - and I speak here particularly of the prairie provinces,
- year after year in annual convention, have taken the position that what they
want 13 tariff reduction not tariff commissions."
Again, Mr. Lambert says: "The introduction of the issue of a Tariff
Board at the present juncture is beside the mark, not to mention the fact that
we have'had at least two Tariff Commissions at work in this country during the
past thirty ysars which accomplished nothing."
If "r. Lambert's statement is to be taken literally, tha Farmers' Organization; are prepared to insist upon reductions in the tariff without considering
the effects en Canadian industry, especially in view of present world economic

-3lons. If their demand is for tariff reduction without investigation, they
er« showing no consideration for Canadian labor or for any element in the com•unity eicept the producers of agricultural products for which there is a world
•arket. To oppose the appointment of a permanent tariff board on the ground
that "IB have had at least two Tariff Commissions at work in this country during
the past thirty years which accomplished nothing," is an evasion of the issue.
In the United States a permanent Tariff Board is accomplishing splendid
results, ths great value of which is frankly recognized by both of the principal parties. The Commission is accumulating a tremendous amount of valuable
information relative to costs of production, etc., in the'United States and
.:, and is laying the basis for a scientific revision of the tariff.
Bj failing to have a Tariff Board, Canada is lagging behind her southern
neighbor and is leaving the tariff issu3 to be detejnined by opportunism and
factional bias, \vithout information E.S to the true needs of Canadian industry
and without reference to the possibility of development of Canada's resources
':3 promotion of national economic independence.
Uuch of the criticism directed against capitalists is prejudiced and illnfcrc;d. Tho idea that the owners of capital represent only a comparatively
.rt of the population is disproved by a recent report issued by the Conir of Currency of the United States, which shovrs that in the national banks
.3 United States there are no less than 20,380,000 time and deposit accounts.
The dfir.nd deposit accounts represent 12,315,000 and the time deposits 8,065,000.
This represents t.n average of approximately one bank account for every five and
I half of the population, or almost one bank account for every family. These
figures take no account of ths very large' deposits in state banks and trust compacitc. Besides this evidence of ownership, of capital distributed to a remark•l extent over the entire population, there are something like 20,000,000
oners of Liberty Bonds, and besides many millions of people who ovn bonds,
itocks, mortgages, and other securities which arc nothing more or less than
Hies to wealth. It may safely be said that there are comparatively few adults
:.ada and the United States who are not capitalists either large or small.
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Allotment has recently been made among Canadian woollen mills of
orders totalling $7,500,000 from Rumania. This amount represents several contracts from that country, including a large order from the Rumanian Government
for khaki frieze and serge, and $500,000 for knit goods, principally heavy woollen socks, sweaters, jerseys, and hosiery. The fabrics are, for the most part,
blanket cloth, curl clOTh and oxford tweeds of a heavy character in small demand
for the domestic market and the order, coming at a time when the Canadian mills
had practically completed deliveries under the contract with Greece, will keep
la full operation for some months Canadian woollen manufactories, the capacity
of which »ere largely expanded to moet war demands.
Deliveries to Rumania must be completed within six months from
October 1. Tha order is being financed by a British syndicate and will not
Involve any credits from the Canadian Government. Mr. Frederick H. Yapp, Secretary of the Canadian Woollen Manufacturers1 Association, who negotiated the
order, will rsturn to Europe almost immediately with a complete range of samples
if products of ths Canadian mills. This tims he will go as far as Bucharest.
IT. Yapp is confident that additional orders of large volume can be obtained in
Ja»r.ia and elsewhere in Europe.
The success of the Canadian Woollen Manufacturers' Association in
obtaining such contracts from Rumania is due in large measure:1. To tha ability of the Canadian mills, through their Association, to
undertake quick deliveries of large orders and to offer a \7ide range of woollen goods, without the buyers being obliged to negotiate with a large number
of producers;
2. To the splendid reputation won by the Canadian products which were
luppliod under Government credits last year;
3. To the capacity of the Association's representatives, including the
wlestnan who has bean in Bucharest for the past year, and Mr. Yapp who went to
bgland to close the negotiations and arrange for financing the orders}
4. To the fact that the Association was able to offer satisfactory prices.
Canadian woollen manufacturing plants which produce only finer grades
it fabrics did not participate in these particular orders, as such factories
ire ievoting their entire output to the Canadian market. It is in such finer
lines that competition from abroad is increasing and, indeed, the very rapid
enlargement of imports of such woollens from Great Britain is already causing
irable uneasiness in Canada and also in the United States. British producers have a decided advantage in exchange and as their production is increased
ffective competition with Canadian manufacturers seems certain not only to
ass so far as the finer lines are concerned but also to extend to the
heavier and coarser lines of woollen goods. Recent investigations by the United
:s Tariff Commission indicates that British manufacturers have retained most
of their pre-war advantages over manufacturers on this continent and that increasing competition is inevitable. Nevertheless, the Canadian mills are temporarily in a position to compete in overseas markets so far as the heavy .lines
if »ccllens are concerned. The order was not secured by offering woollens at
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-2! belot those available to d o m e s t i c buyers and Canadian purchasers are
f u l l advantage of the e f f i c i e n c y of the Canadian woollen manufacplar.ts. Indeed, the latter are operating on a small percentage margin
• : ?it.
Had it not been for the organization of the Canadian mills under
th» nanu cf ths Canadian Woollen Manufacturers' Association, there is little
*hat the very considerable amount of European business which has been
foujh" to Canada would have been lost and that the Canadian woollan industry
c-day iculd hav=, been in as serious a plight as are the mills in the United
. Through co-operation, the Canadian mills have been able to e f f e c t a
large measure of standardization and specialization, to bring about other econtiies in production and generally to increase their e f f i c i e n c y in manufac"touring
and narketing. Credit is d u e , too, to the A s s o c i a t i o n ' s representative in
Bucharest. Many orders have been lost through inability of the representatives
to foreign countries to understand the point of view of the buyers.
A very large part of the money which will be brought to Canada as a
result of this export business ;yi woollens will be distributed in wages to
Canadian labor.
The Grain Growers' Guide, in its issue of July 28, said editorially:
'.. . • when a protected industry enters the f o r e i g n field, the protection it
receives in the home market operates as a bonus on exports, and so enables it
tc compete by selling at lower prices than are charged in the home market.
Protectionist countries have recognized this fact and have attempted to meet it
ky anti-dumping laws, some of which go so far as to confiscate imports shipped
under a false declaration of home value. The process, however, goes on as has
beer, clearly established in the cass of the f o r e i g n prices of Canadian-made
Uricultural implements."
Executives of Canadian implement companies state that they have not
it any time sold farm machinery at a lower price in ^he foreign than in the
doiestic market, under similar c o n d i t i o n s , and when the d i f f e r e n c e in cost of
transportation is taken into account. The G u i d e ' s charge is only a re-statement
!f attacks which have been made in the past and repeatedly shown to be without
foundation.
The Guide saysJ ". . . . no ' s c i e n t i f i c , trained economist'
believes in the framing cf a s c i e n t i f i c t a r i f f , "
The Guide doubtless has heard of P r o f e s s o r Tar.ssig of Harvard University, author of "The Tariff History of the U n i t e d States," and, until recent'.j( Chf.irman of the U n i t e d States T a r i f f Commission. P r o f e s s o r Taussig, while
perhaps accepting f r e e trade as a t h e o r e t i c a l world i d e a l , now realizes the
necessity for moderate t a r i f f protection, largely as a result cf his actual
: Hct with industrial problems and c o n d i t i o n s ? .
Th-- Guide may also have heard
of Professor Gerald L. Wer-dt of the U n i v e r s i t y of C h i c a g o , who has recently
;ly professed views favorable to a protective t a r i f f E.S a means of protectinj needed domestic industries. M?.ny cf the new g e n e r a t i o n of economists in the
i States and in Canada are f r e e i n g themselves f r o m the traditional teachings
I / t h e English school cf theorists and a>~3 recognizing that a s c i e n t i f i c t a r i f f
not only is possible but absolutely necessary for industrial development and as
safegusrd of labor standards. Even in Great Britain, staaped as its universities
have been in the f r e e trade of ths Manchester school, there are economists who
recognize that a protective t a r i f f is riot only j u s t i f i e d but absolutely necessary under certain conditions. The Guide's statement that "
no
-•nti-'ic, trained e c o n o m i s t ' believes in the f r a m i n g cf a s c i e n t i f i c t a r i f f , "
is disproved by the facts.
' The Guide also says that a permanent t a r i f f board "means a board
which will lay down for the Government in power J.ha details of t a r i f f p o l i c y . "
as the Canadian R e c o n s t r u c t i o n A s s o c i a t i o n k n o w s , r>o proposal for tha
'•HHiit cf a t a r i f f board with any such powers has aver been seriously
I in this c o u n t r y . The United States T a r i f f C c m m i s s i c r , appointed by

-3•arnir.ent, is doing work, the valus of which is frankly recognized
Leans and Democrats.. Th3 Tariff Conrjission of the United States
Dwn for the; Government in power the details of tariff policy," but
'.; iv'. format ion of an invaluable character as to relative costs of
• other considerations v;hich enable Congress to deal intelligently
reblenis as they arise. The tariff inae:: no;v being nrerared by the
; Tariff Commission is alone worth tho entire cost of that Commission
:r:::aner;t tariff commission that is needed in Canada is a com- will supply information to the Government and Parliament of Canada
* same v;:iy that information is now furnished by the United States Tariff
to ths Congress of that country.
I Com
•3 is a thoughtless optimism in Canada to-day which disregards ths
|f«ct upon agriculture, as upon other industries in Canada, of the
' v.i of production abroad, and particularly in Europe. The situation
Lficance are frankly stt.tei in a recent editorial in The !Tev: York
•ce, which says:"i'ii-'j exporter of agricultural products must, in common with other
v, noct the problem of the inability of foreign nations to finance purir.crcase home production the agricultural output of a number of the
illigerent nations is rapidly returning to normal. European agriculture
shoeing remarkable recovery, though there are some exceptions, such

Ltan states
pe, with the e-cepticno above mentioned, will be back almost to pre;v far as production of domestic foodstuffs is concerned. A conDU'
and potatoes have recently reached this )untry irom
rk; / :tralian and New Zealand mutton have lately been imported into the UnitTh-3 inports of Egyptian onions have reached pre-\var quantity. Large
; of Ri-iianian r/hjat have been sold to Italy and other European States."
Th; journal of Commerce thinks, hov;ever, that until Russia again enters
•kets «-ith her grain, it is probable that this continent will be able
;"jfitabl3 sale abrc:id for its entire exportable surplus of breadstuffsj
Da irarkets for dairy products and L;eats ;vill continue in Europe for
•;-: time.
Canadian agriculturists will do well to consider uhat these developan. Every country in the world is striving to increase its farm probo decrease its dependence upon outside sources of supply. COEfC'i- markets abroad is certain to become increasingly keen, despite the
v/arnings of disciples of Lialthus. Farsighted agriculturists in Canada
.1 appreciate to an increasing extent that tho home market is the best market
1 that their interests v;ill best be served b;/ the development, along with
turci of strong and efficient manufacturing industries.
The Canadian Reconstruction Association is informed by an experienced
tnto druggist, who is not personally interested, that many toilet commodities,
powdi
and
plants in Canada, are of
•'r.o-j
lite as high quality and as satisfactory in use as similar imported products,
r, ths C5.nadian-n:ade goods are somevmat lower in price.
Ccapetition of Canadian-made products and other conditions have comforeign manufacturers of toilet articles to establish manufacturing
L- this country, but still very largo quantities of such goods are im• I. Under present conditions of exchange it is highly important that the
! ic should give the preference to Canadian-made products, especially
pposod superiority of the foreign-made goods is the result rather of
/ertising than of intrinsic superiority.
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Much has been heard recently of the national assistance given to industry
rough the tariff but it is not generally realized that the Federal and Provincial
ivernments, properly appreciating the importance of agriculture, have expended very
lirge amounts in direct aid to agricultural development and production. The followabie shows expenditures by the Dominion Government in direct aid of agriculture
1909 to 1919, exclusive of interest and other charges on the debt incurred for
wperimental farms and other agricultural enterprises and exclusive of any part of
,j3t of the general services of the Government:Fiscal year 1909-1910
1910-1911
1911-1912
1912-1913
1913-1914
1914-1915
1915-1916
1916-1917
1917-1918
1918-1919

- $1,314,081
- 1,628,297
- 1,804,736
2,831,466
3,613,557
- 4,296,736
- 3,987,933
4,066,196
- 4,658,958
- 4,662,531

Total for ten years

-$32,864,491

The Provincial Governments expend little in encouragement of other industries
arge amounts annually to advance the interests of agriculture. Analysis of
the public accounts of the several Provinces shows the following Provincial expenditure in direct aid of agriculture, exclusive of interest charges on borrowings
for experimental stations or other agricultural undertakings, and exclusive of
'ederal subventions to the Provinces for agricultural promotion work:-

•

i

Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Prince Edward Island
Province Quebec
Saskatchewan
Total for periods indicated

Calendar year 1918
Fiscal year ended March 31, 1919
Nov. 30, 1919
Oct. 31, 1918
M
Sept. 30, 1919
•i
Oct. 31, 1919
Calendar year 1918
Fiscal year ended June 30, 1919
April 30, 1919

$474,615
240,201
517,533
51,228
95,408
.,223,795
9,166
780,546
197,000
$3,589,496

For the fiscal years ending in 1919, the total provincial expenditures in
direct aid of agriculture would be close to $4,000,000, and the combined Federal
ana Provincial expenditures not less than $8,500,000.
The statement by The Monetary Times that "Canada is top-heavy with industry,
t means anything, means that manufacturing has been developed at the expense of
[riculture and that our industrial organization has out-run our production of raw
.terials. The fact is that Canada produces much more than enough food and raw

-2s to supply the requirements of all the Canadian people. The marketing of
loess abroad at favorable prices constitutes a considerable problem under
conditions and there is no fair-minded farmer in Canada who would not care
IB an even greater demand than at present for his products for manufacture in
Ida for sale abroad, because such domestic competition would provide an alternn aarket and ensure the highest prices. But while there is an exportable
f raw materials, Canada does not supply anything like all its require,8 of manufactured goods. Surely the Dominion is not "top-heavy with industry"
long as raw materials are being exported and finished articles, often made from
in competition with Canadian raw materials, or even from Canadian raw mails, are being imported in large quantities. By manufacturing native raw mateCanada, not only to supply domestic needs, but also for sale in export mar, this country would save the profits of manufacture, which in turn will be
liable to promote further development and increase the market for agricultural
oduce and raw materials of all kinds.
Canada's trade position offers almost startling evidence that this country
"top-heavy with industry." Dt&ing the month of June, 1920, imports into
knada for consumption were valued at $134,692,344, while exports of Canadian pro.e represented a value of only $106,537,835, an adverse balance of $28,154,509,
thout taking account of our foreign indebtedness or other items which represent
isible" obligation abroad of between $20,000,000 and $25,000,000 per month.
i the other hand, during the mont10- of June, the United States, which is more highly
itoatrialized than Canada, had a favorable balance of $64,218,420, while the balance
f the so-called "invisable" items probably is also in favor of that country. The
hrerse rate of exchange is difficult to explain on the "top-heavy with industry"
theory.
The statement that "Canada is top-heavy with industry" is based on the
illacious theory that manufacturing does not create new wealth, but only transforms
with. A cow transforms feed into milk, but it would be difficult to convince the
:cessful dairy farmer that bran and shorts ought all to be exported, that the cow
es not create new wealth, and that the dairy farmer is not entitled to a return
this investment. The cow is only a highly organized manufacturing plant.
Canada was largely a producer of raw materials before the National Policy
w adopted in 1878, and one of the principal causes of dissatisfaction was that so
uny Canadians were attracted away from the country by industrial development in the
v.ed States. Canada is still losing many promising young Canadians because this
is not "heavy" enough with industry. No important nation has ever been
on a purely agricultural basis. History shows that successful nations have
ose which have developed manufacturing as well as the extractive industries,
id that these are mutually advantageous. Agriculture cannot be advanced by check.:anufacturing. Canada offers greater inducements to agriculturists than are
ided in any other country in the world, and the Canadian Federal and Provincial
ants are spending freely in promoting their interests, but men and women
mot be forced into farming against their will.
The importance of industrial development, along with agricultural, as
wential to national economic independence and perhaps aven political independence,
is demonstrated by war experience and is to-day appreciated by almost every nation
vorld, and by none to a greater extent than the Government of Australia. A
statement recently issued by the Australian Commonwealth authorities and forwarded
;o the United States Department of Trade and Commerce, at Washington, by the United
s Consul at Melbourne says : "Industries had to be created (i.e., in Australia) in order to supply
cles nec.essary for the equipment of military forces; for example, suitable nails
i tacks were unobtainable for boots, or such needs as brass eyelets were lacking
ir waterproof sheets. Harness contracts were hung up because supplies of bichromate
eoda for treating leather were not available. Suitable steel could not be obtained
complete munition wagons or woollen yarns for cardigan jackets. . . . In drafting
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M tariff the chief object in view was not only to give security to the industries
d started or were expanded during the war, but alco to provide scope for
irther development, so as to enable them, so far as this end is attainable,
ly all Australian requirements, especially as regards those industries whose
pnaterials are produced in Australia."
Canada may perhaps be top-heavy with industry if China is the ideal, but
na is now awakening to the importance of developing manufacturing industries.
Verification of industry is necessary to national prosperity. Only by encouraging
Sanadian industries, manufacturing raw materials to the greatest possible extent in
•wda and decreasing our dependence upon foreign sources for essential supplies,
best interests of the Dominion be promoted.
The writer of The Monetary Times' editorial may have intended by his "toppavy with industry" statement, to express the thought that certain industries have
been developed at too high a cost. When one considers the employment afforded by
net industries, the taxes paid by them, the business provided for other industries
for transportation, banking and similar institutions, the enlargement of the
flaners' home market and the encouragement given to development of Canada's natural
resources, a general indictment of this character is not j u s t i f i e d .
In ite Ten Commandments for Canadian Trade, the Canadian Reconstruction
Association has urged Canadians to patronize Canadian products and utilize Canadian
lervices. It has argued that they should ship by Canadian carriers through Canadian
ports, thus encouraging the development of national harbors and the Canadian Merchant
ferine. And it has pointed out that during the five years' period, 1913-17, 63.17 per
cent of Canada's exported grain was cleared through other than Canadian ports. The
Canadian Navy League declares that "Canada's foreign trade to-day is $2,351,000,000,
of which $1,046,000,000 is sea-borne and $1,305,000,000 is land-borne," but it points
.at a tremendous proportion of this latter amount is ultimately sea-borne,
though in foreign bottoms. Foreign trade, it declares, is essential to domestic
prosperity. New routes must be opened and Canadian trade lines must be established
and maintained. Canada, the Navy League declares, is now the eighth maritime power
*ere seventy years ago she was the third. Then her ships were manned entirely by
Canadians. To-day, the Canadian Merchant Marine; consisting of 8,700 ships, is
rallied at $250,000,000, but "through lack of interest of Canadians in their maritime affairs these ships are neither officered nor manned by Canadians."
After several months' experience with cartons of uniform sizes, Canadian
boot and shoe manufacturers have found decided advantages in standardization. After
being under discussion for some years by district shoe associations, a practical
standardization policy was adopted at the f i r s t annual meeting of the Shoe Manufac:' Association of Canada early this year. As a result of this policy there are
not only twelve sizes of cartons in general use. Paper box manufacturers and general
retailers, as well as boot and shoe manufacturers, have benefited from this uniformsizes. Box makers are more easily able to anticipate demands, maintain
reserves, and supply rush orders. Standardization, too, has brought economies in
:ction and by eliminating sizes of boxes has enabled retailers to economize in
tall space and to make more attractive displays in their shelves.
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ver criticisms may be directed against the tariff it cannot be contended
the "National Policy" Canadian agriculturists and Canadian industries
flourished and that Canadian workers have not enjoyed living conditions far
e of European labor. To-day as a whole despite high living costs labor is
f not better off than at any time in its history, and certainly with recent
and other social legislation its standards of living have been improved
Ontario's share of the Federal Government's housing appropriation was
The Province voted an additional $2,000,000 for the same purpose. Ninetycipalities in Ontario have taken advantage of the Provincial Housing Act and
, have actually carried out building operations. Up to the 31st of December,
4 houses had been constructed and about 1,000 have been erected or are being'
his year. These 2,200 houses will cost approximately for houses and land
, of which those who have taken advantage of the housing legislation have
ited about $1,000,000. The Provincial Bureau of Municipal Affairs is the
y for the statement that practically all these houses are for working men and
In other words, Canadian workers have invested approximately $1,000,000 in
built under the provision of the Provincial Act, the terms of sale of which
jrotide for -Payment of an amount in each month estimated by the Director as sufficient to
e purchase money with interest thereon at the rate of 5 per cent per annum at
I end of twenty years from the date of the mortgage.
Outside of these investments many workingmen have bought their own homes direct
ivate builders and the total investment by Canadian labor all over the Dominion
every large. Can the prosperous conditions which have permitted these investe continued under radical tariff legislation which must certainly disturb
1 stability and encourage unemployment and depression? Working men and
afore subscribing to policies directly affecting their means of livelihood
.d carefully consider the probable effects of their operation.
I minor but striking example of the value of a protective tariff to new indusfurnished in the experience of shirt and overall manufacturers in Winnipeg.
ished some twenty-five years ago, this local industry has progressed steadily'
o-day it includes eight manufacturing concerns, using $1,500,000 capital,
ying 750 persons, and producing goods to the value of $2,500,000 annually.'
ately one-third of this value is distributed in pay to the employees. A
lial proportion of the materials used are purchased in Canada, so that employsprovided indirectly for other workers. Selling prices are based upon actual
f production and have never been higher than the prices of similar goods when
sold in the United States, except to the extent that Canadian costs are ind by revenue duties on materials. Competition in the industry is keen.
Canadian tariff duty on imported shirts and overalls is 35 per cent under
ral anti 25 per cent under the British preferential schedules, but the net
Lion is^ not large, inasmuch as imported colored cotton goods used in the manuf shirts and overalls are dutiable at 32£ per cent, buttons at 35 per cent,
(tlee and slides at 30 per cent. The United States, with much larger and strong-
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-2•estic industries manufacturing similar goods, maintains a tariff of 30 per cent
rnports of such articles.
If the Canadian tariff were withdrawn or substantially reduced, the United
tnufacturers would cut into the Canadian market, and Canadian manufacturers
d b e unable to make up the loss by seeking new business in the United States,
e of the 30 per cent duty against Canadian importations into that country. The
it of output through such reduction in business available to the Canadian
would increase unit costs, make it impossible for them to compete with
•ger companies operating in a home market of more than one hundred million people
ie United States, and force them to close their business. Their staffs would be
•own out of employment. The wages paid would go to foreign labor and be spent in
I United States. Other Canadian industries from which they buy materials would
be affected. The City, Province, and Dominion would lose the taxes which these indus^H and their employees have been paying, and the country at large would derive no
offsetting advantage.
The agitation which has so long persisted against Canadian producers of
:ural implements can hardly continue after the splendid statement of the
Bey-Harris Company before the Tariff Commission at Winnipeg. Mr. Findlay's
tidence provided further emphatic proof that Canadian manufacturers do not take
dvantage of protection to increase prices to their customers by the full amount of
tariff.
The truth is that Canadian manufacturers fix the selling prices of their products
(the cost of production, plus a profit which rarely exceeds ten or twelve per cent
:t and in the case of well established industries is usually much lower. Whenever large profits have been made by manufacturers in the Dominion, they have been
d almost invariably from a very small margin per unit on a big turnover.
Investigation of any well developed Canadian industry, such as agricultural
its or boots and shoes manufacture, will show that Canadian prices even before
•war were well below the United States prices, plus freight, plus duty, and during
fcwar in many instances were lower than prices in the United States, without taking
h Canadian duty into account. Nevertheless, at least the present measure of tariff
protection is needed:-

1. To give stability to developing Canadian industries and by protecting the
^^Bian market against the dumpirg of surplus stocks, cancelled orders, or slow
lines by producers abroad. The present unemployment in the Canadian boot
id shoe industry is due largely to the "dumping" of United States footwear into
ia at lower prices than those offered to the United States trade when the
lierican home demand slackened.
2. To protect Canadian industries against unfair practices by strong competitors
•oad, with a view to preventing development of production in the Dominion.
3. To enable Canadian producers to gain and hold the domestic market by selling
llow the price abroad, plus duty. Quantity output is a necessary condition to low
;tion costs.
To encourage that competition between producers in Canada which is the surest
lion to the public against excessive prices.
5. To permit a reasonable degree of standardization of production in Canada,
inch is also essential to low production costs, by protecting developing Canadian
: ies against excessive competition from "exclusive" lines produced and offered
•anufacturers abroad with a much larger home market and, in many cases, a world
•arket,
To provide for Canadian producers a margin of protection against temporary
::tio:i3 abroad, so as to warrant them in increasing their investment in the
fcrtnion and enlarging their production.
To stabilize prices in Canada. When prices are liable to frequent
ctuation, the "spread" between cost of production and retail selling price is
icessarily increased as a protection against the uncertainties of the market.
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The great provincial universities at Edmonton and Saskatoon afford striking
proof, if proof is needed, that agricultural occupations are by no means the sole
ns or aspirations of the young men and women from the farm homes of the Prairie
•rovinces. The combined registrations this year in the universities of Alberta and
Saskatchewan will be between 20QO and 2500 students, of whom only a comparatively small
roaber are enrolled in agricultural courses. Both institutions have plant and equipit provided at heavy cost and staffs which compare favorably with those of universianywhere in the world. At Saskatoon, a new Arts building in connection with the
=rsity of Saskatchewan is projected at a cost of approximately one million dollars.
History has no precedent for communities agricultural in their outlook and aspirations
providing the higher educational facilities on such a scale. But Alberta and Saskatchewan, despite their aggressive Farmers' party, realize that more than cultivation
he soil is necessary to provincial prosperity and that diversity of occupations
opportunities must be provided if immigration and population are not to suffer in
comparison with other parts of the Dominion. Industries must be encouraged to give
employment to those who are not suited, physically or temperamentally, for farming,
and with industries will come great centres of commercial and professional activity
affording further scope for the individual. Any narrow national policy inimical to
industrial development is directly opposed to the best interests of the Dominion and
the large element in its population which has no natural inclination to the soil. If
sons and daughters of the Middle West who have no aptitude for farming are to relain in the Prairie Provinces, industrial development must be encouraged. So with the
-: Dominion. The problem before Western Canada to-day is, in a very large measure,
be problem which faced the Dominion during the two decades following the Civil War in
hi United States, when the latter country was in the heyday of industrial expansion,
piking at the annual meeting of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, in October,
1877, Mr. Rowland said that, "at the lowest calculation, Canada had, between 1861 and
;5?1, lost 80,000 persons a year who had been educated in this country and who were
to her half a million of such as we got by assisted immigration." He added
that, to use a vulgar expression, our country was getting "little better than a breeding ground for the Americans."
Sir Charles Tupper, in the Canadian Parliament on February 22, 1878, said:
'The policy the Government has pursued has had the effect of depopulating the country.
It has sent the most skilled and intelligent labor, finest sons of Canada, to a foreign
country to obtain employment which their own country denies them. That is a fatal
policy and one which must induce us to forego all our aspirations for anything like a
rapid greatness for this country in the future and to consent to become hewers of wood
and drawers of water for our friends across the line in the great Republic of the
'Jnited States."
In the course of the debate on the budget speech of Mr. Cartwright, Mr. Tupper
declared repeatedly that the lack of adequate protection for Canadian industries was
forcing many Canadians to expatriate themselves because of the lack of employment at
hone. "When capital is driven away, the people of Canada go after that capital and
ihere employment is furnished them, and this is what the honorable gentleman's policy
ha; resulted in
The people are willing to be frugal and to work hard but they ask
for a policy from the administration which does not compel them to expatriate themeelves in order to get an opportunity of working hard. The honorable gentleman's
slicy is to send them to Boston, New York and Baltimore, the places which he has made
the commercial capitals of Canada."

-2same speech, Mr. Tupper stated that the United States Consul at Toronto,
III report to his Government, had said: "We have nearly all the trade of Canada and
H can get it all." This is what inadequate protection was doing for Canada. In this
•nection, Mr. Tupper recalled the statement by Richard Cobden in the British House
Cannons on March 12, 1844: "The farmer's interest is that of the whole community
not a partial interest, and you cannot touch him more sensitively than when
•r injure the manufacturers, his customers."
Sir John Macdonald, speaking in the Dominion Parliament on March 7, 1878,
itowed clearly the results of inadequate protection. He showed how this country had
it by emigration to the United States thousands of its most promising young people
rf stated that the Provincial Government of Quebec had established agencies to try to
Induce these people to come back and re-settle in their own province but had failed in
(endeavors. He then announced the following policy:"We must, by every reasonable means, employ our people not merely as farmers,
M tillers of the soil, but. we must bring out every kind of industry, we must develop
lie minds of the people and their energies. Every man is not fitted to be a farmer,
I till the soil. One man has a constructive genius, another is an artist, another
his an aptitude for trade, another is a skilful mechanic--all these men are to be found
nation; and, if Canada has only one branch of industry to offer them, if these
•en cannot find an opportunity to develop the skill and genius with which God has
: thorn, they will go to a country where their abilities can be employed, as they
have gone from Canada to the United States."
In all unprejudiced minds the autocratic and tyrannical character of the
Bolshevist rule in Russia has long been unquestioned. It is finally established in
the series of special articles appearing in the London Times by Dr. L. Haden Guest,
Joint Secretary of the British Labor Delegation to Russia. Dr. Guest after tracing
the decline of the Soviets and the establishment of a dictatorship by the Communist
jttty over all workers, says : "Soviet Russia is ruled in fact by the so-called 'political five' (Lenin,
ky, Stalin, Kamenev and Kristinsky); its decision is absolutely final. This
'five' hampered neither by the control of any representative institution nor by any
action of independent democratic organization, nor by criticism of free press or free
lord, are indeed omnipotent, but such revolutionary absolute power shares the general
sad fate of every absolute power. Omnipotent as far as the masses are concerned, omnipotent with respect to the workman or peasant as well as any bourgeoisie, it is impotent as far as bureaucracy goes, and again particularly its military and police
lervices, on which the 'five' are forced to rely for the fulfilment of its dictatorihip. None of the best intentions of the men in power can be here of any avail.
Holute power at the top automatically creates absolute power of the worst kind at
the tottom. And one must acknowledge that all kinds of arbitrariness, violence, brib»ry, and simple robbery bloom in Soviet Russia. Desperate efforts of separate groups
»f honest true Communists are drowned in this endless sea of militaristic and police
corruption. Such is, in short, the real aspect of the theory and practice of the
Bit system
Whether the tendency towards concentration of power will go further still, only the future can say. We are, at any rate, a long way off from the
:sois superstition' of liberty, constitutional democracy, and workers' control,
prnear we are to a Napoleonic era is a matter of speculation
"
With Government Industrial Departments in the three Prairie Provinces and with
an unquestioned awakening of public opinion to the value of industrial development, it
is difficult to understand the insistence of Western Grain Growers upon radical tariff
reductions. In Saskatchewan no less than thirty-five municipalities are advertising
ipecial inducements for industries, and already a notable beginning in manufacturing
:ty has taken place. In 1905 there were in the Province only 55 plants officially
:d as manufacturing establishments. They represented an investment of $3,820,975,
eiployeu 1376 persons, and produced in that year goods to the value of $2,443,801.
Government records show that in 1918 there were 1422 establishments, with a combined
pital of $39,476,260, employing 8,188 persons and producing goods valued at $50,096,635,

-3icial measures for further development of the industrial possibilities
i Province were brought to the attention of the Tariff Committee at Regina by Mr.
bison, Manager of the Great West Saddlery Company, who said: "The Saskatchewan
•ent has created a Bureau of Labor and Industries, which already has done valuable
n advertising our industrial potentialities and arousing interest in the natural
•ces of Saskatchewan. A special section is being devoted to such industrial interevery issue of the Public Service Monthly. Government officials believe that
I are possibilities here for the development of industries manufacturing chemicals,
l, paper, brick and tile, fine china, and other commodities. At various places in
o we have important deposits of sodium sulphate which would provide the raw
rial for the manufacture of a wide range of soda products, such as bleaching agents,
wing compounds, and materials used extensively in the paper and glass-making in•ies. In the fiscal year 1918-19, 67,617,762 pounds of crude soda sulphate, valued
446, were imported into this country. Development of the Saskatchewan deposits,
it home market be assured, would enable this entire Canadian demand to be supplied
• domestic sources, and, in addition, would probably enable the building up of a
letantial export business.
"North of Prince Albert, and also in Southern Saskatchewan, silica sands, suitforglass making, are found in large quantities. Southern Saskatchewan clays are
jeing shipped to the United States for manufacture there, while Canada imports
e quantities of clay products. The Bureau of Labor and Industries is having
lies of the finer native clays examined by experts in Alfred University, New York,
h a view to development of the deposits. In this connection, the Department says:
:al chemists claim that these clay deposits at Willow Bunch and East End are
:v:r.g to be very valuable properties and are likely to become of great commercial
the manufacture of brick, tiles, and fine pottery. The Willow Bunch deposit
shown it is capable of producing the highest grade china, equivalent to Crown Derby
l, without the necessity of being manufactured or even filtered. '
"The Provincial authorities have also been giving some attention to the possibitiee of manufacturing paper in local unit establishments from wheat and oat straw,
ling native sodium sulphate as a filler. High-class kraft paper has already been made
•all quantities from such straw and the problem of collecting the straw on an
momical, commercial basis is now receiving consideration. The Provincial Department
Agriculture estimates that a minimum of 4,500,000 tons of such straw is wasted
nally in the Province, although it would provide the raw material for 2,250,000 tons
rf paper. Flax fibre grown in Saskatchewan also offers opportunities for an important
mfacturing industry here. This year there are no less than 1,032,000 acres in flax
, the straw will average one-half ton to the acre. The problem of threshing withdestroying the flax fibre is now receiving attention. A cordage company in
informed the Tariff Committee that it was investigating the possibility of
ng Ontario and Saskatchewan flax, but we are hoping that a cordage industry
vtablished within the boundaries of Saskatchewan if protection be continued.
"The Province has abundant supplies of lignite coal, but most of such lignite
n a relatively high moisture content. Important problems are involved, but it can:e doubted that some satisfactory means of utilizing our vast fuel resources will
found. Even in its present form the fuel is suitable for certain classes of manufacringuse. Either by making gas from the coal, or by using briquetted fuel, the power
bleu of this Province seems certain to be solved. Our mineral resources are still
largely an unknown quantity. The Government has two survey parties investigating such
Kurces and their report will be awaited with interest. Lumber resources in the
rthern part of Saskatchewan offer raw materials for wood-working industries."
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Harmonious relations between employers and employees with
mutual concentration upon quality and production are essential with
declining prices. Leaders of industry and of labor in the United States
are agreed upon the necessity of "production in ever-increasing measure."
Mr. Samuel Gompers declares that "production is the great world problem
o-day" Mr. W. A. Appleton, Secretary of the English Federation of
e Unions and President of the International Federation of Trade
ins, says: "Everything depends upon production. Standards of living
cannot be raised, nor can existence be maintained unless mankind accepts
8 contention. Eloquence, rhetoric or legislative action, whether
acting separately or collectively, cannot make the corn grow or build
\,se, or feed children or clothe humanity. Only working and thinking
irovide the things essential to life and comfort."
Prosperous industries and prosperous workers make prosperous
communities. Canadians should give effective preference to Canadian goods
over imported products. If the Canadian public will patronize Canadian industries as a national duty under present difficult conditions the dangers of
the price readjustment period will be redued to a minimum and the increased
demand for Canadian-made products will enable Canadian factories to produce
at minimum unit cost and sell at the lowest possible prices.
Industries abroad with resources far greater than those of
most manufacturing establishments in Canada are looking to the Dominion
to absorb their surplus production. Meanwhile, Canadian industries are
debarred from many markets abroad by high protection duties. If a substantial part of the limited Canadian market is secured by outside industries, the reduced demand for Canadian-made products must result in
higher unit production costs, lower output, and reduced employment in
many Canadian factories. Adequate tariff protection is vital for Canadian industries employing Canadian labor.
Exchange increases prices. It raises the cost of manufacturing in Canada and
IB tc the difficulties of industrial employment for Canadian workers. Coal, cotton,
steel products, and oil, enter largely into the cost of production of most
(•odities and services. In buying such commodities from the United States, Canadians
ay a substantial premium on account of the decline of Canadian money. Each
irchase encourages higher prices and a higher exchange rate.
i'.ange is three times as high as it was a year ago. Early last February the
-n New York funds amounted to 17£ per cent. It threatens to go still higher
..;• and next Spring unless effective remedies be applied. Those remedies, if
died at all, must be applied consciously and as a matter of both national duty and
by the people of Canada whenever they spend money. The merchandise trade
alar:-: ;: running against us to the amount of between $20,000,000 and $50,000,000 per

-2B include interest on obligations abroad and other items in the account,
^^ an adverse balance of trade which at the present time is running at the
than $400,000,000 per year.
count on Canadian money ie a warning that our trade situation is unhealthy
lanced, The great volume of imports into Canada, if it continues, means
tent for Canadian workers, idle Canadian factories, and a higher cost of livladians generally. World conditions make impossible any large, immediate
f our export trade. The only way in which any permanent correction can be
exchange is by reducing imports into this country, by supplying demand with
iucts instead of imported goods. A national Made in Canada campaign is
combat high prices, to reduce exchange, and to ensure employment. These
can be accomplished if :Individuals, business interests, and municipal and legislative bodies give
'e preference in their purchases to Made in Canada goods.
dequate tariff protection is retained to ensure a large proportion of Can'ing demand for Canadian products, thus encouraging quantity production and
lehing low unit costs .
Employers and employees co-operate to supply the Canadian public with Cane goods of the best quality at the lowest prices at which they can be economiproduced.
Canadian Council of Agriculture in its official platform proposes that
taxation should be imposed:) By a direct tax on unimproved land values, including all natural resources."
Grain Growers who claim that Canada should be collecting $200,000,000 annually
taxation must realize that under the New Zealand system on which they appear
eir arguments this country would have to collect an annual land tax of more
',000 and that as in New Zealand and Australia the larger part of such a
nave to be assessed against farm lands. Such land tax would mean on the
a direct Federal levy of more than 30 cents per acre, for every acre of farm
, or a tax of between $40 and $50 per year on every farm in Canada, in addition
taxes already paid. If capitalized, the tax would reduce the value of the
farm by from $500 to $1000. On the larger farms the tax would, of course, be
arger than the average for all Canada.
By a graduated personal income tax," A levy of this kind already is being
ted by the Dominion Government under the Income War Tax Act 1917, with rates
are higher than those in the United States and which the Council of Agriculture
cannot be wisely increased.
(c! By a graduated inheritance tax on large estates." All the Canadian Provready are collecting heavy succession duties or inheritance taxes and enroachthe Federal authorities upon this revenue source, as well as upon the income
Id, would be opposed and resented by the Provincial Administrations. Moreover,
isequences of taxing inheritances at higher rates than those in force in other
ies and, particularly, in the United States must be considered, especially at a
anada needs new capital to assist in its development. Again, experience in
Britain and elsewhere has been that to an increasing extent insurance is taken
•ict estates against succession duties and that the inheritance tax tends to
in effect, an additional income tax.
"(d) By a graduated income tax on the profits of corporations." Such a tax is
ollected under the Income War Tax Act and the Business Profits War Tax Act,
,tes higher than those in the United States.
I will be seen that the only new taxes proposed by the Council are the inheriix, which already is levied by the Provinces, and a Federal Land Tax, the larf which would have to be borne by the agriculturists.
• C.vc.dian Council of Agriculture declares that a substantial saving in the
cting revenue would result from substitution of direct taxation for the
:al policy. The cost of collection of Canadian customs revenue was 2.51
Un 1917-18 and 3.13 per cent in 1918-19. The cost of collecting the British
^^™

-3-

in 1918-19 was close to $15,000,000, or approximately 1 per cent. The tax
sunder £250 costs no less than 7$ per cent to assess and collect. The Brittax is administered by thousands of officials in a great organization deeeveral generations of experience. If that experience teaches anything,
, income tax administration means a large and expensive organization and,
uch organization and a century's experience, it is officially admitted that
3 annually is lost through evasion, while Sir Leo Chiozza Money estimates that
of Income tax (and super-tax) keeps as much as £100,000,000 from the Treasury
fith administrative problems far more difficult than those in the United
h a tremendous area and sparse population to cover, and with a much smaller
lobe collected here, Canada's income tax expenses under a thorough system canected to be much under 3 per cent. Moreover, it must be recognized that a
of $200,000,000 by direct taxation of incomes would not make possible the
abandonment of tariff revenue. But even if this country went on a free-trade
.ns organization still would have to be maintained practically in its enNo doubt some reduction in staff would result, but the saving would be much
than the Canadian Council of Agriculture appears to contemplate.
Then, too if income taxation were elevated to the foremost place in the Canadian
system, there is reason to believe that it would prove disappointing to those
o direct taxation to correct injustices in the present system and provide an
ivenue source. Wherever the income tax has been employed it has been accompanat least as flagrant as those found under almost any other revenue system,
tax has been in force in the United Kingdom except for periods, from 1779,
905 Mr. Stoodley, one of the Secretaries of the Board of Inland Revenue,
the Department was in possession of evidence, "showing that grossly in.eturns, or no returns at all, were made over long periods of years with
he probability of detection being slight, until some event occurred to bring
cts to light, such as the death of the taxpayer, the conversion of a private
i.'ito a limited company, or a claim being made for compensation for rfisturb3ed on the profits." The minutes of evidence before the British Royal Comthe Income Tax, 1919, are replete with grievances of inequitable incidence.
;workers complain that they suffer by reason of evasion of the tax by those
i ire better able to escape their rightful contribution. Industrial interests proit the agriculturists are not taxed in proportion to their ability to pay.
been wide-spread dissatisfaction that large numbers of artisans, earning
conies, pay tio tax. The fact that foreign producers, paying no income tax to
. Government, are able under the present fiscal policy of the United King_it by the British market, in competition with British producers who are
upon their entire earnings, has caused much irritation. Direct taxation in Great
i--and there it has found its highest development—is far from free of anomalies
I iuperfections. After reading the evidence before the Royal Commission one may well
frcm considerations alone of the effeciency in revenue collection, approximate
in distribution of the burden of taxation, and the mildness of incidence (especaw of the fact that in many cases import customs duties are absorbed wholly
part by the exporter) whether the customs tariff is not preferable to the income
a means of collecting a large part of the national revenue.
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Under the stimulation of protection there has been a remarkable development in
tobacco industry in the last twenty-five years. Speaking before the
Committee at Quebec, Mr. Jos. Picard, Manager of the Rock City Tobacco Company,
out that twenty-five years ago practically all the tobacco used in Canada was
-grown, imported either in the leaf or in manufactured form, while the producraw tobacco in Canada was very small. In 1897 in addition to the excise stamp
in effect at that time, the Government imposed a duty of 10 cents per pound on
d leaf. Under the encouragement thus afforded, Mr. Picard said that the amount
Man raw leaf taken for use in tobacco and cigar manufacturing plants in the
Ion increased from 551,684 pounds in 1896 to 5,572,687 pounds in 1908, while the
foreign raw leaf taken for use in the same factories advanced only from
1 pounds in 1896 to about 15,000,000 pounds in 1908, In that year, the imduty on foreign leaf was increased from 10 to 28 cents per pound, with the result
the amount of Canadian tobacco taken for use in the Canadian tobacco and cigar
factories still further increased from 5,572,687 pounds to 10,848,385 for 1914;
consumption of foreign leaf increased only from 15,000,000 pounds to
75,803 pounds in 1914. In 1918 the duty on foreign leaf was still further
^Hd to 40 cents per pound.
Under the stimulus thus afforded to the Canadian tobacco growers by the tariff,
luction has been tremendously enlarged. From practically nothing twenty-five years
the production for all Canada increased to about 22,000,000 pounds in 1919.
•ites for this year place the production of burley tobacco in Essex and adjacent
in Ontario between 19,000,000 and 20,000,000 pounds, with between 1,500,000
300,000 pounds of tobacco of the Virginia type. The production in the Province
ebec is estimated this year at about 12,000,000 pounds, all of the cigar type.
Jian tobacco crop last ys=ar was in excess of the requirements of the Canadian
this year again there has been a large over-production, unless the use of
ian leaf is greatly extended. A3 a result of the protection afforded to the
iar. tobacco grower, he has been receiving approximately 10 cents per pound more
•his product than the grower in the Southern States gets for tobacco of similar
ity, and last year the value of the Canadian tobacco crop was estimated at
3,COO. The consumption of tobacco in Canada at the present time is approximately
3,000 pounds a year.
Emphasizing the value of the Canadian tariff in securing the establishment in
of branch factories of United States firms, Mr. 0. H. Cote, Industrial Commisof Quebec city, told the Tariff Committee that since his appointment in April
had communicated with no fewer than 30 different manufacturing firms in the
States desiring to locate branch factories in the- Province. "It is an admitct to-day," he declared, "that the American industries which are looking forward
ablishing branch factories in Canada are forced to do so owing to the protective
now existing. . . If we want our American neighbors to continue the movement
rted some time ago and come to Canada and establish branches of their factories,
lidmitted reason for their doing so must not be removed."
A concrete example is furnished by the Julius Kayser and Company, Ltd., of
3, Quebec. This branch of the New York company of the same name was estabin Canada in 1914 and now has an investment of approximately $800,000 in Sher» where it is operating two plants manufacturing silk gloves, hosiery, and

-2.Wtte gloves. Their representative, appearing before the Committee, said:
iiriff was the determining factor in bringing our industry to Canada, and had
jeen for the Canadian customs duties it would have been to our advantage to
Wpplied the Canadian market from our factory in the United States. In addition
plants, another large branch of an United States silk manufacturing concern
in brought to Canada and is now operating at Niagara Falls, Ont."
ing the contention that Canadian manufacturers' prices are determined by
of protection which they enjoy and not by costs of production, Mr. F. W,
, President of the Montreal Branch of the Canadian Manufacturers Association,
r b --efore the Tariff Committee in Montreal, said: "A careful study of prices
made in Canadian factories as against goods of similar quality and standard
ir countries, will prove that Canadian manufacturers have not taken advantage
'f to mark prices on their product as high e.s possible. Investigation
how that selling prices of Canadian manufacturers ;*re invariably based upon
if production. Competition if nothing else, would control this condition.
High prices curtail volume of business.
Low prices stimulate and create larger sales.
Larger sales mean greater production.
Greater production means lower cost of production.
Lower cost of production means lower prices.
auction and.more production is what all manufacturers strive for, for it
placing the manufacturer in a better position to meet competition. With the
number of industries in Canada, and small population to consume their output,
manufacturer must fight hard for the business he secures, and statistics will
a very considerable percentage of manufacturers who start in business in
do not survive on account of not being able to profitably meet competition.
to emphatically refute charges made in certain sections of our country that
of products of Canadian factories are regulated by the tariff and not by cost
duction, and we beg to draw attention to the fact that, after circulating these
for many years, those who made them did not produce evidence in support of
lr statements at any of the previous sittings of this Commission."
In conclusion, Mr. Stewart said: "The manufacturing interests of the city of
real reaffirm their conviction that .the prosperity and continued development of
Dominion will be safe-guarded and advanced by the maintenance of adequate tariff
n for the manufacturing industries of this country. They believe that protion which is not high enough to be effective is worse than useless. They base
case for continued protection, not on individual, but on national grounds and
servedly accept the principle that any tariff item which cannot be justified on
ional considerations ought to be eliminated. But they also believe that the prinought to work both ways and that in case any present duties are found to be
equate to promote the development of desirable industries, such duties should be
sed. What is best for Canada is best in the long run for the manufacturers, as
lit also best for every element in our population. As you undertake your revision
tariff, we ask nothing more than that such revision be dominated and directed
question, 'What is best for Canada?'"
The economic relationship which exists between agriculture and industry was
Mized at the hearing of the Tariff Committee in Montreal when Mr. Jack McAvoy,
king for over 3,000 members of the Market Gardeners' Association of the Province
ippealed against any reduction of the tariff on vegetables, fruit, and early
f every kind produced in Canada. "We realize," he said, "that the presence
al workers in Montreal is essential to our existence, and we believe like':. our activities in our market gardening in the vicinity of Montreal are bene! to the industrial workers by giving them better and fresher vegetables at lower
'.an they would have to pay were we not operating as we do."

-3'Before 1907 market gardening had made very little progress in this vicinity
le result that city consumers had to depend to a great extent upon importations
;:eir requirements.
As the Commission is aware, the tariff revision of
laced a duty of from 20 to 25 per cent on vegetables and market gardening proy generally. Immediately after this was done a marked development commenced to
[ace, and at the present time there are in this vicinity 3000 market gardeners
sioy 15,000 farm hands during the entire year and 75,000 during the busy season.
have over $1,000,000 invested in hot houses, over $1,500,000 in hot beds, and
".000 in the rolling stock necessary to market their output. There are rarely
than 700 market gardeners' rigs at the Montreal market which is held daily, and
umber frequently rises to over 1500.
"fith the competition provided by the 3000 market gardeners in this vicinity
er is amply guarded against unfair prices, but as an inducement for us to
i in our present business, we must have the guarantee of our home market against
paents which might be made from the United States in periods of over-produc:•, and which if sold at sacrifice prices, as might likely be the case, would
iy from us the profits upon which our existence depends.
"Cur prices compare favorably with the prices charged by market gardeners in
rhoffie market across the International boundary, and with this being the case,
ission will see that the consumer is in no way penalized for the protection
»e enjoy.
"Much of our rolling stock and other equipment is protected by tariff duties,
1 against this policy on the part of the Government, we have no complaint to make,
n realize thoroughly that our output can be profitably sold only if industrial
;] takes place in Montreal."
A striking example of the close relationship between industrial development
[agricultural prosperity was presented to the Tariff Committee at Quebec city by
J. E. Fortier, representing manufacturers in that Province, who cited the case of
rhiooutimi and Lake St John district, which has been settled and developed within
last thirty to thirty-five years. "In this district" he said, "there are numerous
:; of from 150 to 250 acres each, which find ready purchasers at prices ranging
from $25,000 to $100,000. This rapid increase in farm values was caused by
establishment of several large industrial concerns in the district, including the
;ii Pulp Company, Price Brothers, the Kenogama Pulp and Paper Mills, and the
bite mills at St. Alfonse, together with a number of lumbering mills. There has
>r teen any emigration from this district such as has occurred from districts where
•« were no manufacturing plants and the contrast between farm values in the Lake
John district, where large industries are operating, and in the Eastern townships,
•e there are no such industries of large importance, is a striking demonstration
,he value of manufacturing activities to the farmers. The industries of the Lake
John section provide a market at high prices for all the products of the farms
'by, and afford employment for those who are not needed on the farms during slack
The young men and women who prefer industrial to agricultural occupations,
i teen absorbed in all-year round employment at good wages in the pulp and paper
8. Moreover, in this district, the natural resources of the Province are being
Icped and the products of the district are being carried through to the final proes of manufacture in this country instead of being exported in the raw state."

•
•
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A feature of the hearings of the Tariff Committee has been the frequent testi0 the value of the Canadian tariff in stimulating American investment in Canada.
ankers Trust Company of New York says that while there are no available statistics
[the amount of American capital invested in the Dominion, it must run into mil"There are said to be in Canada some six hundred American owned plants. The
ana have invested large sums in Canadian government, provincial and municipal
lies. It is estimated that our people to-day have invested in Canada upwards
X) million as against about one-fifth of this amount in 1914. The sums annually
pqnile to our citizens for interest, profits, freights, insurance, and so forth, probBOt aggregate or perhaps even exceed $75 million a year."
the tariff has stimulated industrial development in Canada and attracted
id foreign investment, so any revolutionary fiscal action would destroy inHll stability, while free trade would mean the absolute ruin of many Canadian
•facturing establishments, wide-spread unemployment and acute national distress.
•try after industry has testified before the Tariff Committee that denied proWon they could not survive against outside competition. For instance, Mr. A. H.
Gsneral Manager of the Maritime Fish Corporation, Limited, at the Halifax
H|g of the Tariff Committee, said:"Speaking only for the Maritime Fish Corporation, Limited, although I think I
express the attitude of the other fish companies as well, let me state that it is
arate conviction that if the Canadian tariff duty on fresh fish be removed
is no business alternative open to me but to dispose of our fixed investments in
ritime Provinces for what they will bring, transfer our movable property to a
fet England port and from there endeavor to build up business in the United States,
ily the Canadian market from there, and also to develop trade with the Mediterc:untries and South America. Under free trade conditions in the fishing in;ry, the companies would be much mor favorably located in the United States with
assured market represented by the population of that great country, with the furadvantage of free entry into the Canadian market, rather than in Canada with the
ibility of being shut out at any time from the United States."

X

In the course of his appeal to the Tariff Committee for the appointment of a
ffBeard, Mr. J. T. Foster, President of the Trades and Labor Council of Montreal,
sized the fact that there was no subject of cuch vital importance to the life of
i Canadian workman as the tariff question. "We are fully aware of, and widely awake
the fact," he said, "that we depend for our existence upon the development and
Mansion of the Canadian industrial establishment. We consider it is our heritage,
•alienable right as citizens of the Dominion to build our homes and to plan for
[future in the rearing of our families on Canadian soil. We believe that it is the
of our Government to so manage our fiscal policy that the Canadian workman will
1 be compelled through idleness in industry to migrate to foreign lands to find
lloyaent and earn his living. . . .
"Just at the present we are in the usual dilemma of tariff excitement. There
i great contraction in industry. There is a spreading unemployment. The plans are
biding for a real tariff conflict. We view the western campaign for indiscriminate
'•action and for free trade with considerable alarm. We protest that our
•ection with industry is more intimate than that of the western farmer. Many of us
i worked in American industries. We realize the vastness of their wealth, their

-2^Modue trial organization, their huge commercial ramifications, Ey r.rperi. : learned to appreciate the comparative development of Canadian witli Ameri:ign industries. We fully realize that Canadian industry needs to to proI exactly the same ae American industries have been protected if we are to be in
^•to compete, but we desire that the method of applying protection shall be
'lc, based upon calm research and free from a political tinge.
1eadmit and declare that the tariff cannot be taken out of politics, that
^^B policy is an affair of the Government and we assert that the institution
i-rv.sory scientific tariff board is not an infringement, is not an usurpation
p powers cf Government because it merely gathers the data, conducts the research,
i the Government and makes recommendations. There is no need of political
I to convince us of these facts. We do not intend to destroy the industries of
•to which have been built up by the labor of our hands. Quite on the contrary, it
fcwirtfelt wish to see them expand and grow. We simply believe that there is a
Utter way than the political campaign way to determine exactly what measure of
^Hon cur industry needs in order that it may reach its maximum development,
• the greatest number of Canadian workmen, maintain wages and offer a higher
M of living, and so bring prosperity to all Canadians. For these reasons we
It the Government to earnestly consider our recommendation for a Permanent
•ory Tariff Board."
Mr Dtvid Giroux, who appeared- before the Tariff Board at the same hearing on
^^Hf the Canadian Federation of Labor and its seven thousand members, believed
t Canada "should go on record on the fiscal question as completely as the Republi^^pty has done in the United States. . . . Under protection the United States has
When French, German, and English manufacturers could not send over their
ise they came to the United States, built plants, and manufactured their goods
protection. If we adopt such a policy the same thing will occur in Canada."

I

The statement of the Supply Dealers' and Manufacturers' Section of the Builders'
ge in Montreal was one of the shortest submitted to the Tariff Committee, but
tetter statements have been presented to Sir Henry Drayton and his colleagues.
jare instructed," said the Secretary, "to state that it is the opinion of this seethe tariffs presently in force in the Dominion are of the greatest benefit
I only to the building trades of Canada but also to the people of Canada generally.
"You will have noted, Mr. Chairman, that after agriculture the building and
and subsidiary trades of the Dominion rank next in importance having in view the
of capital invested, the number of workers who are employed at wages which
re favorably with those paid in other trades demanding equal skill and experience,
[the benefits conferred by its units on the individual members of the community.
"The operation of the present tariff system has constrained many foreign firms
lid and equip here plants which have had incorporated into their structures male of Canadian origin and manufacture, and which have during their erection given
irative employment to thousands of Canadian mechanics. The operations of these
have in the past furnished thousands of other workers with steady work at steady
I, while the manufactured products turned out by them have satisfied the needs
Ipatified the desires of the people of the Dominion. The province of Quebec, for
^Hhas developed immensely through American Business organizations establishing
there. Towns and villages have been established and developed while the sur.rnnng communities have been enabled to secure ready, convenient and constant
p for their products.
"Again, at the present time there is a very serious shortage of employment,
ft is a surplus of skilled mechanical labor in town and country, and thousands of
•re out of work in various industrial centres. Adequate protection of our indusfis absolutely essential to the progress of this country; and in our opinion no
try would be more vitally affected by any change in the present tariff system
the building industry, and we consider this is not the time to effect any ma•9 in our tariff rates."

f

-3:e little city of St John's, Quebec, had a population of 4,200 in 1904, with
iig plants. To-nay it has no less than 17 manufacturing plants, among
being such important companies as the Singer Manufacturing Company and
dy & Company. Its population is 8,200 and ite City Attorney came before
liEiittee at Montreal to tell them just what its industrial development
ihe community. "I am speaking for the town." said Mr. Jacques Cartier,
irmfacturers came to St. John's we were practically stagnant. ' The great
•em that has taken place since then is essentially due to important manufac|concerns that have been established there."
;,TRY DRAYTON: How are the farmers doing?
MR. CARTIER: They are doing splendidly. They are more than paying the mortgages
us. They are putting money into the bank; the deposits in the banks are
n a way that is really extraordinary.
:;IRY DRAYTON: From farmers?
MR. CARTIER: From farmers especially.
.31IRY DRAYTON: You say they are now paying their mortgages. Do you mean
Are paying their mortgages off?
( MR. CARTIER: Ten or twelve years ago lots of farms were mortgaged to secure
balance of the sale price. These mortgages have been paid and they are putting
in the bank. They are the largest depositors. I know one bank in the city of
v/hich has actually more than $1,000,000 in deposits practically all from
SIE HENRY DRAYTON: From farmers? How about the value of farm lands?
MR, CARTIER: Farm lands have greatly increased in value. Sales at from
to$8,000, and sometimes $10,000, and more than that are of daily occurrence.
SIR HENRY DRAYTON: How much more is that than the sales ten years ago?
MR. CARTIER: There has been a forty per cent increase if not more.
Ihe Manchester Chamber of Commerce has passed a resolution declaring that no
can cancellations in cotton goods could be accepted in cases where contract terms
eer. kept on the Lancashire end. Commenting on this, the Boston News Bureau
icns if "cancellitis" has not reached such proportions as to become a menace to
88 stability, both nationally and internationally. "The Head of the Manchester
of Commerce," it says, "has a right to emphasize the basic principle involved:
be no confidence in stability of trade, either between individuals or bei countries, unless the sanctity of contracts be maintained.1 Business reposes
ience; confidence upon integrity." It points out that the plea of neces80 generally used to justify cancellation "somewhat resembles that which the
i advanced in a different case of word-breaking--the invasion of Belgium."
"Often in human affaire it is not comfortable to keep a bargain's terms. But
ulty is poor excuse. As Dean Briggs, of Harvard, once observed in discussing
hies of the general proposition of word keeping: 'It is dangerous to trifle
be standard of truth. '
"In securities there is no thought, even in panics, of targain breaking. Why
:here be in commodities? Many men have 'failed,' and the toiled on to pay debts;
dnot 'fail1 morally
Character, as Mr. Morgan observed, regarding collateral,
final test. All the loans of a bank are based on the keeping of the word.
"Isn't 'cancellitis 1 an insiduous lowering of our commercial code? If it went
ough, would it not undermine the entire stability of business?"
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the country is experiencing a reaction from extreme prices, there are
economic factors which justify industrial and commercial confidence:1. Reductions in the prices of goods by retailers have stimulated purchasing.
2. fagee still have a purchasing power as great as during the war.
3. The ultimate customer is purchasing almost as freely as under normal
tions.
4. Stocks are being steadily reduced.
5. Th» immediate situation is due in great measure to dumping on the market,
ticulariy in the United States, of accumulated stocks of goods which after all
rwieent only a small percentage of current requirements for consumption.
6. As coon as these surplus stocks have been absorbed, production must be conNd on a basis which will give reasonable returns to producers.
7. It must soon be necessary to place orders for Spring business in cases where
have b«en withheld until more settled conditions were established.
8. Costs of manufacture will be reduced to some extent by cheaper raw materials,
9. Reduction in the cost of production will enable manufacturers to reduce
10. There is no weakness in the financial situation.
11. Vlien the strain of crop moving has been lessened the banks will be able to
lin credits and extend even greater consideration to customers.
12. The reserve purchasing power, of the Canadian people is very great.
13. Bank savings deposits exceed $1,250,000,000, almost double the amount of
i deposits six years ago.
14. Hundreds of millions of Victory Bonds are held in the Dominion, interest on
iepaid to Canadians and the money turned into productive business channels.
15. The interest upon a considerable volume of Canadian securities purchased by
ians during the v/ar is now also paid and distributed in Canada.
16. Great Britain owes to the Canadian Government and the Canadian banks over
0,000,000 which is to be repaid at the rate of $5,000,000 a month for the next six
s, and $10,000,000 a month thereafter.
17. Depreciation of the Canadian dollar is costly to the Dominion, but exchange
re hose purchases of Canadian-made goods and this retains capital in the country
otherwise would go to the United States.
18. Th* state of exchange also encourages United States investments in the
Dion and at least a portion of the profits on such investments is invested in
icountry.
19. Exchange gives Canadian manufacturers an advantage in export markets over
lUnited States and in comparison with pre-war figures Canadian export trade has
i well sustained,
20. Canadians are heavier bondholders than ever before, and these bonds repre^liditional reserves of capital.
21. During the last nine months 100,000 emigrants have entered the country.
fof these have capital and at once become consumers of Canadian manufactures and
i products.
22. It is stated that 10,000 British tenant farmers may come to Ontario in
Spring.
23. The Western Colonization Association is meeting with great success in its
o encourage settlement in the Prairie Provinces and has already raised

•r $1,000, ooo.

-2certnin general immigration will increase as steamship accommodation
I available,
is there assurance of a higher and more aggressive tariff under Registration in the United States, but even in the Democratic South there
ovement for a protective tariff. In its "March of Events" column, under
ling "A Southern Demand for a Protective Tariff," the World's Work says:Bdays have indeed gone when the Southern planters, headed by Calhoun, made
. .' Congress resound with tv.eir denunciations of the tariff robbers of the
ind when South Carolina threatened to secede, not on the issue of slavery, but
jf a protective tariff which had been passed in the interest of Northern
... A Southern Tariff Convention, of which the leading spirit was John M.
Governor of Louisiana, has recently been held in New Orleans. Its aim was to
•end to ihe Tariff Commission and to Congress a tariff schedule on Southern prot will equalize the cost of production with that of foreign countries.1
acturere Record of Baltimore, a publication which is devoted to Southern
:pports this policy, aand is now pushing an aggressive campaign intended
he South to a demand for a protective tariff. It appeals particularly to
I'.ural interests such as the cotton growers whose product competes with the
n crop, and the peanut producers, who, it declares, are approaching ruin as a
riental oil products. To these, says this publication, the campaign of the
riff Convention, 'if intelligently directed, is potentially of almost as
'importance to the South and to the nation as was the invention of the cotton gin.'
ras the assertion of leaders at the American Cotton Association's Convention
,t was hoped through manipulation of the pure food regulations, by branding the
: :f oil on containers, and methods of that sort' to defeat foreign competition,
liclares that 'there is not enough political power or political sentiment or
iiistory to hold Southern agriculturists much longer to allegiance to obsolete
C practices which pauperize and enslave them. '
'whatever may be thought of this movement from an economic standpoint, politi^^^ t is certainly suggestive. The is .rue which this movement proposes is the one
•uch :".:' . xty years has formed one of the main planks in the political party which
:tle strength in the Southern States. It is the issue to which the only
!. counts for much in that section lias always been opposed. Yet the leaders
is aovewent. repudiate the suggestion that the South must embrace the Republican
\',cr 'o obtain a protective tariff on cotton and peanuts. 'If it be said
In South must vote for free trade and misery or accept Negro domination, it is
'or political purposes.' Is it then expected tha the party of Grover Clevedopt protection in order to hold the South in line? The present is a time
1 contradictions; and among these the demand of the South for a protective
for. two of its greatest products is not the least significant."

»

1

fitli the German mark worth less than two cents in Canada where its pre-war
u nearly 24 cents, German competition is already making itself felt in many
j) industries and the menace for the future is pronounced. German salt indusecently quoted prices in Montreal over thirty per cent below those of Canadian
The Canadian toy industry is seriously threatened. The Canadian iron and
hardware, cutlery, musical instruments, drug and chemical, fertilizer, brush,
,er industries have already been affected. The markets, for instance, which
adian brush industry had succeeded in developing in the United Kingdom, the
States, Australia, Newfoundland, British West Indies, British South Africa,
"ast Africa, the Argentine, Colombia, Venezuela, Java, China, Cuba, and
cuncries, have been practically wiped out owing to the international exchange
;d, further, the Canadian market itself is being seriously threatened by
is of Belgian and German brushes made by cheap labor.

-3scount on Canadian funds in the United States has been rising since early
now within a narrow margin of the "peak" which was reached last February
over 17 per cent. An exchange rate of 20 per cent or more before Spring
nlikely. Exchange discount is, of course, not an unmixed evil inasmuch as
inports and encourages exports. It is a natural penalty for buying more than
. It operates to discourage imports by increasing the cost to us of
goods. The most unfortunate feature of the situation is that when a high
acount on our money becomes necessary, in order to force us to curtail
«f non-essential goods by increasing the cost, the cost of essential goods,
cotton and oil, are increased in proportion as well. Exchange does not
e between luxuries and necessities and there is a far better way in which
'-balanced condition of our trade account can be corrected than allowing exo raise the prices of all imported goods as to reduce purchases. If the
people will only realize the seriousness of the situation they may apply the
remedy at a lesser cost to themselves. By voluntarily restricting our purimpcrted goods wherever possible, we can keep down the discount on our money
ted States and thereby help to reduce the cost to us of indispensable imfusal to buy imported goods except absolute necessities surely is a more
•ay of dealing with the situation than depending upon a high exchange rate to
ost of all commodities, both essentials and non-essentials.
ling with the saite subject, under the heading of "Putting Exchange 'in
The Home Bank Monthly says: "There is said to be a disposition among mer('Aaerican border cities to accept Canadian money at par, or at a flat rate
belcw the prevailing quotations for New York funds. When this announcement
made it was welcomed in some quarters as heralding an improvement in the congoverning exchange. As a matter of fact the acceptance of Canadian money by
nts in the United States at par, or at a reduced discount, instead of
. levelling up of the balance of trade is to be regarded as a provocation
rease the growing balance against Canada and send exchange to a still higher
I in the international audit of accounts.
'If exchange is at 10 per cent against Canada and a merchant in Buffalo, or
elsewhere along the border line, takes a Canadian dollar at par for his
,ised dollar's worth in the United States, it simply means that he has sold at a
10 per cent off his regular price.
•Of course if the American merchants were giving this inducement in order to
e Canadian money together to bring over to Canada and spend here, the transtould ultimately have a favorable bearing on exchange. But that, it happens,
le merchant's intention. If it were he could buy Canadian money more cheaply
^Bl transaction of exchange. He does not offer to accept Canadian money at
= he particularly wants it, but he would rather take it at par than hold
bin stock which are not moving out to his regular American customers.
: te of exchange against Canada cannot be lowered by buying bargain" with
money in the United States. The terms make no difference. If one could buy
orth of American goods for a Canadian ten-cent piece the transaction
Jd its moiety to the adverse balance of trade between the two countries,
irchase from the United States might be resold into that country again at
iture date and at an advance upon the original price.
Exchanging made-in-Canada dollars for over-stock made-in-United States-^oods
totitutes the Canadian dollar for the surplus commodity it purchases; It reno involved calculation to show that this form of exchange cannot improve the
r -he Canadian dollar in the United States."
.e Directors of the Missouri Farmers Association have issued a statement
ing a protecting tariff "against the importation of cheap wheat, grain, wool,
-her similar farm commodities."

^^^m
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Independent Labor Party has theoretical views on protection conforming to
Canadian Council of Agriculture but there is a sound body of working
ca which has no patience with economic experiments and fiscal fallacies.
;f the Tariff Committee all over the Dominion important labor reprcsent»nd individual workers have appeared to urge retention of an adequate t.riff.
hearing at London, Ont., for instance, Mr. E. L. Lancaster, Master workman,
in St. Mary's, urged that any change in the tariff affecting manufacturers was
affect workers, "In our town," he said, "about 80 per cent of the residents
r own homes and it would be a conservative estimate to say that probably from
per cent of the workers own their own homes. Anything tvat is conducive to
= manufacturer is also conducive to the life of the laborers or workmen,
that would tend to the demoralization of our manufacturing industry would
:;ent and demoralization amongst the men because it is bound to have
. 'ect in any industrial centre. Unemployment, by cutting off wages, leads to
I crime.
SIR HENRY DRAYTON: You appear for the industrial workers?
I MR. LANCASTER: Yes, I speak for the industrial workers.
So, Mr. Wm.McCulloch, who appeared for the furniture workers of Stratford, said:
that I am expressing the opinion of the majority of workers in our city when
that we think the Government should take no steps ao the present time to interUh the tariff in any way. We feel that protection in our line particularly is
Ihtely necessary for our own success as well as for the success of the young indusin which we are engaged. I do not believe that any line in Canada today ha3 had
competition to contend with, from our American competitors, than our woodne, particularly the furniture industry, and we workers who are striving
niggling to make homes for ourselves feel that the removal of protection - which'
protection to us for our livelihood - would place in our minds that fear of the
r» which would seriously reduce our effectiveness as workers."
The industrial history of Hamilton illustrates in a striking manner the practi9 of the tariff in stimulating foreign investments in Canada. To-day there
I fewer than 53 branches or former branches of United States firms in the city
len'.ing an estimated capital investment of over $66,000,000, employing nearly
hands, having a total pay roll of over $16,500,000, and producing products
he value of over $61,000,000. "But for the tariff,." Mr. George K. Dougof the Hamilton Branch of the Canadian Manufacturers Association, told
..iiniitee, "these firms would have supplied Canadian trade from parent
is in the United States. The imposition of duties on their goods forced
• establish plants in Canada if they wished to maintain their markets here.
(lieve from information furnished to us that if the tariff were removed the majority
..chec would either be withdrawn or be limited to the functions of distriburehcuses for the parent plants of the United States."
lellani claims the largest per capita growth in the Dominion of Canada in the
fclteen years . It, attributes its growth to industrial development. Of its 18
I no fewer than 15 represent or originally represented American capital.
of these plants," Mr. Vaughan of the Vaughan Seed Company, assured the
JHBittce, at a recent sitting, "have come over here and to-day we find nearly
ken good Canadian citizens. We feel that the growth of Welland is largely due

-2ection afforded by the tariff of this country because we had the sa-ue famous
anal long before these industries came, the same railways and the same facili• American manufacturer, seeing the market in Canada, came over and naturally
nVU :id. The fact of these industries coming to We Hand hao albo changed
iing country which has always been a farming country. To the south it is
north it is the garden of Canada. It is here that the majority of the
Hare located. These farm lands have been enhanced in value from the very
:e American industries have located in Welland. Farm land has had at
increase of 100 per cent over the value of 1900. In come sections
[changed from farm land to industrial sites and of course in there sections the
uch more. But the fact remains that the centralization cf tl.ese indu^lelland has opened up such a market for the surrounding country that it is
to supply the needs of the community in many cases to such an extent that
o industries have had cars of potatoes brought from outside points to
employees. What has happened in Welland in recent years is largely the
•jt of what has happened in St. Catharines."
o industrial expansion, the City of Stratford has practically doubled its
iion :r. the last twenty years. Farm lands have increased in value and taking
ties h*v;- been doubled. Such war the testimony of the Mayor of the city when he
e the Tariff Committee. "Unfortunately, however, we have at the present
ing increase of unemployment," he told Sir Kenry Draytcn and his col"and many attribute the present depression in trade to the agitation regardj'Jucticn. Over 85 per cent cf our people own their own homes; a very
ible proportion of these are directly or indirectly dependent upon our indusffor employment. My belief is that a larger number of our people own their own
Bin in any other city. We feel sure that no one would desire such a change in
jcal policy as would impose upon them the necessity of sacrificing their homes
Celled to move their families and start life over again. A representaTic deputation appeared before the committee with the Mayor, among th«m being
J. Monteith, a farmer born near the city and engaged in mixed farming in the
. Mr. Monteith'sevidence was of peculiar value as being a practical
agricultural opinion as contrasted with the theoretical tariff views of
3ian Council of Agriculture.
"My observations during the past number of years from the standpoint of an
it," Mr. Monteith told the Committee, "have led me to believe that the
.olicy as now in operation has been a benefit to the farming industry of
I, and that the maintenance of some such policy is essential to the continuance
srity enjoyed by the average man engaged in the cultivation of the soil.
"My reasons for believing as above are as follows:
average land valuation in the last 20 years has increased in my community from
[40 per cent due to increased value from the soil.
are 30 per cent fewer mortgages on farms surrounding Stratford than there
years ago. I attribute this largely to the fact of having a protective tariff,
e main things secured for the farmer by a protective tariff is a home
iorder that w« as farmers may enjoy national prosperity, I feel that all
;ild prosper. The more manufacturing industries we have the better for the
inlain that Canada is not at present able to compete with an open market
,ir. our population.
j.rkets are thrown open to the United States, I am of the opinion that
Buldr.it compete as at present, our prices would be forced down and our-revenues
led, Thus farming would become less attractive and there would be a danger of
try dwindling.
3 that it is in the best interests of Canada that the tariff on farm
ts should not be lowered further.

-3n only so far as is necessary to maintain all active industry in Canada
, the farmer's ideal.
•NRY DRAYTON: You say that there are a third less mortgages than there used
That means that a third of the mortgages have been paid off?
E. MONTEITH: Yes.
. :NRY DRAYTON: Then what, about farm chattel mortgages, are many of those
S, MONTEITH. I don't think there are any in our locality that I know of.
D-jrnville occupies a central position in the eastern end of Haldimand county in
icultural district with a large tributary farming community surrounding it.
irs ago it had a population of 2115, a total assessment of $500,475, and one
•try employing three hands. To-day its population totals 3517 and its assessment
186,280. It has six manufacturing establishments employing 646 hands, paying over
0 in wages, and representing a capital investment of ovor $2,250,000. The Mayor
town Council of Dunnville appeared before the Tariff Committee at Hamilton. They
led that "the present prosperity of the town and surrounding country can be mainly by continuance of industries." "The protection of these industries,"
"is looked for by the people of this community." Dunnville is a typical
•tration of small community growth from industrial development. Of Dunnville18
II population of 3517, no fewer than 2,500 are directly dependent upon the comdustries. The population of the agricultural country tributary to the town,
ring a radius of approximately 10 miles, is 7639. In 1900 the value of farming
per acre in that surrounding district was $30. This year it is rated at $100
I up. "Abandoned farms and waste land were frequent twenty years ago," said the
k. "To-day they are unknown." The Town Clerk also submitted the following
arative table to the Tariff Committee: 1900
1920
Iheat, per bushel
$ 1.80 to $ 2
$ .68
food, per cord .
4.00
11.00 to $12
4.00
Pork, per cwt.
17.00 to $£2
18.50
Cattle, per head
60.00 to $80
.40
Potatoes, per bushel
1.25
Butter, per Ib.
to
65<f to 85^
Farm labor, per month
13.00
65.00 up
Chickens, each
.15
1.25 to $1.75
"A weekly market in Dunnville," he said, "affords farmers facilities for dis1 of their produce without delay, the market being cleared in a couple of hours
iweek. Loss or curtailment of the pay roll of industrial concerns would cause a
v on in the wholesale and retail merchandise trades, in real eetate, banking,
Idirg trades, etc., and would be disastrous to the welfare of the town and at the
lent time rob the farmers of the splendid market."
The Town Clerk, Mr. Clark, is an undertaker. He can hardly be accused of benefrom any kind of tariff, but "I may say in my own private capacity," he told
nittee, "that I am very fortunate in being in Dunnville, because in Dunnville
the large tributary country, in five years' business, I have not had more than
•f bad debts."
SIR HENRY DRAYTON: They are good payers?
MR. CLARK: Excellent. They generally pay by bank cheque and I have yet to run
ee a farmer without a bank account.
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Canada needs an organization such as the British Higher Production Ccun.,.,1,
;:g employers and employees, to emphasize the national importance of Mgher
tion. In the United Kingdom, powerful labor influences are striving to rxpo;.o
rs the fallacies of underproduction and ca 1 canny. Among those who hava been
live in the movement are Mr. 7/. A. Appleton, Secretary of the English Fc uerof Trade Unions and Mr. J. R. dynes, Labor Memver of the Imperial ParlL.-uent
«ident of the National Union of General Y.'orkers. Speaking at a meeting of the
icticn Council in London on December 2, Mr. Clynes condemned "scarcity" as
cf the worker and the real .friend of the speculator and the profiteer,
workingmen," he said, "who think th.it if they do lesc there will be more
one else to do, I submit against that view the results cf experience, which
real test. From one cause or another this year of 1920 has been one of low
:ion, and it is towards the end of tins year of low production that we see the
^^•figure of unemployment workmen have had to suffer in recent years. If it were
^^ft low production found v/ork for others, that would have solved your unemplcyl problem and absorbed these hundreds of thousands of men. . . . High prices are
conpanions of scarcity. The general condition of prices can only be turned in the
ction when the flow of commodities is made so abundant as to influence prices.
', then, is the friend of the worker. Increased production lessens his diffillties; decreased production increases his burdens and diminishes the purchasing power
ges. If, now, by some wonderful piece of magic we could speedily produce all
^Bne, clothing, domestic materials and necessaries of the horns which the workers
SO dear because they are so scarce, the mass of the workers would be very much hapWe cannot do this by magic, but we can call to our aid all the machinery, plant
Ilethods of production now available, and these methods can frequently be improved."
Free traders are surely losing ground in Great Britain. When the-British Parliaopens again in February, the Government will present two industrial mes.su.. as.
^Hvform merchandise marks ensuring clear identification on each article . ' the
•/en: which imports come, and the second to protect industries "essenti-1 to
1 well-being." Mr. Lloyd George has definitely stated that he will not
iport duties on goods competing with products of key industries. "Und/:r no
..." he said, "and whatever it costs should we let those industries dc.'.n in
^•re. In the event of a tariff Canada and other Dominions would enjoy rvaferb over the United States and other foreign countries." As the Government i_. disvotect essential industries, so it is opposed to continued Governmer" connterference with business. In a significant speech before the powerful
•lion of British Industries recently, Mr. Lloyd George said:'Leave the industries, in so far as is possible, to work out their own t.alvation.
lbare your feelings against Government control snd Government interference. It is
I
ueiness of the Government. It is not the service it can render. In times
emergency it is essential that it should be done, because everything then is
.uted on the task which the Government has in hand, but the sooner you get
from it the better.
"But that applies to home trade. Does it not apply to international trade?
less interference there is on the part of the Government with trade, whether it
e or foreign trade, the better. There are certain things we are pledged to do.
•» pledged to do everything wo can to shield the industries which were discovered
war to be essential industries for the defence of the country. We are

-20 deal with the problem of dumping, and we are pledged to do soniathiv:?, in EO
1 Covernraont can, to deal with the exchange situation, BO that tho e::.Jianse
I in Europe may not be utilized as a means for destroying our i n d u s t r i e s .
thirds we are pledged to do.
•But in the main our policy is that the less interference with trade Lh 3- is
ipartof the Government, the better it is for trade and the better it i: for the
Irunner, Mond Canada, Limited, assured a protection of three-tenths of
cent'
Bd under the general tariff and one-fifth of a cent under the British r
, bought 650 acres of land at Amherstburg, employed over 1000 men in tlu con." an extensive plant for the production of soda ash, and now have hi r.dreds
irs engaged in steady employment at good wages. The Company at the Tariff
Brings at Windsor emphasized the value of its industrial activities to
borg and the surrounding territory.* Its general arguments were strongly supty representatives of the town. Mr. Cudy, Manager of the Imperial Eanl. of
for instance, in a personal statement before Sir Henry Drayton and his
said:ing over the figures since the Brunner, Mond came to Amherstburg, I find
last two ye:?.rs, our savings deposits have increased 81 per cent, our corndeposits 310 per cent, and the bank profits a little over 100 per cent. I
•very man in Amherstburg appreciates the fact that we have one of the best indus..: part of the country. We appreciate their being here. They pay good
le figured yesterday that their payroll amounts to about $1,500,000 a year,
le that may not appear big in some cities, in a town the size of Amherstburg
a very material figure."
SIR HENRY DRAYTON : Is yours a private bank?
HE. CUDY: No, it is the Imperial Bank. Since Brunner, Mond came, another bank
oablished. We had the Molsone and the Imperial prior to that, but the Canaink of Commerce has since established a branch. Notwithstanding that our busipractically doubled in two years as the result of the coming of Brunner, Mend.
. F. Parke, the Mayor of Amherstburg, also made the following stat^aent:
of the municipality of Amherstburg, I wish to draw your attention in a very
[fords to the progress that has been made in the last few years. In the year 1916,
Bttburg was practically only a country village, in fact, there had been a shrinkage
t years owing to the lack of industries. There were only three email indusof which the plant of the Dominion Canners was ons. There were forty cr fifty
oyed at these plants and the total annual wages would amount to prcbal y
At that time, the Amherstburg assessment was $685,000. There were
i.hing
neighborhood of eighty houses vacant or from 16 to 18 per cent. Since xhe comr.e large factory Amherstburg' s assessment has increased to $2,000,000 , nd come
500 worth of new buildings have been erected in the municipality. The peculation
fcreased from 1900 to better than 3,300. The municipality at the present time
Ke at least 50 additional houses. Land values have increased very much. The
Inunicipality is making splendid and rapid progress."
[ The practical value of a protective tariff to Canadian workers was brou^;"...t to
...tion of the Tariff Committee at its hearings in Hamilton by Mr. R. Buchanan,
chinist with twenty years of expsrience, who appeared before Sir Henry Drayton
,8 colleagues "to say a word on behalf of those who are dependent upon practical
.ring the first few years of my experience," he said, "we had a vary .small
;e of industry as compared with what we have at the present time, and no doubt
Ciease that wo have seen has been due to tariff protection.
'During the first years that I refer to we saw times in which there was a very
i labor market, and during that time it was hard for a man to sell his labor to
ft. The result was that when there was any surplus of labor a man had no

-3to become a good citizen, he did not undertake to buy a home, he took no
in the affairs of his town, and I can say from my personal experience that a
•centage of our young men of those days went across the line in order that they
their ambitions. The result is that to-day they are American citizens,
places
have had to be filled from the outside.
Itfce:: ;
I believe that if anything should be done to put us back to these conditions
1 near,;: of a low tariff it would be disastrous for this country.
I know that I
t want to go through the experience again of my early days, and I believe that
ling generation would not meet those conditions as we did, they would not be as
I as we were, nor as perservering. Human nature has taken on a different turn
'such a situation had to be met again--and it surely would have to be met if
itories were dispensed with--it would be much more difficult to meet."
;;RY DRAYTON: Mr. Buchanan, how are the workers here in Hamilton, do many
|H own their own homes, or are they largely tenants without any stake in the city?
NAN: The last few years have seen a great improvement in the condition
class that I represent.
SIR HENRY DRAYTON: How many of the boys own their own homes?
KB, BUCHANAN: Judging from conversations I have had from time to time and from
personal knowledge, would say from 60 to 75 per cent.
SIR HENRY DRAYTON: As much as that?
MR. BUCHANAN: Yes.
SIR HENRY DRAYTON: That is a very heavy percentage. If-that is so it is very
MR. BUCHANAN: It is understood that at the present time a very large percentage
se are under mortgage, and in case of a panic or anything of that kind it would
(it very uncomfortable and inconvenient for a large percentage of those men.
HON, MK. ROBERTSON: That is, since this city has been rapidly growing the workive purchased homes on the instalment plan, and are now paying for them?
MR. BUCHANAN: I understand by the term "instalment plan" that very few of these
able to buy a house without mortgaging it, and they have to meet those payments
or half yearly.
HON. MR. ROBERTSON: Your point is that the workmen are interested in the future
city to the extent that unless their employment continues they would find it
ult to meet their obligations and hold the homes that they have purchased and
1 paid for?
MR. BUCHANAN: Yes sir. What I wish to emphasize is the difference between now
en. The men have confidence now that they did not have before.
triting in La Presse, Senator L. 0. David, a life-long friend of Sir Wilfrid
rand, as Sir Wilfrid was when in power, a Liberal protectionist, says: "Action
j^ next session on the subject of the tariff is going to modify considerably the
situation as well as the views of public men. We will then know with whom we
I cone to an understanding not only on the tariff question, but also with regard to
::g of French and other matters of national and religious interest. We will
any condition be able to adopt a policy which will bring ruin to the manufacinterests of this country. From the standpoint of the financial situation of
this would be more than an error; it would be a crime. The day upon which the
come into power on a programme of free trade will be a black day, a day of ruin
entable disaster, especially if the Americans impose higher duties on our pro|, ' cannot conceive that intelligent men having at heart the interests of their
should dream of opening our markets to the Americans when the latter shut
doors on ours. There is talk of reciprocity in natural products. But can it be
considered when the United States no longer desires to discuss it?"

